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We are meeting after October 31,1994. These six months 
have been packed with events, in the political, economic and 
industrial spheres, both internationally and nationally. The 
AITUG has tried to be in tune with these events, and to interact 
with them whenever necessary.

In a number of countries the forces of socialism have staged 
a come back, after renewing themselves and drawing lessons- 
from the past, thus disproving the false prophets who had 
pronounced their doom. Faith in socialism, its ideology, and 
in the role of the working class and its democratic allies is 
growing after a period of set back.

The left forces have scored victories in elections in several 
countries,-the most spectacular being in our neighbouring 
country Nepal. Workers and toiling people are marching m te 
streets in increasing numbers against attacks on their living 
standards and social achievements, against all forms of 
exploitation and social injustice, against poverty, unemployment 
and social exclusion, against the attempts of the imperialists and 
the MNCs to impose their so-called New World Order.

Working people in India have also played their part in such 
struggles. They have yet many more bitter struggles to fight, 
as we shall presently see.

Despite all claims and forecasts by officials spokesmen, the 
Indian economy has not looked up after 4 years of the new 
economic policies. We can note the following features :

i) Inflation is consistently double digit, and the claim that 
it will be brought down to between 6 and 7 per cent 
has not materialised. It cannot be attributed to over
investment, to a too rapidly growing economy-what is 
called ‘over heated economy’, as in China. The 
common man is suffering from price rise, especially 
in respect of essential commodities. During these 4 
years, the CPI has gone up by as much as 50 per cent.
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ii) The rate of growth has fluctuated between 2 and 3%. 
The expected 5.5. per cent growth this year is on a 
base that had earlier declined or stagnated. The over
all growth rate is influenced by high rate in some 
sectors.

iii) The budget deficit has not been brought down as was 
contemplated, mainly because Government profligacy 
and nonplan expenditure remain unchecked. This year 
too, the deficit is well beyond the contemplated limit.

iv) Trade deficit continues to grow every quarter with 
more and more import liberalisation, and a compara
tively slower rise in exports. While part of the growth 
in imports can be attributed to imports of necessary 
machinery and better technology, there is a good deal 
due to imports of non essential consumer items. Point
ing the finger at our large foreign exchange reserves 
is misleading since much of it is due to borrowings, 
and “footloose hot money”, rather than export earn
ings and remittances.

v) While custom duties are being reduced to open our 
markets to foreign firms, excise and levies on products 
of local manufactue continue, making the ground more 
uneven for ‘competition’.

vi) Public sector investments are the lowest in all these 
years which is putting the lid on the development of 
the public sector, and reduces employment prospects. 
This reduction in public sector investment is not coun
terbalanced by any substantial growth in investments 
from the private sector whether local or foreign. 
Regional disparities are growing as a result of market- 
oriented policies and investment patterns. This is a 
dangerous strain on our national unity.

vii) The rate of domestic savings is low due to monetary 
factors and ‘consumerism’ preached by market phi
losophy. On the other hand there is a lot of money 
which flows into speculation on the stock exchange.
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viii) Sickness in SSI or non-SSI sectors continues, leading 
to closures, retrenchements, and loss of employment 
in many cases under cover of V.R.S.

ix) Addition to the workforce is outstripping new employ
ment and job placement. Unemployment is thus rising 
alarmingly. ‘Jobless growth’ in a country with a huge 
unemployed workforce, aggravates our social prob
lems.

x) The so called NRF has been a non-starter in the matter 
of retraining and redeployment, despite its much 
vaunted aims and guidelines. Its only use has been for 
financing VRS. As to helping in modernisation of 
units so as to make them viable and competitive, this 
is not among its objectives.

xi) The drive for privatisation, despite disclaimers contin
ues in several devious ways, through outright sale of 
public sector units (both central and state), allowing 
entry of private (including MNCs) into hitherto re
stricted sectors (like power, telecom, finance, elec
tronic and even defence production), denying 
budgetary support, denying orders to PSEs and divert
ing them to the private sector, forbidding PSEs to bid 
along with private parties, disinvestment, allowing 
MNCs and other private parties to move over into 
positions of control and management, farming out 
regular and departmental work to contractors, and so 
forth. There is a conspiracy afoot to hand over entire 
lucrative state sector units, or for instance mines, oil 
fields, etc. explored and developed by the public sector 
at great costs, to private parties for their profits, even 
if this means crippling the public sector undertakings.

xii) Huge funds acquired from ‘disinvestment’ are being 
funneled to meet budgetary deficits, and nothing is set 
apart for modernisation and further development of the 
very same units. Public assets built through tremen
dous national efforts and sacrifices, are being liquida-
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ted to meet current expenditure. As a part of the 
deceptive propaganda on this subject, employees are 
being encouraged and dragged into purchasing shares 
of the disinvested units.

xiii) Debt servicing charges are increasingly eating away a 
major part of our budgetary resources. The country 
is hovering perilously close to the brink of a debt trap. 
There is a net outflow from developing countries 
including India, to the developed capitalist countries 
despite vast doses of loan.
The Controller and Auditor General (CAG), express
ing his concern on the mounting public debts, had 
noted that the Government was now in a situation, 
when it was required to borrow from the market and 
apply the bulk of internal borrowings towards debt 
service obligations. In its latest report, the CAG has 
exemplified its points by citing the case of 1992-93, 
when Rs. 93,754 crores were raised from internal 
borrowings, while Rs. 67,764 crores were spent on 
repayment of old loans and Rs. 13,542 crores were 
paid as interest. “In effect 86% of this internal 
borrowings were utilised to repay instalments and pay 
interest dues.”

xiv) The GATT regime under the W.T.O. can have many 
other consequences both foreseen and unforeseen. 
Already our patent laws are being amended and ques
tions are being raised about sky rocketing prices of 
drugs, putting a lid on our R & D, jeopardising our 
food security etc.

Who are the ‘gainers’ and who are the ‘losers’ :
According to Economic Times Research Bureau (Economic 

Times, 9th may 1994) ‘ ‘never before in the past have corporate 
results been so encouraging”.

Operating results of the 110 private companies for the year 
1993- 94 show a rise of 41 % in gross profits and 11 % in net profits.



What is significant is that such high profits came from an 
increase of only 23.8% in sales!

The following is a sample of the high profit earnings, after 
liberalisation. (Source : Economic Times, Calcutta, 19th 
November, 1994).

Net Profits - 1993-94 % of growth Rs. in crores
1. Tata Chemicals 27.6% 269.00
2. Telco 191.8% 239.00
3. Grasim 277.9% 65.00
4. Bajaj Auto 145.7% 183.00
5. Indian Rayon 97.9% 124.00
6. Reliance Industries 576.0% 79.00
7. L. & T. 195.6% 65.00
8. Eassar Gujrat 182.2% 77.00
9. Hindalco 157.9% 37.00
10 Kirloskar Oil Engines 10.2% 231.00

Dr. D.H. Panandiker, former Secretary , FICCI has
observed ‘ ‘Profits earned by Corporate India in 1993-94, were 
higher than any other Asian country. The only other country 
which appears to be close to India is Taiwan.”

But it is the working class which is the worst sufferer, 
whether by forced redundancy and forcible separation through 
VRS or otherwise; continuous reduction of their share in the 
value added or of increasing work loads under the new systems 
of production like TACT Time, BPR etc.

a) Unemployment is increasing by leaps and bounds. 
According to the assessment of the National Institute of Public 
Finance and Policy Studies, as per the 8th Five Year Plan, 
backlog of unemployment on 1st April 1992 was 23 million. 
By 1997 it is expected to go up by 35 million and 2002 by 
another 36 million. Thus by 2002, unemployment will be 94 
million. Consequently, between 1992 and 2002 employment 
will have to be generated at the rate of 9.4 million each year.



b) As against this requirement, actual performance is 
highly disheartening.

i) In 1991 while closure of sick, private sector companies 
was 25000 units, in December 1993 the number went 
up to 4,07,000. During the last 3 years, sick public 
sector units referred to BIFR were 106, of which it 
dealt with 12 and decided to liquidate 10 out of them.

ii) According to a study by the Associated Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, there must have been an 
additional unemployment of 1 to 3 million in Public 
Sector Units in 1992-93 and further 4.8 million during 
1993-94.

iii) The National Textile Corporation declared 80,000 
workers surplus (Economic Times, 20.12.93).

c) In addition, work previously done in the bigger, 
organised factories over the years and which provided work 
for large numbers, is now being systematically “offloaded” 
to the unorganised sector, lacking both in adequate equipment 
and necessary expertise. This shift hurts the working class in 
two ways. Firstly, jobs which were worth high salaries, 
secured by the concerned workmen, through prolonged 
struggles over a number of years, are lost and along with that 
their employment. Secondly, the new workers, who are now 
called upon to do these jobs in the unorganised sector, are 
subject to rank exploitation, being forced to work on very low 
wages, total absence of proper working conditions and often 
for very long hours.

In many cases whole factories are being shifted out of their 
present locations, sometimes to other districts and even to 
other states (CIBA shifted to Goa) with consequent loss of jobs 
and useful employment for erstwhile employed workers. No 
doubt, they are sometimes offered employment at the new 
locations, but it is not always possible for the workers to shift 
to these new locations due to a number of factors.



The debate whether the policies and decisions are in 
exercise of the sovereign powers of the State, or at the dictates 
of the IMF and World Bank, diverts attention from the fact 
that all these are integral parts of the Structural Adjustment 
Models being imposed by the Bretton Woods institutions on 
most of the developing countries.

The common people in our country may not have grasped 
all aspects of this policy, but have not failed to understand that 
it is anti-poor and oriented towards the top layers of our 
society. They have expressed their resentment through 4 industrial 
strikes within 4 years, by organising several protest demonstrations 
and satyagrahas, resistance at local levels and so on.

They have used the poll opportunities to give their verdict 
on these policies, along with other failings of the govt, such 
as its ambivalence towards communal forces, corruption, 
criminalisation of politics and the politics of criminalisation. 
In some states well organised and aggressive communal 
parties like the BJP and the Shiv Sena have been able to exploit 
the popular discontent and resentment and gain spectacular 
successes where the Lett is weak and the secular forces are 
divided and unable to put together an united act.

Stung by the poll debacle, the ruling Congress is now 
talking about giving its policies a ‘pro-poor’ image and a 
‘human face’. It has, as if, ‘rediscovered the poor’. Glib talk 
about the ‘market’ solving everything is now substituted by 
guarded talk of a “market plus”.

The latest budget in fact indulges in a lot of talk about the ‘poor’, 
and even outlines several schemes for the poor, though without 
corresponding budgetary allocations. But the basic policies 
continue unchanged. They are supposed to be “irreversible.”

The crash in Mexico, which was held up as a model, a 
success story of structural adjustment carried through under



IMF/WB direction has caused some uneasiness here too, 
though government spokesmen are putting up a brave face and 
asserting that “India is not Mexico”, and that Indian 
‘reformers’ were cleverer than their Mexican counterparts. 
Undoubtedly, India is not Mexico but there is a lesson to be 
learnt and danger signals to be noted, which can be ignored 
only to our peril.

As a developing country we must certainly learn from the 
experience of many countries. But India is not Singapore, 
Taiwan or S. Korea. It is a big country, with a huge 
population and vast resources, with its special social and 
economic problems, its legacy of poverty, illiteracy and 
disease waiting to be eradicatd, its own political complexion, 
and so on. It can well advance along the path of self-reliance, 
while developing links and integrating with the global 
economy.

What is our Stand?
Let us repeat without any possibility of misunderstanding, 

that we stand for allround development of our country in the 
industrial, agricultural, social and cultural fields. For this, in 
the first place, certain economic reforms are indeed necessary. 
The license permit raj ’ which after a certain point (of planning 
and allocation of resources) has only shackled development, 
led to political discrimination, bureaucratic interference and 
domination and resulting corruption, has to be dismantled. 
Bureaucratic controls have to be replaced by democratic 
initiative and decision making.

Secondly, for development, foreign investment and import 
and induction of technology is necessary in certain spheres. 
This is not the same thing as an ‘open door’ to MNCs, wooing 
them with all sorts of concessions, guarantees and 
counterguarantees, and allowing them a free run in all spheres. 
It does not mean indiscriminate induction of technology even



where labour- intensive methods can do, with no greater 
economic disadvantage, but rather the contrary.

Thirdly, even MNCs have a role to play when they bring 
in resources and technology sorely lacked by us in certain 
spheres of basic industries and which can serve as jumping off 
ground for futher development. But this should not 
compromise our general approach of selfreliant growth, or 
allow MNCs to acquire control over vital sectors of the 
economy. We should in no case slacken our struggle for a 
code of conduct which should apply to the MNCs, and for 
applicability of our laws on their operations, on the plea of 
not scaring them off. In fact the present anomalous position 
is that we are prepared to subsidise the profits of the MNCs 
and big capital, while cutting subsidies for the poor.

Fourthly, we are for defending the public sector which has , 
served as the "bedrock of our selfreliance, and plays vital part 
in our economy. Even today, most of them are running well, 
making substantial contributions to Our economy, to our 
budgetary revenues, and helping inThe growth of the private 
sector. It is a slander to say they are a drain on our resources. 
Budgetary allocations for them flow from the fact that the state 
owns them, but much of their development is financed from 
their own internal resources. Anyway, the cure for many of 
the ills from which they suffer, lies within the framework of 
the public sector itself, and not in privatisation. What they? 
call for is debureaucratisation, autonomy in their functions, 
professionalism in management, and democratic participation 
of workers and officers in their management and working.

Fifthly, when we say defend the. public sector, we do not 
necessarily mean that each and'every unit, nonviable, 
nonessential, and without any possibility; of new life being 
breathed into the chronically sick ones, should be defended. ■ 
That would be vulgarising a correct slogan, and weakening



our struggle in the case of the overwhelming majority of 
genuine and essential ones. But even in the non- viable cases, 
we have to see that the workers’ interests are fully protected. 
A concrete example is the tripartite committee’s 
recommendations on the NTC mills.

Sixthly, while defending the public sector, we are for 
development of the private, the joint, the cooperative, the self 
employed, the individual peasant farming sector and so on, 
each contributing towards the growth of productive forces in 
our country and taking it forward.

But seventhly, we assert, that the state has to play a major 
role in investment for infrastructure development, both social 
(educational, health, jobs) and physical. To abdicate this role, 
or to withdraw from it, as is being propagated, is to leave the 
common man to his fate, and to rely on the market, which is 
no respecter of human needs and rights. While it is true that 
without growth there is no development, yet growth by itself 
is not development unless it has social dimension, which 
includes the right to education, right to work, right to housing, 
and so on.

Eighthly, stress has therefore to be laid on extending the 
PDS, and ensuring all essential commodities for the poor. 
Subsidies to the poor, to agricultural production (mainly of 
the poor peasants, in the matter of power, fertilizer etc.) must 
not be cut, when actually subsidies to the rich and the 
industrialists in the form of tax cuts are being given. 
Similarly, control on prices of drugs has to be enforced, so 
that they do not go outside the reach of the common people. 
Employment opportunities have to be expanded actively. 
Wages and Social Security for the unorganised mass of rural 
and urban workers have to be secured.

- The AITUC has put forward the above views in the course 
of its written and oral presentations, in the Standing Labour
1101



Advisory Committee of the Planning Commission, during the 
prebudgetary discussions between Central Trade Unions and 
the Finance Minister, before the Parliamentary Committee 
attached to the Industry Ministry on two occasions, and the 
Parliamentary Committee on Energy. These views have 
guided us while participating in discussions in the Special 
Tripartite Committee, the Standing Labour Committee and the 
Indian Labour Conference, as well as in various conventions, 
seminars and manifestations organised by trade unions and 
other organisations.

We have at some length restated our analysis and position 
about the government’s new economic policy in the light of 
latest developments, and the ongoing debate on these policies 
at the international and national level.

The realisation is dawning that neoliberalism is an attempt 
by imperialism to strengthen and extend its grip over the 
markets of developing countries and to subjugate them to 
imperialism’s policies.
The West Bengal Industrial Policy :

In this context, question has naturally been raised about the 
West Bengal industrial policy, precisely because it is a Left 
Front govt, and not just any other government. It has 
undeniably caused some confusion. The question is asked : 
How can we oppose the centre’s new economic policy, and 
support the Left Front government’s industrial policy in the 
same breath? The question arises from the perception that the 
two are identical, or at any rate, similar. But are they?

Initially, the policy was announced without any prior 
consultation with other L.F. parties, and without a thorough 
discussion even within the major constituent party. As to the 
trade unions, they had not been consulted at all. This gave 
further ground for many.misunderstandings and misgivings, 
— more so because, the initial announcement had a number
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of loopholes and shortcomings. We took this position from 
the beginning that without such consultations neither can 
misgivings be removed, nor can the shortcomings be 
corrected.

Subsequently, we learn that some such consultations have 
taken place. Of course, a number of reservations remain even 
now. It is not necessary that there should be complete 
agreement on all points, or that, what the L.F. does or says 
in West Bengal should decide our approach on national issues, 
though it is natural to expect that there should not be an 
outright conflict between the two positions. Apart from 
anything else, political enemies can exploit such conflict and 
contradiction, and further disorient the ranks.

Firstly, we must remember that industrial development is 
a must, both for the whole of India, and also for West Bengal. 
West Bengal was among the few top industrial states in India. 
Due to several reasons, there has been a process of 
‘deindustrialisation’ in the state over the last few decades. 
This process has to be reversed. The alternative is not merely 
small industries and agro-industries, in which it has made 
some progress, but also building large industries, for which 
all the objective conditions exist.

Secondly, the economic policies, — which we have noted 
before, are determined by the Centre, and not by the State of 
West Bengal. It is within the economic parameters set by the 
Centre, that the State has to undertake its industrial 
development, and find the necessary resources and technology 
etc. It cannot lay down new parameters, though it can try and 
manouevre for space within them.

The easing of the licensing system and freight equalisation 
have given an opportunity, which was denied to it by the 
Centre by its earlier discriminatory and obstructionist policy. 
It is trying to attract some investment from the private sector



and foreign sources, which otherwise would go to the other 
states. Today, a very small percentage comes to the eastern 
and north eastern regions. The Left Front continues to oppose 
privatisation of basic PSEs, strives for orders to the public 
sector units and for budgetary support where necessary, so 
that they are not deliberately made ‘sick’. It is insisting that 
in the case of new investments, equipment be ordered from 
indigenous sources whenever available, and so on.

Traditional industries like jute, tea etc. have to be revived, 
—a thing which was not emphasis in the earlier 
announcements.

Of course, in implementation there are and may possibly 
be, many wrong actions. There may be several errors in 
approach, which have to be combated. Therefore it is not a 
question of accepting or agreeing with everything. We have 
to remember that at all times, trade unions have to stand 
up for workers’ interests, and integrate it with the interests 
of the country, of the particular state, and of the people in 
general. There should not be economic or moral conflict 
among these interests.
THE AITUC-ILO WORKSHOP :

In view of the complexities of the problem and the new 
facts and moves that come up, it is always necessary to update 
our understanding and clarify our thinking on the economic 
policies and the situation arising therefrom. That is why we 
organised a three-day Workshop on “Economic Policies, 
Development and Social Justice" (March 22-24, 1995). We 
sought the collaboration of the ILO in this effort. We were 
able to secure the presence of eminent people like Sarvashri 
Ramakrishna (Planning Commission Member), Hanumantha 
Rao ( Former Member, Planning Commission), S.P. Shukla 
(Former Finance Secretary), Somnath Chatterjee, Prabhat 
Patnaik, Kamal Kabra, Ashok Rao and others. Among those



who acted as moderators were Coms. Indrajit Gupta, Gurudas 
Das Gupta. Kamal Chinoy, Yellamanda Reddy, Parduman 
Singh, besides the secretaries 'of the AITUC. Leading 
industrialists and economic journalists were also invited to 
present their views.

The Workshop has helped to enrich our understanding 
about certain aspects and fall-outs of the economic policies.

Conclusions are to be drawn and to be presented after 
thorough discussion. We intend to publish the contributions 
made at the Workshop in the form of an AITUC publication. 
Let me bring to your notice that a few comrades who had been 
invited to attend, did not do so. Perhaps, they did not 
appreciate the importance of doing so.
Struggle Against Privatisation :

In this period, we have been engaged in the struggle jointly 
with other CTUOs to revive some of the sick PSUs which 
were under threat of privatisation and awaiting their fate in 
the BIFR. These included, the NTC and Jute Mills, the 
IISCO, the Scooter India, Braithwaite and other 
wagon-making units, etc. Apart from taking positions within 
the Tripartite and the BIFR, there were mass demonstrations 
such as of textile workers on December 15, 1994, and of jute 
workers on march 27, 1995.

We have to intensify our struggle against privatisation of 
cement units, —of the 11 CCIfactories, the Dalia units (which 
had in an earlier fight against privatisation sacrified 9 workers’ 
lives), the Tamilnadu units etc. A joint convention under the 
auspices of the AITUC, CITU and HMS was organised on 
March 21,1995, It has called for observing a week from May 
15 to 20, 1995. However, our effort to revive and reorganise 
our All India Cement Workers Federation has not succeeded. 
We have to make another effort sometime in July-August 
1995.



The struggle against privatisation in other vital sectors like 
power, financial, telecom, oil, transport (including ports) has 
to be intensified.

The banks and insurance unions are very active in the matter.

‘Enron’ has become a symbol of all non-transparent and 
questionable deals, which are harmful to the country’s and 
consumer’s interests, and associated with bringing in MNCs 
into vital sectors of the economy. It is today in the limelight. 
But this is not the only one. There are a number of so-called 
similar fast- track projects, and several M.O.U.s signed with 
private parties in the sphere of generation and distribution of 
power.

In Maharashtra the 'Enron Virodhi Sangharsh SamUr is 
conducting a satyagraha and campaign, for seeing that the new 
government does not square up the deal with a few cosmetic 
changes, but scraps it. Any things else will be another deal 
struck with Enron. There can be an Indian project which 
operates for meeting peak load if not as a base load operating 
station.

In Andhra, a huge joint demonstration took place against 
NTR’s policy of privatising power, under the banner of the 
‘'JAC against Privatisation. ’’

In Tamilnadu, a big Convention took place on this issue. 
In Karnataka and Orissa however, where such MNC projects 
are coming up, no movement has yet been launched.

The role of the state sector in road transport is being 
systematically diminished. Profit-maling routes are being 
farmed out to private operators.

We must take up the struggle against privatisation both 
state- wise and sector-wise, so as to defeat the moves of 
government.
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For instance the move to privatise some ports or sections 
within the ports should be opposed by a joint move of the port 
and dock unions.

Productivity and Service :
The issue of productivity of labour in our condition, has 

been a controversial one. This is natural, since increased 
productivity is linked with growing intensity of labour and is 
associated with greater exploitation in the existing capitalist 
system. Trade unions have therefore shirked this issue, and 
pointed to its negative side.

Generally, all workers are proud of their skill and their 
labour, and have no respect for those who are idlers. They 
struggle for better conditions of work and life, and not for 
shirking work. When they collectively refuse work or abstain 
from work, — i.e. resort to strike action, it is as a weapon of 
struggle specifically to obtain better conditions and to assert 
the dignity of labour.

Today, when our indigenous industries are threatened with 
extinction by the onslaught of the MNCs and dumping from 
the developed capitalist countries, when our public sector is 
threatened with privatisation, when competitiveness has been 
thrust upon us, we have to ensure that our industries are 
competitive in all respects, including quality.

Defence of the public sector also means that it should be 
run effciently and competitively. This means higher 
productivity and better service. One can see the big scope 
when one recalls that the Scooters India Ltd. which 
manufactured only 1800 three-wheelers with 3000 employees 
on the rolls, has been able to step up production to 7200 
vehicles with only 2000 workers, and is poised to raise it even 
further. In the case of ECIL Hyderabad also, we have seen 
a spurt in productivity with better management and 
motivation.



We have seen this in several other cases. But why should 
this happen only when the enterprises are threatened with 
closure or privatisation?

In the case of service industries, better service is an 
obligation that we owe to our own people. We cannot expect 
people’s support in defence of the public sector, (and this is a 
must if we are to succeed), unless they feel that the public 
sector renders better and cheaper service than the private 
whose sole motivation is to earn profits, and yet more profits!

Of course, higher productivity and better service should 
also lead to better earnings for the workers through suitable 
production incentives. Higher productivity depends on 
several other factors like efficient management (‘management 
culture’), availability of capital, regular supply of inputs, 
steady market for the finished products, uninterrupted power, 
good industrial climate etc. and not just on labour 
productivity. Since most of these factors are not under the 
workers’ control, the trade unions have generally not favoured 
the idea of productivity linked wages though piece-rates are a 
form of such wages.

Wage Negotiations :
Wage negotiations have been on the agenda in most of the 

industries during these months.
Successful negotiations have led to good wage agreements 

in Port & Dock, H.A.L., B.E.L., NTPC, BEML and Oil. In 
Coal and Steel negotiations are in the final stage.

In banks, a good agreement has been signed. Question is 
being raised however, about ‘relativity’ of wages with officers 
who are also getting a wage revision. The issue of ‘relativity’ 
has other aspects, such as the flight of talent to private sector 
and MNCs, and the extraordinary salaries and perks that the 
private sector is willing to pay for specialised personnel.



Negotiations in insurance are being delayed by 
government, in their preoccupation with the move to privatise 
the industry. This has resulted in an all-India strike on March 
31, 1995.

Negotiations in electricity boards are going on.

Generally, the increases in emoluments range from as 
much as 10.5 percent to 19 percent.

Successful agreements have also been signed in Tomco, 
Maruti, Greaves Cotton, Mahindra & Mahindra, and several 
other private sector units, which have substantially raised 
wages and allowances.

In Sugar Industry, there have been state-level agreements 
in some states. But the effort is to have a national settlement. 
The National Coordination Committee which unites sugar 
workers’ unions of the AITUC, INTUC, CITU, BMS, HMS, 
UTUC, HMKP and Independents, has been activated. It has 
submitted a charter, and demanded the setting up of a 
Tripartite Committee on Sugar. The Labour Minister has 
accepted this demand, but it remains to be implemented.

We have launched a move to reorganise our state sugar 
workers’ federations in U. P. Bihar and Tamilnadu, and to then 
hold an All India Sugar Workers’ Conference sometime in 
September 1995.

The issue of bonus and D.A., as also pension, are still 
hanging fire. The CPSTU is organising action on the first two 
issues, which has already become a sore point with all public 
sector employees, and caused great embarassment to the 
INTUC and the Labour Minister himself.

As to the long-pending pension issue, it is being discussed 
jointly with other central trade unions so that a common move 
can emerge, and the scheme can be implemented soon.



International Standards and the Social Clause :
Our movement on economic policies of government, 

brought us up against the pressures being exercised against 
the developing countries by the IMF/WB and now the W.T.O. 
In brief, the developed capitalist countries preach the glories 
of the 'Open Market’ so that they can find access to the vast 
markets of the developing countries. On the other hand, they 
do not wish to open their markets to our goods or their borders 
to our labour. Access to their markets is sought to be denied 
on the grounds of our low labour and environment standards. 
The issue of child labour has gained prominence in this 
context. This is what is known as the ‘Social Clause'. This 
is camouflaged by a show of humanitarian concern, which 
was not noticed so far.

Ah CTUOs have taken up the united position that while we 
are fighting and will intensify our fight, for the eradication of 
child and bonded labour, and for protection and upgradation 
of the environment, we oppose linking it with trade. This latter 
is a calculated move for ‘Protectionism’, for raising non-tariff 
barriers to trade. It is aimed against all developing countries.

We took this stand at the Standing Labour committee 
(November, 1994) where we gave a detailed note. A joint 
memorandum by the CTUOS setting forth this stand was 
presented at the conference of labour ministers from the 
Non-aligned and Developing Countries (19 to 23 January, 
1995). The issue however remains as a hanging sword. It is 
to be noted that while the WFTU has taken a clear stand on 
this issue, the ICFTU has only voiced the view of the 
developed capitalist countries.

This situation underlines the urgency of AITUC’s work 
among women and child labour, unorganised and heavily 
exploited workers, as also on issues of environment, health 
and safety.

| /p|



Women and Child Labour :
The AITUC has decided to step up our agitational and 

organisational work among these sections and on those issues. 
One Secretary has been assigned this task as her major 
responsibility.

A preparatory committee has been set up in Delhi for 
holding a working women’s zonal convention here by June’95. 
Drawn into this effort are nurses, bank and office employees, 
teachers, mill workers, etc.

This initiative of drawing in women workers into more 
active T.U. work was taken up by the AIBEA also, which 
held a successful All India convention of women bank 
employees in Bombay in February’95. Some state conventions 
are also planned.

The central 3-day school of women T.U. activists was 
however not very successful mainly because some states showed 
indifference about sending women cadres to the school.

A joint Anganwadi demonstration before Parliament is 
scheduled for May 5. But our work among them has stagnated 
during the last year or two. State TUCs are not giving this job 
the necessary importance. There is no initiative displayed by 
the STUCs to bring forward women T.U. activists, and to 
organise women workers.

Ihe AITUC has brought out a booklet entitled “Trail 
Blazing Women T.U. Leaders” in order to hold up their 
examples before women workers.

The issue of child labour is very much on the agenda these 
days at both international and national levels. Apd rightly so! 
NGOs have been more active on this issue than the trade 
unions. The lag is to be made up now.

The first step is to bring about a keen awareness about the 
existence and exploitation of child labour and the need to 
eradicate it. Arguments which directly justify it or connive at 
its existence have to be rejected. It is simply a matter of



inhuman exploitation and one of taking advantage of extreme 
poverty, and has to be vigorously fought. Children have to be 
in school and their labour has to be replaced by adult workers 
on the job.

The AITUC Centre organised an exhibition on Child 
Labour in January’95. It now plans to put it up in regional 
languages for exhibiting in different states.

A project on child labour has been prepared and is being 
submitted to the ILO-IPEC for their sanction. We have 
identified a number of State TUCs for carrying 'out this 
project. We will welcome the help of youth and student 
comrades in implementing it.
Industrial ‘SICKNESS’ :

On the insistence of the CTUOs, the question of industrial 
sickness in general, and of sickness in private sector was put 
on the agenda of the Special Tripartite convened on April 10, 
1995.

The number of sick units and of the total bank credit locked 
up in them, is as follows :
Category No. of Units

(Sept. 1992)
SSI Sick Units
Non SSI Sick Units
Non SSI weak Units
Total

233,441 
1599

828
235,868

Outstanding Bank
Credit
(Sept. 1992) (in Crores)

3346
6805
2436

12587
The banks’ outstanding credit to the SSI Sick, non SSI sick 

and weak units is 17.6% of the total bank advance to/mdustry.
Industrial sickness is most widespread in the traditional 

sectors.like textiles, jute and engineering.
The viability position is an follows :

Of the 233441 sick SSI units. 1^450, i.e. 7.5% are viable; 
about 1 % (i.e. 2383) is not yet decided, and 13141 (5.6%) are
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put under nursing programme.

Labour, or strikes as reasons in industrial sickness is 
minimal (not more than 8% in all, of which strikes account 
for only 1.5%).

Cases referred to the BIFR under the ‘Sick Industrial 
Companies Act’ (SICA), are in all 2310 as on 31.1.95. Of these, 
public sector accounts for 164 (Central -67 and State -97).

The number of workers who are affected, in respect of 
cases registered by BIFR, (excluding cases dismissed as 
non-maintainable), are 989208 (covering 1292 cases) as on 
December, 1994.

Industrial sickness is thus a major problem, affecting nearly 
a million workers. Unions have to take up the problem, see 
how many can be revived, and how workers’ interests can be 
protected. The Special Tripartite is to discuss the matter 
concretely and comprehensively, sometime in July’95.

The AITUC has submitted a critical note on the functioning 
of the BIFR. It has also demanded that joint revival schemes 
submitted by workers and officers or managements must be 
taken as basis and generally accepted. Government 
departments must not remain indifferent or ambivalent. Where 
financial support is called for and suggested in BIFR 
proceedings, government should agree to it and guarantee 
bank advance, etc.
Employment :

This brings us to the question of employment, job security 
of those who are in jobs, retraining and redeployment of those 
who are likely to become redundant and of struggle for the 
creation of new job opportunities.

The magnitude of the problem can be seen from the 
following data compiled by a Working Group of the 
Planning Commission in May 1990.



Backlog and the Employment Need
 (In million persons)

Beginning of 1990-91 1990-91
• 1990-91

_____________________1994-95
to to

1999-2000
Estimated employment 300
Growth in labour force 
(per cent per annum) 2.2
Backlog of unemployment 28
Increase in labour force 7
Total number of persons 
Employment at the end 
of the period 35
Implied growth rate of 
employment if the goal of full 
employment is to be attained 
by 2000 AD —

2.2 2.2

37 78

65 106

3.0 ' 3.0
per cent per cent 
per annum per annum

If the present employment 
growth rate of 1.55 per cent 
continued, the of 
employment absorption 4.7
during the period.

23.5 47.0

Estimated backlog of 
employment, if the 
present trend exists. 30.3 41.5 59.0

Thus, unless the growth rate of employment is substantially 
higher than the growth rate in the labour force, the backlog 
of employment will continue to rise every year. As we see, 
the growth rate is only half of what it should be if the goal of 
full employment is to be reached.

We have proposed in the meeting of the Sponsoring 
Committee of Trade Unions that a Convention on the issue be
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held in which trade unions and youth student organisations 
should work out a programme of employment backed by mass 
action.

In this context, we have severely criticised the working of 
the NRF, whose funds have been almost entirely used for 
helping V.R.S. in PSEs. More than 75,000 have been sent 
out. What about their retraining? About 550 have been 
retrained, - no one knows for what trade and in what skill! As 
to redeployment nothing much is known. The scheme of 
retraining has been given to organisations like the CII, 
Assocham, Gandhi Labour Institute.

The point about using the fund for modernisation and 
revival of some viable units is not among the guidelines. Is it 
not better to try and keep as many workers as possible on the 
job, than talk of redeploying them after making them 
redundand?

We have therefore demanded a complete restructuring of 
the NRF Scheme.

The Drive to Organise the Unorganised Sections :
We have mentioned about the slow progress in this task. 

In our meeting at the state levels, we have identified some 
sections. But cadres and resources have to be deployed. It 
requires an “organising drive and will’. Ii is not a casual task, 
or one of getting a few thousand more workers on our 
membership registers. But one of organising and consolidating 
the workers as a class. It is a class duty. The T.U. clout in 
society cannot grow without it.

It is necessary, first of all, to set up unions among those 
large sections even among organised industries who not 
in the fold of the unions. In the case of small scale industries 
and industrial estates which are proliferating, it tnay\ be 
advisable to launch area-wise unions.



On an all-India scale, we are proposing to target 
construction workers, rural workers and fishermen.

We plan to hold the Conference of the A.I. Building & 
Construction Workers’ Federation at Palghat in June, and to 
revitalise it. All states have a role to play in this. The central 
issue is the comprehensive legislation for regulating 
employment, health, safety and social security for nearly one 
crore of construction workers.

Regarding rural workers, we propose to discuss this jointly 
with the fraternal BKMU. Here again, in addition to land 
struggle and land reform, there is the question of 
comprehensive legislation for agricultural workers, regarding 
wages, social security etc. The struggle for this in effect means 
intensifying the class struggle in the countryside, It is not just 
another movement.

/

We have contacted the National Fish Workers’ Forum, 
And Action Committee and propose trade union involvement 
in their struggle against the mechanised trawlers and MNCs 
prowling in our territorial waters and economic zone, and 
threatening the livelihood of lakhs of traditional fishermen. 
We have a few unions, which have to be activised and 
expanded. The coastal states have to pay attention to this task. 
A national convention has been proposed at Cochin sometime 
in September.

We have already mentioned the need to take up the task of 
organising the rural workers and anganwadi employees. 
Attention be also given to setting up panchayat employees 
unions, and forest workers’ unions. They will take the trade 
union movement to the wide countryside.

The AITUC Centre has to act as a clearing house for 
information and guidance in the minimum wage sector, which 
is so vast.



Trade Union Unity :
The tasks in the trade union field are so vast and complex 

today that no single centre in the present condition of division, 
can tackle them. In fact, it is this objective condition that is 
driving all towards more and more joint work. Traditional 
bitterness, rivalry and one-upmanship should not deflect us 
from this path, unless one wishes to be content with running 
one’s own show whatever happens. Finding fault with the 
‘other fellow’ is an exercise that does nobody any good.

Today, there are rumblings within the INTUC also due to 
government’s anti-people policies, which is pushing the 
INTUC too towards joint work on issues.

This broadens the prospect for joint stand on policies. On 
some issues and in some places even united actions depending 
on our relation with their union and the INTUC leadership, are 
possible. Already, there have been such joint actions on NTC, 
NMDC, IISCO etc. We have to take a flexible stand, so as to be 
able to accommodate them and draw them in whenever possible.

We are taking steps to revive the Sponsoring Committee 
(which met on April 14), and the National Platform of Mass 
organisations (scheduled on April 26).

The CPSTU has set up a skeleton structure, and is 
proposing to bring out a regular bulletin jointly edited by 
representatives of different centres.

The question is coming up of closer organisational cohesion 
of the Left-led CTUOs and industrial federations alongside 
the development of broad-based joint actions and movements. 
The UTUC and TUCC are willing to join in any organisational 
framework agreed upon by the AITUC and CITU. To discuss 
this urgent but complicated problem further, we propose a 
joint meeting of the AITUC + CITU + HMS.

The question of industrial federations will also be discussed 
there. We approach tlqe problem without any preconceived 
notion, except to advance towards unity.



Secret Ballot :
The Supreme Court Judgement re: FCI, which upholds ‘ ‘ secret 

ballot’ as the only way to determine a union’s representative 
character has to be popularised, and utilised for asserting our 
leading position in certain industries and establishments.

Next Six months of the Jubilee Year :
We are now in the middle of the Jubilee Year. Some tasks 

indicated at the Bombay G.C. meeting have been carried out, 
but many remain to be tackled. We are drawing your attention 
once again to the Programme of Action adopted there.

Some unions have popularised the Jubilee year in their 
functions, and also widely. Every union should do so during 
the next 6 months.

Meetings of state councils and state conferences have been 
held in Kerala, Tamilnadu, Karnataka, Andhra, Rajasthan. 
Gujarat and Punjab. Bihar, W. Bengal, Orissa, M.P. and 
Haryana are to have them in May. Other states must decide 
by June. These meetings have helped to infuse some vigour 
in the organisation. But this is just a beginning. Regular 
functioning has to become the norm and practice.

Steps to revive a few industrial federations are being taken. 
But we should see that all industrial federations that have not 
held their conferences, do so within the year. Democratic 
functioning must be stressed.

We are giving each state the names of all affiliated unions 
that are on our register. Let the dead ones be removed. Those 
that can be revived should be identified. We are indicating 
the arrears of affiliation fees and Special Fund that is due in 
each case. They have to be paid up within the month.

Annual returns for 1994 (and that means also returns 
pending for 1993), must be submitted within a month, and 
registers, records etc. set right.

District councils have to be formed and functioned, as 
required.



Without all this, the aim of substantially adding to the AITUC 
membership and streamlining its organisation cannot be achieved.

We have to decide and plan the Jubilee Celebration on 
October 31, 1995, in a befitting manner.

Responsibilities for the 4 Seminars in Madras, Chandigarh, 
Calcutta (Durgapur), and Lucknow have to be assigned.

The Short History of the AITUC has to be published by 
August 15.

The short education course has to be ready by October 31,1995.

Finances :
Expenses of the AITUC have gone up substantially. This 

is inevitable if we are to sustain the increasing level of 
activities. But to sustain this level of expense, we must have 
corresponding income. For this -

a) All unions have to regularly pay their annual affiliation 
fees. This should become the practice.

b) Special Fund call, and then the Jubilee Fund call must 
be carried out.

c) Following agreements on wages, when a drive for 
contribution is launched by a union, AITUC should get a 
share. We have the inspiring example of Com Rama Rao-led 
Greaves’ Cotton union, which has contributed more than a 
lakh and a half ruppes to the AITUC.

The Treasurer will submit a Note on the AITUC’s budget 
for 1995- 96, and statement of accounts for the year 1994-95.
Trade Union Record

We have tried to improve the TUR, and as promised we 
have started publishing the Hindi TUR. But the number of 
subscribers, is too little yet. We have to enrol an additional 
1500 new subscribers (E), and 1000 new subscribers (H), by 
October 31, 1995.
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For this, we must aim (i) to enrol as subscriber each union 
with a membership of more than 100; (ii) enrol each branch 
in the case of state- wise unioNs; (iii) enrol all state committee 
members in addition to G.C. members; (iv) and enrol leading 
cadres of gurs and friendly non- affiliated unions, etc. Let a 
subscription drive be launched in right earnest.

A separate report on TUR will be presented in this meeting.

We should also regularly undertake sale of AITUC 
publications.

International Tasks :
During the last 6 months we undertook several 

international tasks:

The General Secretary attended the ■’World Solidarity 
Conference With Cuba", at Havana from November 21st 
1994. The campaign for solidarity with Cuba’s struggle 
against the U.S. -imposed blockade, has to be carried on.

A delegation of 16, along with 4 observers attended the WFTU 
Congress in Damascus from Nov. 22 to 26, 1994. The attempts 
to weaken the WFTU were rebuffed, and the need to strengthen 
it as a militant- organisation of the international working class, 
was reiterated. (You will hear a brief report on this).

The AITUC played an important role in the effort to keep 
the WFTU going. We shall continue to stand with the WFTU. 
Indian affiliates and associates have also shown willingness to 
locate and manage the Public Services and Teachers TUI 
from India.

We attended an international T.U. Seminar at Kathmandu in 
December‘94 Its importance lies in developing our relations 
with the emerging trade union centre in Nepal - the GEFONT.

A SAARC Transport Seminar was held in Delhi, which 
was jointly organised by the CITU and AITUC. INTUC also



collaborated. Its declaration that the existing public sector 
transport should not be undermined, and an integrated 
transport policy for the region should be worked out, is 
important. The follow-up committee has to be functioned.

Though the government churlishly refused to include T.U. 
leaders in the Indian Delegation to the World Summit at 
Copenhagen (March 6 to 12, 1995), the general secretaries of 
the AITUC and CITU attended the NGO summit and the 
World Summit as observers. The gist of this important 
Summit has been brought out as an AITUC publication. The 
movement has to be carried forward.

A 2 member AITUC delegation visited Tashkent, and 
attended the Uzbekistan T.U. Conference.

A one-member delegation is in China to participate in the 
Jubilee Celebration of the All China Federation of Trade 
Unions.

We are pursuing the aim of strengthening our fraternal links 
with the trade unions of other countries, and concentrating on 
S. Asia, and on the Asia-Pacific Region. Contacts and 
exchange of correspondence with them are growing.

We are participating actively in the Indo-Pak People to 
People Dialogue.

We have to remember that this year is the 50th 
Anniversary of the victory over Fascism, and dropping of 
the Atom Bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The AITUC 
(also CITU) have undertaken collection of mass signatures on 
the Hiroshima Appeal. Every union should take up this task.

From this Working Committee we should go back with a 
concrete programme of action for the next 6 months, till our 
Jubilee Celebration. Our style of work has to improve. There 
must be more professionalism in our activity.
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Industry/ sector/ .service 3/ Functions

1. forking women & Child Labour, Anganwadi & Balwadi; 
All India Federation of Beedi workero, besides assisting 
Coin. G.L.Dhar in organising filing work.

2. unorganised labour; construction labour (under supervision 
of Com. A.B.Bardhan; Hospital & local bodies movement; 
Publications and library

3. Trade Union & Workers* Education; Jute & Tea industry; 
assistance to Com. S.kumAr in T.U.R. publication.

Engineering & Allied industry; safety & Environment; 
Productivity Council; assistance to Com. M.S.Krishnan 
in CP STU work.

5. State & Central Govt, employees* movement; aviation/ait 
ports, etc.; besides organisation of office work, 
supervision of filing work & systems; liaison with 
Com.Gurudas Das Dupta for renovation & furnishing,repair, 
etc. of AITUC premises; follow up of location of a 
suitable^ plot for AITUC Building with the Department 
concerned; to associate with Com.Gaya Singh in establishing 
contacts with Govt. Ministries & Govt, offices.

Secretariat member responsible to look ater

Com. Amarjeet Kaur 
(SECRETARY)

Com. T.A. Francis 
fl| SECRETARY)

Com. Gob in Karar 
(SECRETARY)

Oom. H.K.Mahadevan 
(SECRETARY)

Com. G.L.Dhar 
(SECRETARY)

contd................ ..
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6.

i '

» i I

7.

»

8.

9.

Control & Supervision of AITUC Accounts; custody of 
funds; with assistance from Com. Kohli; check-up of 
affiliation work & annual returns. Besides looking 
after Textiles (including Powerloom, Handloom, 
garments & hosiery) with Com. Joshi’s assistance; 
and Milk Dairies & allied industries.

Steel & connected industries. Fertilizers, non-coal 
mining — besides representations & correspondence 
with Govt, ministries as M.P., on behalf of AITUC.

♦
Coal mines; Road Transport; All India 3HEL 
Federation; N.M.Joshi institute

Attending to duties and functions of routine and 
unavoidable nature connected with the office of the 
President & Geneal secretary in case of non
availability of both; ensuring execution of tasks 
set by the Secretariat through concerned members 
of the secretariat.

Com. D.L. Sachde# 
(TREASURER)

Com. Gaya Singh 
(SECRETARY)

Com. K.L.Mahendra 
(SECRETARY)

Com. 3. D.Joshi 
(DEPUTY GENERAL SECRETARY)
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10. General direction and control over AITUC activities 
in accordance with programme and policies laid down 
by the last Session of AITUC; WFTU; Oil & Power sector 
(with assistance from Com. Y.D.Sharma) Sagar industry to

Com. a.3.Sardhan 
( general secretary )

11. CPSTU & connected responsibilities (with Com. Mahadevan*s
Cement industry; other responsibilities as

President of AITUC

Cem. M.S. Krishnan 
( PRESIDENT )
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President : M. S. KRISHNAN
Genera! Secretary : A. B. BARDHAN p, . AUQUSt 9t 1996,
Dy. Genera!Secretary : B. D. JOSHI ~ - I pL C

Dear Comrades, ■

The Working Committee of. AITUC in 
the last meeting constituted a Sub-Committee to 
consider about the BIFR, SICA and connected 
matters and give recommendations.

We, the members of the above 
Sub-Committee; will meet on the 12th August*96 

at about 12,30 p.m.

Please attend without fail,

With greetings,

Com, 
H 
n 
n

B.D,JOSHI, 
K.L*Mahendra, 
Y.D.Sharma, 
Gurudas Das Gupta, 
D.L,Sachdev,



reaves Cotton & Allied Companies' Employees' Union
7 (Registered under the Indian Trade Unions Act 1926, 314 dated 15-11-1946)

PHONE : 2 0 4 6 4 3 0

503 Dol-Bin-Shir, 5th Floor, 
69/71, Janmabhooml Marg, 
(Ghoga Street), Fort, 
Bombay-400 001.

Date 1 st June 1 996.

~he General Secretary,
All India Trade Union Congress 
24, Canning Lane, 
NEW DELHI, 110 001.

DECEIVED-
...................... ...

~6JUL 1996

Dear Comrade,
24' Canaing Lane. N.Delhi.

Wprking Committee Meeting 
on 12th and 13th July 1996.

I have received your notice of the above 
meeting.

I realise the importance of the meeting 
but regret my health does not permit me to make 
the trip to Delhi. I am therefore unable to 
attend the meeting, I request that I may be granted 
lea^e of absencd from the meeting.

Greetings,

Yours fraternally,

T-Nt Ram Rao 
Vice-Presidenl 

AITUC,.



\ June 26, 1996,

Dear Com. Sujanpriya,

I am inviting you for the meeting of 
the AITUC Working Committee in Delhi on July 12 
and 13.

I have said this orally to Com.Vijayan. 
He must have informed you.

Greetings,

Yours Fraternally,

K (A. B. BARDHAN)
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A. I. T. U. C. WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 
New Delhi l2-14th July, 1996,

Tne Working Committee held its last meeting on February 
17—18, 199o, in New Delhi. Among the issues which engaged its 
attention and on w'hich certain decisions were taken after fairly 
long discussions were. 1) The Pension Scheme and amendments therein^ 
2) Working women and child labour. Thr third item, on the 
Priority list, i.e. the issue connected with tenancy of premises 
occupied by the AITUC Centre could not be taken up due to lack 
of time.

The Working Committee had naturally stopped short of taking 
up any major programme of agitational activity extending beyond 
a very short period essentially due to evident proximity of 
general elections in the country. That the announcement of 
election dates will come virtually on the heels of the conclusion 
of the meeting, however, could not at that time be foreseen or 
expected. None the less there was realisation that elections 
in a situation marked with unprecedented social and political 
tensions created by the misrule of the Narasimha Rao Government 
were of crucial concern for the secular democratic polity and 
stability of the country. This led to the AITUC leadership at 
different levels dividing its attention between trade union tasks 
claiming priority on the one hand and preparing the working class 
as such co throw its weight in the titanic electoral battle in 
favour of secular democratic formations, including its own 
permanent class allies on the other. An initial analysis of the 
post—election situation marked by the dramatic emergence of a 
secular democratic platform, leading to the formation of the 
U.F. government at the Centre with its CMP., has already been 
undertaken through the columns of the T.U.Record dated 20.6.96.

Briefly stated, the AlTUC's assessment of the situation 
and the attitude the working class is called upon to adopt towards 
the U.F.Govt, is as follows?

The United Front has evolved as a consequence of the 
situation created by the 1996 poll-verdict, crystallising in 
the removal of the Congress from power at the Centre and frustrati?1 
the designs of communal reaction represented by the BJP to win a 
majority in the Parliament. The several political formations 
and groups, favoured by the .electorate for their secular 
democratic and broadly progressive outlook, with some of them 
consistently pursuing a strong pro-working class and pro-people 
programmes and. policies, felt ti.at they owe it to the people 
and the country to form a coalition Govt, at the Centre under 
the United Front umbrella. The Common Minimum Programme of this
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Front is born out of this concrete reality. In the given 
situation this Programme could not but be based on the common 
concerns and policy approach of a broaad front pledged to fight 
for secularism? social justice, democratic political reforms, 
and self-reliant economic policies oriented towards solving the 
burning problems of poverty, unemployment, primary health care, 
illiteracy, etc. Though it does not in full measure reverse 
the anti-people policies of the Narasimha Rao Government, it 
does promise to move the country in the direction of providing 
relief to the deprived, oppressed and backward sections of the 
society through a poverty-alleviation package. The programme 
also promises enactment of a comprehensive lav/ for protection 
of rights of agricultural workers, besides implementing land
reforms effectively. Strengthening of the Public Sector, and 
revival of sick industries and enterprises, recognition through 
secret ballot, and enactment of legislation to protect interests 
of construction and beedi workers are a welcome feature of the 
programme.

As an organised and leading social force the working class 
and their Trade Unions cannot but support these policies, 
simultaneously mounting pressure through various forms of 
propaganda, publicity, agitation and struggles to secure their 
faithfull and effective implementation.

The programme however, also has shortcomings and loopholes, 
which the working class must take clue notice of with a view to 
undertake counter measures. Caving in on policies of 
disinvestment, of induction of foreign capital in power, oil, 
telecom and railways, privatisation of Insurance Sector, etc. 
furnish concrete examples of negative features of the Programme 
which will have to be strongly resisted by the working class 
and their Trade Unions. To further this objective, the AITUC 
and other Central T.Us backing the U.F., including if possible 
the IUTUC, have to sit together and deliberate over all these 
issues to evolve a common stand and chalk out a plan of action. 
Dialogue and interaction with the Govt, should form a necessary 
part of such programme. In any case whenever and wherever 
necessary struggles have to be resorted^notwithstanding the 
workers' general support to the U.F.Govt.
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In the situation immediately preceding as well as following 
the general ^elections the AITUC could not but confine its 
activities to certain trade union tasks claiming priority, 
including uninterrupted functioning of the Central office. The 
issue of incorporating certain major amendments in the Pension 
Scheme, as initiated by the AITUC with the concurrence of some 
of the other national T.U.Centres continued, to be agitated at 
different levels. The Labour Ministry was compelled to hold 
repeated consultations with TUs on taese amendments, Members 
of Parliament representing different political parties were also 
associated with some such consultations. The Govt, ultimately 
agreed to incorporate amendment in the Employees' Provident Fund 
Act enabling it to continue its contribution © 1.16% to the 
new Pension Fund. It however continued to resist incorporation 
of some of the major amendments proposed by TUs on the ground 
that actuarial calculations did not for the present permit 
their incorporation.

A number of meetings, conventions and discussion sessions 
with the participation of leading cadres of other Central T.Us 
viz. INTUC, HMS, BMS, TUCC and certain independent workers' 
organisations/ were organised by the AITUC in cooperation with 
these organisations to pressurise the Govt, to accept amendments 
in the Pension Scheme inorder to make it acceptable to all 
sections of the workers including those falling in the higher 
wage-brackets. The main among these were indexation of the 
scheme/ abolition of ceilings, substantial increase in the rate 
of interests on the Pension Fund deposits held in the so-called 
"Public Account", abolition of ceiling, etc. Countrywide 
observance of an "Amend the Pension Scheme Day" was organised 
culminating in a joint rally at the Parliament on 1st of March'96. 

A joint delegation comprising representatives of AITUC, HMS, BMS 

and TUCC met the then Finance Minister, S.Manmohan Singh, demandin 
enhancement in the rate of interest on Pension deposits from 
8% to not loss than 12% so as to increase the Pension fund to 
fully meet the workers' expectations expressed through the 
various amendments proposed by TUs.

Despite unfortunate persistence of difference of opinion 
on the demand of the CITU and UTUC(L.S.) for Pension as a third

benefit and wholesale exercise of individual option as insisted
on the employees in higher salary brackets, the persistent pressure
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built up around the amendments suggested, by us along with some 
other major national T.U. Centres, did yield some results with 
the then Labour Minister, Mr.Venkat Swamy, announcing acceptance 
of some of the amendments insisted, upon by TUs, including the 
reduction of review interval from 3 to 1 year- t etc. But some 
of the major amendments like indexation of the Scheme, abolition 
of ceiling on contributions as well as corresponding benefits, 
substantial increase in Pensionary benefits conforming to the 
huge accumulations in the Pension Fund, etc. were not agreed to. 
The struggle for securing the acceptance of those major amendments 
in the Pension Scheme to make it acceptable to all sections of 
workers remains to be carried forward. Efforts to bridge the 
differences among majority of T.U,Centres and CITU and. UTUC- (L.S.) 
have to .be pursued, vigorously. In the new situation, a bit 
more favourable than before combined pressure from T.Us is quite 
likely to yield the desired results. The new Govt, at the 
Centre must in our opinion be persuaded or pressurised as the 
situation may demand, to have the enabling provision incorporated 
in the E.P.F. Act and adopted in the coming session of the 
Parliament. This should be accompanied by restarting discussions 
and negotiations on the Pension Scheme so as to evolve a solution 
acceptable to all sections of employees.

Activities connected with abolition of Child Labour,etc.

In this period the aITUC cont inued to pursue seriously the 
work among women workers and the campaign for abolition of child 
labour. Enlisting the assistance of ILO, the AITUC has almost 
gone ahead of other CTUOs in developing the campaign against 
Child Labour by organising a series of seminars, workshops, etc. 
in different states. A report on this aspect of our activities, 
as prepared by their main organises , Com. Amarjeet Kaur, is 
being presented, separately.
NTC WORKERS' MARCH

Organised under the banner of the Joint Action Committee of 
Textile Workers' Unions, NTC workers from different parts of 
the country held a big demonstration on the Parliament House, 
demanding implementation of the Tripartite agreement on 
rehabilitation of NTC units. ^ITUC-led unions from several states 
participated in the demonstration quite in strength. A joint 
deputation of the Action Committee .met the Labour and Textile 
Ministers, demanding withdrawal of reference of several
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subsidiaries of NTC to the BIFR, and immediate measures to put 
the tripartite settlement in operation. However, no progress in 
tne matter has so far been macle except securing a long 
adjournment of hearing before the Board by the holding company. 
Our Textile Unions must intensify the campaign for implementation 
of tne settlement, especially in view of complications introduces 
due to installation of the Shiv-Sena-BJP Govt, in Maharashtra.

CONSTRUCTION & BUILDING HORNERS' REPRESENTATIVES MEET

An important meeting of the Executive Committee of All 
India Confederation of Building & Construction Workers was 
organised in Madras on 22—23 June, 1996. Over 60 representatives 
of construction and building workers from different parts of 
the country participated in the meet. After deliberating on the 
contents of the proposed, central Bill for building and <onstructio; 
workers, it was decided that the Govt, should be pressurised 
suitably in order to have certain vital amendments incorporated 
therein before it is adopted by the Parliament. Deliberations 
of the meeting were guided by some of tne AITUC leaders from 
the Centre.

JUTE FELERnTlJN

The first Conference of All India Federation of Jute 
workers was held in Raigarh, M.P. between 7-9th June 1996. 
Besides regularising its organisational set up, the Conference 
approved an eight-point demand-charter, and decided on a phased 
programme of agitation and action to compel the Govt, to take 
effective long-term measures to put this important traditional 
industry on the right track. Our Secretary, Com. Gobin Karar 
along with Com. Debasish Dutta and comrades from M.P. took 
appreciable initiative in organising the Conference. The 
programme includes the organisation of a massive march of 
Jute workers to the Parliament.

TUR
A brief ’’status" report, on TUR will be given separately. 

It has to be admitted that despite repeated exhortations and 
decisions, and notwithstanding comparatively better performance 
of the journal in terms of quality as well as coverage,
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we have not yet been able to realise its potential for much 
wider circulation in terms of increase in the number of 
subscribers to both Hindi as well as English editions of TUR. 
Unless this is taken up as one of the prior tasks and efforts 
intensified not only to increase the number of subscribers but 
also to secure advertisements to augment its delicate finances, 
all our efforts to build it up as a leading T.U.Journal will 
come to nought.

Meed to fulfil certain accepted organisational tasks

That majority of State Committees ’nave not yet geared 
themselves up to fulfil some of the important organisational 
tasks is apparent from the fact that repeated circulars from the 
Centre concerning drive for fresh affiliations, weeding out of 
non-functidning affiliates and ensuring payment of affiliation 
dues from non-paying but functioning unions, etc. have hardly 
been responded to. This is an absolutely essential organisational 
task especially in the background of repeated defaults on the 
part of our State Committees and affiliates in the past 
verification exercises.

Inclusion of AITUC representative in delegation to the
I.L.O. Conference. 

The Congress Govt.'s persistent and calculate©. practice isof excluding the A1TUC as well CITU representation on delegations 
to ILO Conference was to a certain extent set right by the U.F. 
Govt, in its first positive step towards undoing the wrong. As 
already reported in the latest issue of TUR Com. Joshi was 
nominated by the Govt, as an adviser to the Indian Workers' 
delegation on AITUC's recommendation. His departure to Geneva 
got unduly delayed due to technical formalities on the Govt.'s 
side. However the very fact of his being registered as a member 
of the Indian Workers' delegation representing the AITUC will be 
helpful to the organisation. Participation in various activities, 
including meetings, consultations, seminars, etc. organised by 
the ILO in the present global situation acquires special 
importance which has to be kept in mind. The Conference adopted 
an important Convention for protection of rights of home-workers. 
A brief report on the deliberations of the ILO Conference is 
being published in the TUR.

contd..,7
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AITUC representatives' pre-budget discussions 
with the Finance Minister and the Prime Minister

A high-level delegation led by the AITUC General Secretary 
held discussions with the Finance Minister and the Prime Minister 
or the newly installeG U.F.Govt. A somewhat detailed memorandum 
was presented to both containing aITUC's views on different 
aspects of tne socio-economic situation prevailing in the country, 
together with concrete suggestions as regards the measures the 
Govt, must take to tackle the burning issues confronting the 
working people ano. mass of the toiling people in fields and 
factories.

While appraising the general orientation of the Minimum 
Common Programme of the U.F. Govt, positively, the memorandum 
pointedly criticises certain negative features thereof. Contents 
of both the memoranda .have being published in TU~-.recently.

Coordination with Parliament Members

It has been felt that there has been lack of coordination 
oetween the AI1UC Centre and members of Parliament friendly to 
the working class movement, in particular the AITUC. This 
snortcoming has to .be overcome if the cause of the working class 
and its trade unions is to be advanced taking advantage of the. 
present situation with U.F. Govt, at the Centre. The AITUC 
Secretariat has given thought to the problem. A suitable 
mechanism has to be evolved as early as possible so as to 
ensure closer identification of friendly members of the Parliament 
v/ith the working class movement, which in turn will prove helpful 
in resolving some of the major problems the solution of which 
mainly lies with the Central Govt, rehabilitation of the so-called 
sick industries and enterprises, being one of them.

.-.ITUC - HMS merger

We have had several rounds of consultative meetings with the 
HIV'S leadership at apex-level the majority of whom give the 
impression of being committed to the idea. Coordination 
Committees comprising representatives of our STUCs and of 
corresponding H.MS bodies have already been set up in several 
States, while some others are on way to establishing such 
coordination. In a few cases delay in response either from
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HIVb or from STUC has been reported, though, both appear to be 
intent on establishing contact.

Tne .alTUC Centre nas taken the care to keep all the national 
Trace Union Centres and. major federations of workers/emplovees 
informed, about the progress in merger parleys with the SiS, 
making it clear that the proposed merger is conceived as a step 
co create favourable environment for further organisational 
consolidation of the movement, without in any way affecting 
relationship with otner Central 1.U,organisations. Such response 
as nas so far been forthcoming is encouraging. If and when the 
idea of merger is concretely realised along the conceived lines, 
it is bound to serve the purpose of strengthening pro-unity 
trend among tne mass of the workers and their trade unions 
including tne Central Trade Union organisations. This in turn 
could not but lead to their joining efforts to take the process 
of organisational unity forward,

It has been more or less agreed in principle between the 
HMS leadership and AITUC Secretariat that: 1) no parallel/ 
rival union in any industry or service should be floated hence- 
forward? 2) that areas of parallel/rival activity or conflict 
between the affiliates of the two organisations should be clearly 
identified and steps taken forthwith to halt hostile activity

*t o against each other, preparatoryRevolving a mechanism to bring 
about harmonious relations and coordinated activity between them; 
3) that a time-rbound programme of completing the merger process 
at least at union/fecleration level be adopted with active 
intervention, wherever necessary from the apex or state level 
coordination committes; 4) that a joint meeting of Working 
Committees of two organisations be held on the 14th July, 1995, 
in New Delhi, with the purpose of discussing and deciding the 
norms r principles governing the modalities of merger at 
different levels? (b) A joint convention preparatory to the 
final unity conference be held before the year is out;
6) that the twin remaining important matters relating to 
a) the name/style and flag of the merged organisation, and 
b) the international affiliation, be continued to be dis-cussed 
with a positive mind so that they do not come in the way of 
achievement of the proposed merger.

The AITUC Secretariat has had a series of discussions on the 
various issues emerging from the aforementioned, tentative decisions 
In its opinion the process of merger of units at the plant/ 
establishment/industry level should be carried out along the 
following lines:
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In case the proven membership of the concerned rival units bears 
toe ratio of not less than 1;5 to each other, the one having 
lesser membership should be entitled to have the office of 
President, with the other (major one)’getting'the office of* 
General Secretary. The other offices, including membership of 
other leading bodies, Working Committee/General Council, etc. 
should oe divided on pro—rata basis, provided the smaller entity 
gets post of at least one Vice-President and one Secretary.

In case, however, the membership of one of the unions 
nappenes to be less than 20% of the others' membership, then it 
should be entitled to have only one-- Vice-President's office 
besides one post of secretary. Both the President as well as 
general Secretary's office will go to the union enjoying 30% or 
more membership. Membership of other leading bodies will, as 
before, be decided on pro-rata basis.

As regards the method to be adopted to ascertain the 
Membersnip strength of the two sides, it may have to be differc-ir 
in oirxerent cases. Subject to mutual agreement the basis could 
be proviced by the Membership recorded in the Annual Returns 
submitted to the Registrar of T.Us. In the alternative the 
number or subscribers on tne membership registers maintained 
oy each side could also be adopted as the criterion of relative 
memversnip-strengtn of the unions concerned, subject again to 
agreement between the parties. Failing an agreement on none of 
tne above proposals, relative strength of the two sides would 
have to be determined through secret ballot, taking their combine 
membersnip, as exhibited on tneir membership records as one 
single constituency. This should not exclude any other method 
tnat may have to be adopted for the purpose.

Apart from the general approach on the issue of 
moralities or procedure of merger outlined above, there are 
cases, which it has to be recognised, involve federations in 
some of the major sectors, mainly Ports 8. Docks, Road Transport 
ctno Coal, where it would perhaps be necessary and advisable 
to directly involve their leadership in deciding the basis and 
procedure of merger. Towards this end joint meetings of leaders 
of these organisations will have to be arranged so that they 
can be enabled to come to agreed solution on all relevant 
aspects of merger.
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Merger talks have gone on for nearly 5 years. They have 
now reached a stage where they have to be concretised in terms 
of a definite phased but time-bound programme marking an 
unmistakable advance towards merger. Bolo.? though cautious, 
steos have to be suggested from our side so that the other siae 
is compelled to come out openly with reservations, vacillations 
or undecisiveness, if any, entertained by them. Ocnerwise the 
AITUC would get exposed to ridicule, or suspecteo of frivolous 
conduct or dealings. This forking Commitcee muse, tnerero±e, 
unequivocally spell out its intentions in ravour of merger in 
terms of proposals outlined above, or proposals it considers mo 
appropriate in respect of their concretness. We must not allow 
the 14th instant joint meeting of Working Committees of the two 
organisations to disperse without adopting a decisive attituee 
in favour of merger in terms of concrete and time-bound steps 
in that direction.



forking Committee meeting of the AITUC 
***ini « ’T.* - . f [

July 12 -14, 1996, New Delhi.

1Vorking Women

In the Working Committee meeting held on February 17-18, 
1996, at Delhi, Me had noted that the objective of AITUC...,.

It was decided that AITUC Centre with assistance from 
CTUC and ILO will help tne State Committees in training- women 
activists to take up leadership responsibilities in organising 
women into the trade unions. The AITUC-CTUC workshop which was 
scheduled to be held for women activists in Punjab had to be 
postponed due to general elections as per State Committee’s 
request. Now that workshop has been proposed to be held as jjer 
dates agreed upon with CTUC in the end of August^ Ann th-gr 
three—day workshop for women is planned be held with 
of CTUC for women activists in Goa in the last week of September.

Ve had decided to hold, two regional conventi<ms for 
working women, in Bangalore for Karnataka^ Kerala^. Tami Ina du, 
and Andhra Pradesh, the other one at Bombay for Maharashtra, 
Goa, Gujrat and Madhya Pradesh. None of these could be. organised. 
In the meanwhile we hao been talking to ILO for some assistance 
for these workshops. It has been agreed upon, even though it 
will be small help but it will be otherwise beneficial to do it 
along with ILO. These two—day convensiorsmust be organised, 
within next three months.

We propose that the rest of the State Committees in the 
meanwhile should proceed for planning state level initiatives 
for trganising working women conventions/meetings/seminars in 
the coming six months.

Anganwadi workers’ federation conference is still pending 
which has been agreed to be hosted by Nagpur Committee AITUC. 
Sooner the better if the dates could be finalised in this 
Working Committee.
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ON CHILD LABOUR
In the last Working Committee we had reported about the 

successful holding of the national workshop as Launching of 
AITUC-JLO Project on Child Labour and ±he tasks were taken to 
hold state and industrial workshops in the months of March to 
June.

The following activities could be accompalished in the 
progress of this project implementation.
A.P. State Workshop held on February 25,26,27, at Hyderabad with 
participation of 38 delegates from seven districts attracting 
wide publicity in print and visual media. Dr. Mahavir Jain from 
NLI Labour- CwMuisti&ncr,. Hyderabad, and spencamer’ JLusfH re and 
aAher dignitaries from A.P,participated.
Kerala State workshop held on 9-10-11 March at Thrissur 
inaugurated by Mr. M.P. Joseph, National Co-ordinator, ILO-IPEC^ 
Dr. Mahavir Jain from NLI, Addl. Labour Commissioner, Justi-ce- 
Krishna lyet ano other dignitaries parti cipta ted. in- riel j he ret i ons- ■ 
Thirty two trade union leaders from Beedi, coir, fish peeling, 
-tile, construction & hotel industries- participated. The raadfa 
attention was very good.

The next workshop in the series was held in Patna on 
March 15-16-17, inaugurated by Mr. A.P. Verma, Director, NLI, 
participated by 58 comrades representing unions in beedi, stone 
crushing, construction, hotel and restaurants, handloom, powerloom, 
jute, (stitching) readymade garments. Apart from this 
representatives of women federation, students federation, 
kisan sabha, journalists and two NGO’s ^ere also there. The 
other dignitaries who addressed the gathering included Mr.Vyasji, 
former Labour Commissioner and present Transport Commissioner, 
Bihar; Mr. Subhash Sharma, Labour Commissioner; Dr. Shakeel 
from health sector. This workshop also got good medi^ attention.

Then followed Tamilnadu Workshop held, in Madras on 
18,19,20, March inaugurated by Com. Amarjeet Kaur, Secretary, 
A1TUC, and addressed by Mr. A.P.Verma, Director, NLI; Labour 
Commissioner, Mr. S.U.Samudram, Jt Director, Field Publicity 
Directorate and other dignitaries from judiciary and academic 
life and NGO Sector. There were 40 participants representing 
match & fire works, construction, hosiery-textile, banking 
sector, beedi, hotel industry, anganwadi workers etc.
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Tne next in the series was Madhya Pradesh State Workshop, 
held at Bhopal from Maren 30 to April 1, with 66 participants 
from 24 oistricts representing beedi, construction, mines, small 
factory workers hotel & restaurants, agriculture workers union, 
teachers unions, anganwadi workers. Dr, Mahavir Jain, NLI, 
Justice G’ulab Chand Gupta, for Chief Justice, Haryana & H.P., 
ohri Amar Singh, Labour Commissioner, Addl. Labour Commissioner, 
representatives of Child Welfare Council, educationists and NGO 
representatives addressed the participants. The newspapers and 
T.V. media gave good coverage.

Due co elections we nacs to abandon our State workshops 
till the middle of May.

Then 18 to 20th May, three-day workshop was held for 
Rajas chan rilTUC activists at Jaipur inaugurated, by Dr. Mahavir 
Jain participated by 40 comrades representing industries such 
as stone crushing, stone quaries, construction, shops 
establishment, gems & diamond cutting and polishing, small 
factories of metal and plastics, anganwadi workers, agricultural 
workers and banks etc. Mr. M.P.Joseph, Co-ordinator, ILO-IPEC, 
Justice Vinod Shanker Dave, Labour Commissioner, Addl. Labour 
Commissioner, journalist union leader and NGO representatives also 
participated in the deliberations. The press gave wide publicitv,

Tne next workshop in the series was held at Kanpur with 
parcicipacion of 50 activists from 9-districts and from various 
sectors such as carpet, metal industry, glass industry, printing, 
cons true cion, snops, banks, teachers, lawyers, journalists, 
hosiery textile, beedi, etc. Dr. Mahavir Jain from NLI inaugurate 
the '7orkshop and other dignitaries from the state included 
S.K.Das, Labour Commissioner, Mr. Pankaj, Addl. Labour Commissions 
-Dr. ^emlata Swaroop former Vice—Chancellor, Kanpur University, 
Vijaya .Srivastava, Acting Director,Regional Workers’ Education 
Board, Mr. Harbhajan Singh, District Magistral, Kanpur. The 
press widely covered proceedings of all the three days of the 
Conference.

On May 29,30,31, Orissa State Workshop was held at 
Bhubaneshwar with participation of 42 activists from 9-districts 
representing activists from beedi, construction, fishery, 
nancloom, metal, hotel-restaurant, agriculture,, banks & 
proxessionals in teaching and juciciary. ihe workshop was 
inaugurated oy mr. Durga Shankar Patnaik the Minister of Labour, 
Orissa, and addressed, by Dr. Mahavir Jain from NLI, Mr.Binaya 
Bhushan Mishra, Labour Commissioner, Anjana Manglagiri Project 
officer^ UNICEF, Justice 3.C.Mahapatra, Dr. Prafulla Chander,
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Deputy Director, Labour Department, Aboni Boral, teacriers 
union leader and some NGO representatives. Sections of media 
paid good attention to the proceedings of the workshop.

The last workshop was held from June 28 to July 1, ac 
Calcutta with 49 delegates from eight districts,of West oengal; 
17 representatives of NGO’s, 10 guest invitees and 12 speakers. 
The delegates represented unions from beedi, metal industry, 
construction, shops & establishments, handloom, small factory 
workers, from professions of teaching & legal practice. Tae 
Workshop was inaugurate by Shanti Ranjan Ghatak, Labour Minister 
and those who addressed included Mr. M.P.Joseph, Co-ordinator, 
ILO—IPEC, Dr. Mahavir Jain from NLI, Jt. Secretary Laboux 
Department, West Bengal, representatives of NGO's and 
educationists.

Except West Bengal, due to practical problem everywhere 
else the poster exhibition was displayed. The documentary snows 
were organised most of the places. Com. Amarjeet Kaur as iMaviouax 
Co-ordinator attended all the workshops and participated in we 
deliberations.

These state workshops worked out plans for activities 
to be taken up in the states, including one National Industrial 
workshop in each state, district level and area level conventions/ 
seminars/meetings including documentary shows exhibition displu;/--, 
street corner plays wherever possible, and poster painting 
competitions and essay competitions wherever possiole. The 
concerned State Committees should inform the progress- in this 
regard about follow up activities.

The State workshop for Maharashtra is finalised to be 
held at Nagpur from July 20 to 22, 1996. The Uttar Pradesh 
Committee has proposed for National Industrial Workshop on 
carpet to be held on August 9-10-11, at Varanasi.

w© propose to hold teachers training workshop in the eno 
of July for those who will be teachers for 2 schools each for 
child labourers in the states. The representatives need to be 
finalised now.

In a meeting with the Secretary Labour, we have request, 
for extension of the time for schools from six months to one ye - 
?te have also asked for extension of our project to otner states 
which are not part of our present project. Me do not have 
response uptil now but we are pursuing the matter.

contd......



Our experience from the State workshops nelo uptil 
now is encouraging and comrades participants in tae states 
and State AITUC leaders felt so, which prompted us to suggest 
for extension for sensitization programmes in other states also»

7/e are awaiting to hear from you, for the follow-up ano. 
other suggestions for making the implementation or the project 
successful.



RESOLUTION AGAINST PRIVATISATION AND DISMANTLING OF 
STATE ELECTRICITY BOARDS

This meeting of the Central Executive Committee of All Inola 
Trade Union Congress expresses grave concern on the attempts of 
privatisation and dismantling of State Electricity Boards in 
the country by the different state Govts. as well as the Govt, 
of India. The doors of power sector are being opened for 
privatisation and the multinational corporations are being given 
all sorts of concession for their entry in this sector. Inis 
policy will weaken the existing public sector undertakings and 
will also create a situation wherein the existing electricity 
boards will be endangered. It will also make it impossible to 
provide electricity at reasonable and affordable rates.

Severe financial crunch is said to be the main reason for in 
inviting private sector and specially the multinational corporations 
to.the power sector.

Whole country is in the know of the history of the Dahbol 
Plant to be. constructed by the ENRON Company (American Co.) in 
Maharashtra. This giant plant is to be constructed in two stages 
and a memorandum of under standing (MOU) and. power purchase 
agreement (PPA) was signed for the first phase. This-agreement 
was signed without calling for tenders and. the whole thing was 
done in secrecy. Later when fact came out, it became clear that 
this agreement was detrimental to the interests of the consumers, 
MSEB and the nation. A powerful mass movement was build up 
demanding cancellation of this MOU and PPA. We feel proud of the 
fact that M3ER federation had taken the initiative for forming 
Enron Virodhi Sanyukt Sangharsh Samity and organising the mass 
movement. People in the Konkan area participated in this 
struggle in massive way facing even severe police repression.

As a result of these agitations, the BJP-Shiv-Sena Govt, 
suspended the agreement. But they had to retreat and enter into 
an agreement for the first and second phase of the agreement. 
The Vajpayee Govt, had decided to give stand guarantee also. 
This tantamounts to a betrayal. This agreement will one.anger 
the financial viability of the MSEB. It will also had to 
increase electricity tariff rates.

Now it is learnt that efforts are afoot to allow LwCs to 
invest in power sector in M.P., A.P., Orissa, and Bihar.
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In fact the state electricity boards are not in loss, 
Although it is also a fact that the annual accumulated loss to 
the state electricity boards in India comes to about Rs.7000 crores 
but when we see the amount of gross subsidy involved in supplying 
electricity to agriculture, domestic etc. which comes to about 
Rs. 15000 crores (1995-96), it is not a loss inspite of all sorts 
of piLferase corruption hugeloss etc. If these subsidi e; 
are born by^the state enchequer which should be no state 
electricity^/ w. be in loss.

Orissa Govt, has hurriedly passed an ordinance amenu .ng 
the provisions of the Electricity Supply Act 1948, enabling it to 
divide the State Electricity into three separate companies. 
This is done as dictated by the G.B. and the ultimate arm is to 
privatise all the.public sector institutions. The ordinance 
is yet to be approved by the Parliament ana it is learnt teat 
a bill to that effect will be moved in the coming Parliament 

Session.
This meeting of the Central Executive oi All India 

Trade Union Congress requests the Govt, of India not co pass tne 
Bill to approve the Orissa ordinance and cancel the guarantee to 
Dahbol project as decided by the Vajpayee Govt.

This meeting also request the Govt, of India to review 
the conditionalities attached to brld Bank loans for tne power 

sector.
This committee also requests tne Govt. o.i India co 

seriously consider the pross and cons of inviting private 
capital, especially foreign capital, to the power sector, while 
doing so, the view of all interests concerned particularly, 
the trade unions should be heard on the subject. This Committee 
hope that Govt, will finalise the policy only after such a wide 

discussion.
This meeting also requests the Govt, of India to arrange 

a conference to discuss about these matters ano also the seeps 
to be taken to make efficient the existing public sector
undertakings in tne power sector.



On BONUS ACT

Large number of workers in public sector and organised sector 
of industries are drawing salary more than Rs.3500 and thus are 
deprived of Bonus.

The forking Committee of the AITUC demands that the Bonus 
Act should be amended to remove ceiling on Bonus for workers.

ON BALCO WAGE REVISION
Demand for re-constitution of wage negotiation Committee 

consisting of all Central Trade Unions pending in various 
units/plants of Bharat Aluminium company. AITUC affiliates 
which are stronger than any one in the captive Bauxite Mines and 
have a formiadable membership in both departmental and 
contractual workmen are deliberately kept out of the wage
negotiation Committee which at present consists of INTUC and 
CITU, This is much against the concept of bi-partism in wage
fixation and other issues and also against the much talked 
participation of workers in management.

Working Committee of AITUC dalls upon the Govt, of Indias 
to direct the BALCO Management for re-constitution of wage
negotiation Committee with the inclusion of aITUC affiliate 
at the local level and one representative each from every 
Central T.Us operating in BALCO at apex level on the lines of 
steel9 coal etc.

RESOLU11ON AGaXt-ST PROFESSIONAL 
TAX IN EADHYA PRADESH

B.J.P. Govt, headed by Sunderlal Patwa in M.P. who made an 
election promise to end the Congress-imposed Professional tax 
had only restored it after a gap of 3 years on enhanced rate. 
Employers have started recovering 2-year arrears together 
with the current month tax under the present Congress-regime 
despite mass disapproval.

Working Committee of AITUC dondemns this anti-worker act of the 
M.P,Govt. and calls upon for immediate withdrawal of Professional 
Tax retrospectively; Working Committee further calls upon its 
all affiliates in the State of M.P, to fight back through 
united mass movement.



RESOLUTION ON

HOME BASED ' WORKERS

The Working Committee of the AITUC welcomes the adoption 

of a Convention by ILO regarding the home-based workers about 

Mi ninium Wages, security of service, social security etc.

There are lakhs of home-based workers in India.

The Working Committee urges upon the Govt, of Inara to 

ratify the convention and enact a comprehensive legislation on 

home based workers in line with the Convention of the ILO.

PRIVATE SCHOOL TEACHERS

Lakhs of private schools have come up throughout the 

country. Even in West Bengal they have no security of service, 

social security or any service rules. The private school 

teachers of West Bengal nave commenced agitation on their 

demands.

The Working Committee of the AITUC demands that a 

legislation should be passed providing pay structure on par 

with aided schools and similar service conditions.

The ’Working Committee of the AITUC urges on the Gove, 

of West Bengal to concede the just demands of the teachers ox 

the private schools.

STEEP HIKE IN PRICES OF PETROLEUM & PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
—.■=—' ••• —  1 " _ 

i—ir_ m uin -i ----- ' ■ . ..............  ” *“ "" nwmMw

The recent steep hike of 25 to 30% increase in price 

of petroleum & petroleum products shall lead to inflation «nd hit 

the common ban. Whatever the cause of increase in deficits toe 

steep hike cannot be justified.

The ’Working Committee of the AITUC strongly expresses 

its protest against the steep hike and demand that the Govt.

slioul'- witheth© s coop niKG <»



resolution

(DRAFT )

ON transfer of 11-B deposit of Bailadil^aMines 
to Joint—venture Company.

The working-committee of the AITUC noted with serious concern that 
in reply to a question on behalf of the Ministry of steel, the union 
Minister for Parliamentary-Affairs told the Lok-sabha the other day 
that the U.B. Government has no objection to the proposal for trans
fer of 11-B deposit of Bailadilla Mines to Joint-Venture company of 
Nippon Denro Ispat Limited, with certain safeguards!

The ■Safeguards1 as enumerated in the reply are nothing but an eye- 

thS raa±n issues Solved in the Bailadilla-deal. The 
key questions that have been raised 
Parliament and outside by the trade 
others ouring the Congress-rule are
to be probed-into. when the NMDC, a 

and debated in both the houses of 
unions, their representatives and 
neither answered nor considered
most Stresssful PSU, is admittedly^ing excellent performances in the fields of “d„ ZZZL 

has got thf * Ir°n'°re and has categorically stated that it 
nao got uhe required technical ,„ . cnnicai expertise, financial capacity and
Managerial-efficiency to davelon 11 n. p 11-0 dePosit on its wn, then what
has prompted the Ministry of steel during the Congress-regime to 

NMDC to 7- °f thS Lease of “-B deposit from the hands of
Z E * n VSntUre C°mPanY “ WhlCh Nlppcn Denr° enJ°y 

of bert ? WhSther the transfer of such a deposit
b st quality of Iron-Ore which has the potential to fetch profit 

of nearly 2000 crores of Rupees in 20 years will not be against the 
interests of the Nation. against the

and^the °£ the deal — questioned by many
quarters and thee entire isqnn -f =■ „+.'hc 21 S issue TS still pendi ±th publi 
Accounts Committee.
If the u.P. Government keeps its eyes shut to these

bZaZhe fXHa5alnSt “iS deal, that will
y aith of the people on the New Gov

of the constituents of the united Front had actively protested 
against Bailadilla Deal when Congress Government was ±n office 
ow, «n the one hand the Commorj Minimum Programme (CMP) of the’ 
XR 7"^ the need lengthening of XC- 

SECTOR by making a departure -Fm™ +.t__ - .v ure from the policies pursued bv the Narsinhva -------- , - eucu oy one

questions and

•ernment. Actually, Many

Narsinhva Rao Government, and on the
Government is endorsing the sell-out 
line ef the previous Government.

other hand the same united Front 
of Bailadilla toeing the same-

THE AITUC WORKING COMMITTEE strongly
re-^nslder its stand on the Balladurs tO
for transfer of Lease and n ^lla-«sue, withdraw the proposal 
which the AITUC has bLn tO dSVel°P ““S

AITUC has been agitating from the beginning.



ON PENSION SCHEME

The Working Committee of t_e AITUC urges upon too Govt, 
to enact the P.F. Pension Scheme in the ensuing session of the 
Parliament with the amendments proposed by Trade Unions as 
increase in the interest on corpus from 31/2 to not less than 
12% indexation, capital return without reduction of pension 
etc. The P.F,Act should be amended removing the ceiling of 
Rs.500. The AITUC is opposed to individual option which will 
sabotage the scheme itself. The Bill provides for exemption 
of establishments.

PENSION SCHEME FOR PROSPEROUS INDUSTRIES BOW—***** —I " r 1^ i. n <-n, Illi rwr -MI•»r.^

The Working Committee urges on the Govt, to exempt 
prosperous and stable private and public sector industries from 
the scheme so that another scheme can be worked out on the basis 
of 3% contribution from the management and workers each, along 
’with the contribution of family pension i.e. 2.33% and 1.16% 
by the Govt. A viable scheme can be worked out on par with 
P.F, Pension Scheme without touching the total provident fund 
share by the employers.

For the separate scheme to be worked out, Government 
should withdraw the condition of LIC annuity, should transfer 
the total accumulation of Family Pension Fund and payment of 
1.16% Government contribution.

The Forking Committee of AITUC hopes that a consensus 
amongst trade unions can be brought about the above basis.



The Working Committee of AITUC views ’with concern the 
policy of the Govt, of India for ordering directive Iron, 
manganese and other non-coal mines for non-confirmation and 
non-implementation of the provision of Forest Act regarding 
environment problems in Orissa. As a result of this about 
3000 mine workers will be unemployed.

It is true that environment laws should be enforced 
scrupulously. It is also true that whenever a mine is worked out 
environment is disturbed. Therefore a balance between the 
two has to be maintained.

Therefore it is demanded that in case of new mines, 
steps should.be taken to implement the law from the beginning. In 
the case of old and existing mines, the mines should be allowed, 
to continue its operation and prevent unemployment of labour 
who are mostly tribals and down-trodden.

The mines owners should be forced to pay for adequate 
and equivalent aforstation in other areas.

The work of aforstation should be entrusted to workers 
co-operatives and tribal and down-troden,local kisans co-operatives. 
They should be provided with necessary land and funds collected 
from mine owners.

The 'forking Committee expects that present order for 
stoppage of mines should be withdrawn and adequate steps for 
aforstation should be taken.

RESOLUTION ON 'VAGE REVlSIGN OP SUGAR WORKERS ( O.K. PONDA)
The orking Committee of AITUC expresses its serious 

concern over long silence of the Union Govt, are the question of 
I^ge revision of sugar v/orkers numbering more than lakhs.

Tae previous Labour Minister assured the National Sugar 
Porkers Coordination Committee to constitute a Tripartite Committee 
for wage revision of sugar workers who are the lowest paid compared 
to any industry in the organised sector. But so for the Tripartite 
Committee is not constituted till date. Moreover, there is no 
revision of ’.'’ages for the last seven years . inspire of
sky-rocketting price rise.

In the context of new developments in the country, the 
Prime Minister has expressed its anxiety for payment of huge 
cane arrears running to crores to the sugar-cane growers and for 
revival of sugar industry, the 'orking Committee urges upon the 
Govt, to order of immediate constitution of the Tripartite 
Committee (on sugar) before 30th August196 with a direction to 
$o into the question of revision of wages and complete the 
s ame by De cember'96.

contd 2

should.be


”'e call upon the Sugar workers' unions in the country 
to hold meetings and send their resolutions to the Union Govt, 
for immediate steps in the above (direction.



Cable; n.\ITUCONG”
FAX? 33 86 427

TEL? 33 87 320,

ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

24_, Cannina Lane, N.Delhi-1.
P res ide nt ~ 1 M. S , KRIS HNAfT-~ “ — —------------
Gen.Secy. ? A.B.BARDHAN
Dy. Gen.Seoyi B.D.JOSHI January 25,1996,

CIRCULAR
TO

ALL MEMBERS OF THE WORKING COMMITTEE of AITUC

SUB; Notice of meeting.

Dear Comrades,

An urgent meeting of the Working Committee will be
held on February 17 and 18, 1996, to discuss the following agenda

AGENDA■ —.Wl

n
2.

3.

4.

5.

7.
9.

The Pension Scheme and our tasks in this respect.

T?j progress in organising the unorganised workers 
( reports from States).

Report and future tasks about Working Women 
Convention.
Report on National level Child Labour Workshop and 
organisation of State level Workshops.
Affiliations. 6. Guideline on our task on Safety, 
Health and Environmental issues.
Finances. 8# UNION RECORD.

Any other matte

The meeting will start at the AI1UC Office at
10 a.m. on 17th and continue on the 18th. You are requested to 
intimate arrival and to book your departure not before 19th 
morning. In view of the importance of this meeting all comrades 
are requested to be present. Since postal system does not work 
properly, therefore all State secretaries are requested to inform 
■ 'forking Committee members of their states by way of abund-ant 
caution .

With greetings,
Yours fraternally,
A •' 74 X /

/ \ ~ / ■ f "• :

( A. B. B \»iiJ HAN )
GENERAL SECRETARY



Cable : '"AITUCONG" °\A Telephone : 3 8 7
Tjle Fax : 91-11-386427 \

* srfh^r - ®i4ihr
ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

24, CANNING LANE, NEW DELHI-110001

President : M. S. KRISHNAN 
General Secretary : A. B. BARDHAN 
Dy. General Secretary : B. D. JOSHI □ateds 11.12.95

Dear Comrade,

The next meeting of the AITJC 

Secretariat is fixed for Dec. 19th at 

11.00 AM at AITUC Central Office.

Please attend it punctually.

Yours Comradely

( D.L.SACHDEV )
SECRETARY

Com. A .3 .Bar dhan
Com. B • 0.Joshi
Com. K.l.Mahendra
Com. H.Mahadevan
Cota. Gaya Singh
'Com. G.L.Char
Com. Gubin Karar
Com. T .A .Francis
Com. Amarjeet Kaur
Com.- Ramdhari Brasher



Cable : "AITUCONG'' P .. \ c.^. Telephone : 3 8 7 3 2 0
Tele Fax : 91-11-386427 V ’
* 8rf^ - qfFFT

ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
24, CANNING LANE, NEW DELHI-110001

President : M. S. KRISHNAN
Genera! Secretary : A. B. BARDHAN Dated? 18*11 *95
Dy. Genera! Secretary : B. D. JOSHI

TO ALL MEMBERS OF SECRETARIAT

As already decided the next 

meeting of the Secretariat will be 

held ©n 24th November,1995. The 

meeting will be held at 5*00 pm or 

soon after the ILC Session is over, 

whichever is later.

All the members are requested to 

kindly attend the meeting.

( D.L.SACHDEV ) 
SECRETARY



Cable : "AlTUCONG" Telephone -.3 8 7 3 2 0

Tele Fax : 91-11-386427 y

• srftra -
ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

24, CANNING LANE, NEW DELHI-110001 

President : M. S. KRISHNAN 
General Secretary : P. B. BARDHAN 
Dy. General Secretary : B. D. JOSHI

□ate it 28.11.95

□ear comrade,

meeting of the AITUC Secretariat

is fixed for dec. 7,95 at 10.30

specifically to discuss AIT'JC Child Wboor 

Project. Apart from that other urgent 

matter if any may also be taken up.

Please attend it punctually.

Y c /rs caoradely

C A.n.£-VU>1AK )
□B8. SECRETARY



Cable:"AITUCONG"
<FAX: 38 64 27

ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

24z Canning Lane, N.Delhi~l._____  ।
President ; M. s. KRISHNAN ~ "  ~........'" ""
□en. ^Qy. : A. B. BARDHAN
Dy. Gen. secy.: B.D.joshi May 9, 1995,

CIRCULAR 
/ 

ALL STATE COMMITTEES OF AITUC

Decisions of the Working Committee. 
.... •- - 1

Dear Comrade/ 

. . I
The—Report as adopted has been printed. it is for 

sale among AITUC leaders and activists. JPlease order copies. 
It is our guide for next 6 months.

so 1io ns have been printed in T» u. R.

Regarding Affiliation Fees: It has been decided that 
all affiliated unions should pay up their affiliation fees upto 
1994 before June 30. please ensure this-. Those unions whigh 
not paid at all for the last 3 years and more, should be personally 
checked up. if they are defunct, advise us to remove them from 
the rolls. if they can be revived, them please try and send 
their fees.

■Regarding -Special Fund as per the Patna decision 
has to be paid before June 30. After that,kindly take up the 

Fund as decided by the Bombay General Council meeting. 
With new wage agreements signed in many industries, this should 
not be difficult.

5* Regarding Trade union Record (English & Hindi);
launch a subscription drive. Every union above 100 members 
should b^gpme subscriber. Every General Council member and 
State Committee member should subscribe. Every branch of ^tate 
union should subscribe. send money and address immediately.

Regarding 75th Anniversary; Every union or group of 
unions in a district should organise function. Write on wallse 
Print local posters and bring out leaflets. send reports.

PTO.......................



2 -

7. Regarding 4 Seminars; Launch preparations at Calcutta, 
Lucknow, Chandigarh and Madras. . Propose themes for approval 
by the AITUC secretariat. -The-CaTcutta theme is: "Environment 
and Development".

8. Regarding Organising Unorganised; By now your State 
Committee meetings must have indentified new spheres. So 
please inform us about that, and what efforts you are making to 
organise them.

9. Regarding Agricultural workers: He had a joint meeting 
with BKMU office-bearers. District AITUC Councils, and/or 
major organised unions should help concretely in-getting Dt. 
BKMU bodies registered; and help them with maintaining membership 
registers, counterfoils etc.

10. Regarding Cuba Sol idarity; Circular attached, please 
approach all major affiliated and friendly unions to collect 
and contribute. .

11. " Regarding Collecting Mass Signatures on Hiroshima Appeal; 
Copy of Appeal and signature form attach-d. please undertake 
collection of signatures.

Greetings,
Yours fraternally,

. f (A.B.BARDHAN)
GENERAL SECRETARY.

P. S.

12. Regarding Construction workers; The all India Conference 
will be at palghat on June 27-28. Please ensure that delegates 
from all Constructions Unions in your State are mobilized.

13. Regarding Contract Labour Conference; CP3TU is organising 
an all India Conference of Contract Labour. Both in Public and 
private sector establishment. Contract Labour is increasing. 
It is necessary to send representatives (including women if 
possible) to this Conference which is at Durgapur (W. Bengal) on 
June 10-11.



lalai

Ref. No

I. I • ’-J,

Phone : 6690379
DURGA KAMALA KUTHIR

P.O. & VILL. MASHILA 
VIA: ANDUL-MOURI 
DIST. HOWRAH.

Pin : 711302

Date..3^..

My dear Cob, Sachdev Bhai,
I am pleased to receive your letter of inti

mation dated 18.5.95.
It is sure that I would attend the meetling 

of the Secretariat to be held on 13.6.95. I do 
not know whether I shall avail reservation in the 
Purba Express. If not available, I am to book it 
in the Rajdhanl Express on 12.6.95. I am to atte
nd the meeting of the All India Federation ©f Ju
te workers on June* 10 and 11 at Calcutta which 
has been convened.

You are perhaps aware that this time I was 
fully Involved w in my family as my son and dau
ghter are appearing in the final examinations ©f 
B.A. and B.Sc in Calcutta University* There is n< 
other persons to look after them at this moment. 
My wife is ill. The examinations are stilt contl 
nuing with gaps and will end in the last week of 
June. So, I am to return by Juno 22 again. I wil' 
be free from 1st week ©f July. Perhaps I shall b< 
in Delhi for entire month of July and again I 
am to come to my state k by August 1. 
ftxklKlSKXXkh „ .

I hope that all Secretariat members have 
gone through my draft Syllabus of Education for 
TV school and the coming meeting will probabl i. 
finalise it and concrete programme for conductin 
TV schools will be adopted.

Please intimate Com. Bardhan* Com® Jpshl.
Convey my greeting to all comrades ©f the 

AITUC Office. .With greetings to you*

Yours comradely.

( Gobin Karar )



Andhra Pradesh Medica^mployees' Union
£gd. No. 1725 
(AFFILIATED TO A.I.T.U.C. 
Recognised by the Governmer# of Andhra Pradesh

G. RAMCHANDER
Member
Working Committee

RECEIVED ,
For.

All India Trade Union Congress

Dear Com General Secretary,

1 P MAY 1995

Phone :
HIMAY 
HYDE

869
NAGAR

ABAD - 500 029,

on
21-5-383
Hyderabad 500 624

A. 1. T. U, C. 15 MaY 1^95 
24, Canning Lane, N.Delhi

I was surprised to receive letter dated 2-5-1995 taking 
note of my alleged absence from the Working Committee meeting 
held on 24-25 April 1995.

The fact is that I attended the meeting and signed the 
register as well. So I am surprised how this wrong impression 
of my absence has been created and the letter sent.

This is for your information.

With regards.

Yours comradely,

G. Ramchander
MEMBERCom A.B. Bardhan

General Secretary
All India Trade Union Congress 
24 Canning Lane, New Delhi 110 001



May 2/ 1995,

Dear Com. Nageswar Rao/

While speaking in the AITUC 
Working Committee, and referring to the 
issue of productivity, you had mentioned 
the case of the ECIL.

Could you send me immediately 
the details of the case ? You can speak 
on the phone or fax it. I have to 
include it in the revised and printed 
version of the Report. It is already in 
the Press.

With greetings.
Yours comradely, 

/ //
(A.B.BARDHAN)

Com.Nageswara Rao,
Vice-President, AITUC,
Hyderabad.



DURGA KAMALA KUTHIP.

P.O. & VILL. MASHILA 
VIA: ANDUL-MOURI 
DIST. HOWRAH.

Pin : 711302

Date.. . .V;.. ,

6690379

To
Com, A.B. Bardhan, 
General Secretary, AITUC, 
New Delhi-1 •

Bear Comrade,

It is matter of deep regret that I am not 
being able t© attend th® meeting of Working Commit 

ttee of ATTUC to be held on April and 25.
My youngest son and daughter will apprar 

in the final examinations ©f B.Sc. and B.A. from 
April 21 t© May 27 this year. There is none in my 

family to look after them during this period. b© 

I am to stay at home.
I have communicated to Kg^ialapatida that 

you have fixed up the date to attend the meeting 
of BPTUC Working Committee on May 7« ^amalapatida 
san agreed and almost confirmed the daire. On April 

13 Secretariate meeting is convened to confirm it. 

He is going to Delhi to attend N.C. and W.C. mee

ting. With greetings9

( GobinZKarar )



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
_______ ________ 24,Canning Lane, N.De1hi-1.
President :M. S.KRISHNAN
Gen.Secy. :A.B. BARDHAN
Dy.Gen. secy. : B.D. JOSHI March 30, 1995,

CIRCULAR
TO

ALL WORKING COMMITTEE MEMBERS
ALL OFFICE SHARERS

Meeting of the Working Committee

Dear Comrades,

The meeting of the aITUC Working Committee will be 
held on April 24 and 25, 1995 in Delhi, at the office of the 
AITUC. The meeting will start at 10 a.m. on the 24th April, 
and will continue till the evening of the 2 5 th April.

Agenda of the meeting will include;
1. Report on developments since October 31, 1994;
2. Fulfilment of the programme of Action adopted 

by Bombay General Council meeting;
3. Report on “Workshop on Economic Policies", and 

conclusions;

4. Planning the next half of Jubilee celebrations;
5. Finance?
6. Affiliations;
7. Any other subject.

Comrades may kindly reach either on 23rd evening 
or early morning of 24th, so as to be in time for the meeting 
to commence at 10 a.m.

Members may kindly reserve their return tickets 
from Delhi also while booking. if the return reservation is 
to be done from Delhi, then money should be sent in advance.

Greetings,

Yours fraternally, 

At. / » / b

(A.B.BARDHAN)
general secretary.



To
Com, A.B. Bardha, General secretary, 
AJTUC.

Dear Comrade
I am leaving Delhi to day for Calcutta and 

come back on the 23rd March here. Later on I heard 
Secretariat would meet on the 15th. But 15th is my 

shall 
that 
date

for ’voter’s photo*. So, it is regretted that I could 
not attend the Sectt. meeting on the T5th. Hope, you 
will fixt up the next meeting within April 14 and 1 we: 
would be able to attend that meeting bee age j shall be 
staying then at Delhi.

For attention on other matters:
T) Jute workers* Patiament March on 27th March. 

They will arrive at Delhi on 26th and all arranges have 
been made by Delhi comrades(Francis and Sachdev know). 
Hope, you will be available then. On 28 March, a meetin, 
of leaders of jute unions w is convened at AJTUC office 
to for an All India Federation.

2) Syllabus of AITUC School have been made and 
the draft have been distributed to all secretariat mem
bers for check etc. and it hag been decided that in the 
next Secretariate meeting the syllabus would be finali
sed, Pieage see to it.

With greetings, 
Gobxc^arir^

13.3.95
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Roghbir Singh Choudhary
Bhagat Smgh Samark
Assandh 7?oad. PANIPAT=I32103 ' Resh Ph. 20542

Office : 21532





Phone:662581

Andhra Pradesh State Road Transport Corporation 
Employees’ Union

President:
GJ) GJ) GD GT)
it. i. nan^a Hao

Satyanarayana Reddy Marg, 
HYDERABAD-500 020.

Secretary Genera! : 

^B. R.ama Riao

Ref. No.

To
The General Secretary
A.I.T.U.C.,
24, Canning Lane, 
new d e~ l H I.

Dear Comrade,

Date-. 16.07.1994

RECEIVED
For......................... .....oh

1 8 JUL W
A. 1. T. U, C,

24, Canning Lane, N.Delhi.

Sub:- Meeting of the Working Committee of A.I.T.U.C.
* * *

The Central Office bearers of our Union are meeting 
at Hyderabad to discuss some important organisational 
matters on 24th & 25th of this month.

In view of this, I regret to express my inability 
to attend the Working Committee Meeting on 23rd & 24th 
July, 1994, at New Delhi.

With Greetings,
Yours fraternally,

( R.P. RANGA RAO )



Phone : 230372
ANDHRA PRADESH COUNCIL

AH India Trade Union Congress

Satyanarayan Reddy Bhavan 3-5-912, Himayat Nagar, Hyderabad-500 029.

T o
The General Secretary, 
All India Trade Union Go, 
New Delhi-110001.

Dear Comrade,

I am sorry for m 
Working Committee meetin 
because of my father-in- 
and i> my presence there

I therefore requ 
please be condoned.

With greetings,

16th July 0004 
RECEs v au 

For.......... . ....... -.......

gress|3 jul
A. 1. T. U, C. J 

24, Canning Lane, N.Delhi 
inability to attend the 

gs on 23-24 July 1994 
law’s demise in Mangalore 
is unavoidable.

that my absenee may

Yours Comradely, 

(K.Sriniva® Rao)







President :

M. C. Narasimhan

General Secretary :
B90SjFd»r :

H. V. Anantha Subba Rao

ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
Karnataka State Committee

t^o^CdJe)

25, 1st Floor, 4th Cross, Sampige Road, Malleswaram, Bangalore-3
3^, sSjadoS sbSaQ, 83jS6', ?io&rt d^, zSori^do-a.

Telephone 1 366497 
cJj® d 559 r$ j

Ref.No.12/59/94

To
The General Secretary, 
AlTUC, No.24, Canning Lane, 
New Delhi-110 001.

Dear Comrade

21.7.1994 
Bangalore.

Sub; Working Committee Meeting 
23rd, 24th July 94.

With reference to the above, I wish to inform you tnat 
neither myself nor Com.M.C.Narasimhan are in a position to 
attend the Working Committee Meeting due to preoccupations 
with the All India agitation and local trade union issues. 
Com.V.R.Ananda Thirtha (Working Committee Member) is .attending 

on our behalf also.

Our absence may kindly be condoned

With Greetings,



(W5)

faf^X
Hltofa : < ipw

fhe General Secret 
a.i.t .u.c.,
New Delhi. 110 001.

Dear Corarade.
Canning Lane, N,Delhi

RECEIVED
....... .. ............... -on

‘ Xoo o^.
$, 6th August, 1994

On return from Delhi today, I just saw your letter of 
29th July,1994 concerning my absence at the W.C.Meeting held 
on 23rd & 24th July, 1994.

I got a strong attack of Flu on 21st July and the Doctor 
advised me not to move out and take complete rest, if his 
treatment was to do me any good.

I had therefore to cancel my ticket and stay back.I had 
explained this to Com.Ram Rao who was to travel with me to 
Delhi and asked him to get me leave of absence. He conveyed 
to me on return that this was done.

I explained this to you. when I met you at Delhi on 2nd
3rd inst.

Anyway after seeing 

that I should explain my

your letter above referred to^I th

position again.

With Greetings.



ALL - INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

24, Canning Lane, New Delhi-1.

WORKING CO MM I IVE £ MEETING, July,23 & 24, 1994.

CONDOLENCE RESOLUTIONS'

This meeting of the Working Committee of AITUC deeply 
mourns the demise of Coms. C.Rajeswar Rao, veteran communist 
and peasant leader and ex-General secretary, C.P.I.; N.E. 
Balaram, Rajya Sabha Member and veteran Communist and Trade 
Union leader; Renu Chakravarty, £x-M.P., former West Bengal 
Minister, veteran Communist and Woman leader; S.K.Sanyal, 
Ex-secretary of AITUC and renowned leader of mine workers; 
Ghanshayam Sinha, Ex-President of UP AITUC; Kunju,. a fighting 
load ’workers’ union leader, who was tortured and murdered in 
police custody, and Shibui al Bardhan of Calcutta, an 
intellectual, grass-root Trade Union leader.

This meeting also expresses profound shock and grief 
at the tragic death in car accident of Com.R.K.Garg, Member 
of the General Council of, AITUC and a leading supreme Court 
Advocate, and Com. pratul Lahiri, Member of National Council 
of C.P.I. intellectual^ and Executive Director of the people's 
Publishing House, New Delhi.

Working Committee also condoles the passing away of 
Coms. K. A.Karaleeyar, N.K. Ramankutty, and Mohd. Basheer a 
well known literary figure of Kerala State.

The Working Committee of AITUC conveys its heart felt
condolences to the bereaved families.



ON SLOODS

Heavy rains and floods have caused havoc in a number of 
States leading to loss of hundreds of lives. Thousands of 
houses have collapsed and property worth crores of rupees 
has been lost.

The havoc has caused damage in some states which is 
unprecedented.

The Working Committee mourns the death of those who have 
died due to recent floods.

The Working Committee urges on the Central Government and 
the respective states to immediately provide relief to the 
victims. The Government should pay compensation to the kin 
of the deceased, supply material for the construction of 
houses lost or damaged and also seeds and other inputs in 
sufficient quantity to the peasants/cultivators.

The Government should also work out long term plan for 
construction of projects so as to present the havoc 
frequently played by floods.

The Working Committee expresses its heart-felt sympathy 
for those who have suffered due to this calamity.

The Working Committee appeals to the working class in the 
affected States to cooperate in relief and rehabilitation work 
and donate liberally towards the relief fund.



NATIONAL SNVIRONMuNT COUNCIL

The Working Committee deplores the attitude of the Ministry 
of environment in excluding workers’ organisations from National 
environment Council. it is unfortunate and totally devoid of 
any rationale or justification that the Trade union movement 
representing tens of million working men and women and their 
families who bear the brunt of all manner of environmental 
hazards should be excluded from the Council. Mineral wealth 
is hidden in the forest and valleys and their exploitation 
does raise question of environment and ecology in a big way. 
The development of economy and the problem of employment are 
linked up with it. Trade unions are in a better position to 
help in finding out - a proper balanced solution.

Involvement of workers* organisations in national effort to 
tackle the problem of growing environmental and ecological 
degradation, resulting in particular from pollutant industrial 
activity, is indispensable.

The Working Committee of the ATTUC urges on the Minister of 
State for Environment and Forests, Government of India to 
include the representatives of the National Trade union Centres 
in the National Environment Council.



RESOLUTION ON TELECOM SECTOR

This meeting of Working Committee of the AITUC held on 

on 23/24th July, 1994, notes with deep concern the far reaching 

changes made by the Government in Telecom policy recently on 

the eve of the Prime Minister’s departure to USA. The new 

Telecom Policy will open this sector to MNCs and foreign 

capital. it is an attempt to sell this vital sector to 

MNCs and private capital to enable them to make ultimated 

profits, it will result in the world giants in this 

Industry gobbling up entire Telecom sector in India.

The Telecom sector is an important part of the infra

structure ar 1 very vital to security needs of the country. 

The decision to throw open Basic services of this sector 

to MNCs and private sector will undermine the security 

needs of the country*

The Working Committee of the AITUC strongly opposes 

the decision of the Government to tn row open Basic services 

in Telecom sector to MNCs and p ivate sector. it congratulates 

the Telecom employees who have resolutely been opposing 

privatisation of Telecom sector. The Working Committee 

welcomes the decision of the Telecom employees to go on 

indefinite strike from 17.8.94 as a mark of protest against 

the New Telecom policy and assures them of their full support 

and solidarity.



RESOLUTION ON THE POWER policy

The American Delegation led by Mrs. o ‘Leary signed a 
number of agreements in the field of Power in India. These 
agreements will change the entire power Policy. Earlier it was 
reported that the Government agreed to give soveriegn guarantee 
for 16 percent return on capital invested. The Government also 
seems to have agreed that the Multi-national Companies will be 
allowed to have captive coal mines which would mean that they 
can sell surplus Coal in open market. This will also deprive 
BHEL and other Companies producing equipment of orders leading 
to substantial under civilization of capacity. BHEL, the pride 
of our industry, is competitive both in respect of quality as 
well as the price. But the Multinationals will dump their 
equipment on the country. The entry of MNCs into this vital 
sector, the grant or a whole package of concessions 
facilities to the MNCs which would in affect bankrupt the 
will severely disorganise the Power sector in the country, built 1 
through heavy public investments. It would nullify all social 
obligations undertaken hitherto for supplying inexpensive and 
subsidised power to agriculture, to small scale industries, to 
weaker sections of the people, and to remote regions or areas ! 
of the country, it would considerably raise the Power Tariff 
and put it out of reach for the vast majority of our people.

Already the first such project to be sanctioned is the 
anron Project in Ratnagiri District of Maharashtra. There was 
a massive demonstration at the project site on 5th June‘94 
by Trade unions, service Associations and others. Sanction of 
Power projects to some other MNCs and private sector giants 
is also on the cards.

The Working Committee of the AITUC protests against the 
inroads of the multi-national Companies in the key sector of 
our economy such as the power sector, power supplied by these 
companies will cost mu Jh more than is being supplied by the 
State Electricity Boards.

The Working Committee of the AITUC urges on the Government 
not to open up the power sector to the Multi-nationals. The 
Power sector should remain in Public sector as power is required 
both for industrial development and agriculture apart from 
domestic purposes.

The Working Committee urges on the Government to cancel 
licences given to the MNCs for ^ower projects.
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C a ble: "AIT UGO NG "
FAX: 386 427 TEL: 387 320,

ALL - INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
__ _________ 24, Canning Lane, New Delhi-1.   
PRESIDENT T M. S. KRISHNAN-”” " ’ ------------ _ --- -
GEN. SECT. : A. B. BARDHAN
D f. GEN. SECY. : B.D. JOSHI 6th October, 1994,

CIRCULAR
URGENT

ALL STATE COMMITTEES OF AITUC
ALL OFFICE-BEARERS, MEMBERS OF THE 

COMMITTEE & GENERAL COUNCIL

SUB: special Fund drive as per decision of 
Patna session.

Dear Comrade

four urgent and special attention is invited to 
Central office Circular dated 10th May, 1994, issued under 
one signature of General Secretary, Com. A.B.Bardhan on the 
subject. The state Committees were given an idea through 
the above circular of Special programmes and Campaigns 
some of which have already been taken in hand, which involved 
substantial extra expenditure for development of AITUC Work.

It is with regret that I have to inform you that 
the response so far from the many state Committees for 
implementing the decision of the Patna Congress has been less 
than encouraging. It is however hoped that the state Committees 

alive to their responsible ity ^implement this "highly 

important decision to launch a special Fund Drive. it is 
consequently expected that the Special Fund will be made 
available to the Centre by each state at the time of Bombay 
General Council meeting on 29-30th October, 1994.

With greetings,

Yours fraternally,

(D.L. SACHDEV)
NOTE: Special Fund sending does TREASURER

not mean that wa ha?e ?QS 
neglect our obligation to 
Pay affiliation fee this year.



"AITUCONG'' T . . 386427
S’-11-3755419 Telephone : 3 8 7 3 2 o

ALL-INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
24, CANNING LANE, NEW DELHI-110001

President : M. S. KRISHNAN 
Genera! Secretary : A. B. BARDHAN 
Dy. Genera!Secretary : B. D. JOSHI 27th September*94#

TELEGRAM

COMRADE PARDUMAN SINGH
EKTA BHAVAN
PUTLIGHAR

AMRITSAR

GENERAL COUNCIL NOTICE ISSUED ON 

14TH SEPTEMBER. BOOK RETURN TICKETS

A.Be BARDHAN



Cable;"AITUCONG" TEL: 387 320,
X; 386 42 7

ALL - INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
——------- ---------------2 4, Canning Lane, New Del hi-1.
P re side nt; : M. S. KRISHNAN ~~~ ~~~--------- ----------- ---- ------------- ------------
Ge n. Se cy . : A. B.BARDHAN
ay.Gen. secy. :b.D. joshi 26th September, 1994,

CIRCULAR

ALL STATE COMMITTEES OF AITUC AND 
ALL OFFICE-BEARERS" OF THE AITUC

Reminder on urgent Tasks

Dear Comrade,

This is a final reminder about the following 
urgent tasks.

The General Council meets from October 29 at 11 a.m 
at Shivaji High School (King George High School), Dadar, Bombay. 
The celebration meeting will be on October 31 from 3 p.m. at 
Ravinctra Natya sadan, Prabhadevi, Bombay. so book your tickets 
(including return), and inform the Reception Committee in 
Bombay.

The Special T.U.R. Number will be out by October 25. 
So all advertisements (including greetings) must reach by 
October 15. Those comrades who took quotas may please note.

AITUC levy (at the rate of Rs. 2 per member) has to 
be deposited before October 31. so hurry up and send the 
amount by Draft to AITUC Office.

T. u. R. subscribers' drive (especially Hindi 
edition) has to be completed before October 31. So please 
intensify the drive.

States are requested to inmediately pass on 
t -ese instructions to all unions.

Greetings,

Yours fraternally

(A.'B.BARDHAN)
general secretary.



GaBle : "AITUCONG-
Fax»> : 91-11-3755419

_ . , 3 8 6
Telephone ' 3 g y 3 2
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ALL -
srfarr - ’417^^ wra
INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS
24, CANNING LANE, NEW DELHI-110001

President : M. S. KRISHNAN 
General Secretary : A. B. BARDHAN 
Dy. General Secretary : B. D. JOSHI

6th September, 1994,

Dear Com. Mahendra,

I have duly received both your letters, 
one three days back, and the other yesterday.

I agree that these matters should be 
discussed and threshed out. Since we are meeting in the 
AITUC secretariat on September 16, and that is only 
10 days aff, we can discuss there.

Please do come here on 14th as decided 
and keep in view your programme in Rajasthan (September 17,18- 
not confirmed yet) and in Pandharpur (for NRMU).

Greetings,
Yours fraternally,

(A. B. BARDHAN)Com. K.L.Mahendra,
Hyderabad.



Qc C’ci VEO
Fer..-......................* 1 M

Ekta Bhawan I 
Putlighar
Amritsar 143001.

B 5~«. I
Ganwinglane, W.Delhi. j 11th August 1994.

.......... -l
Dear Com. Bardhan Ji,

I want to share my thoghts with 

you on conducting W.C. and G.C. meetings.

My experience has been that after 

the General Secretary’s report, the Coirrades from the States 

begin giving State reports and much time is lost leaving 

little time to discuss urgent problems in depth.

My proposal is that the President 

or the Presidium as the case may be divide the time at the 

disposal of W.C./G.C. for the various urgent issues of 

Policy. State problems/Heports can also be given some time.

In my opinion this way the discu

ssions will be more fruitful.

Please let me have your views.

Yours sincerely,

(PARDUMAN SINGH) 
Vice President 
A.I.T.U.C.

Com. A.B. Bardhan, 
General Secretary, 
A.I.T.U.C.



22nd August, 1994,

Dear Com. Parduman Singh,

Thank you for your letter of 11th 
August 1994. Your critical observations about 
conduction the working Committee and General 
Council meetings, are very correct. I agree with 
them.

We have got into a rut, and use the 
meeting for state reports, which should have course 
in regular course. issues remain undecided.

This time I could do nothing, what with 
Garg’s and pratul’s death. x could not even attend 
the meeting on the second day.

But we must make a change henceforth.

Tnanks also for the paper clipping.

Greetings,

Yours comradely

Com. Parduman Singh, 
Ekta Bhavan, 
Putlighar, 
Amritsar.

(A. B. BARDHAN)



Phone : 61-0379

Dear Comrade Bardhan,

It was scheduled that I would return to 
Delhi on. 7th morning. But due to serious illness 
of my wife I had to cancel my return ticket on the 
6th# My wife is now bedridden and under medical 
treatment- somany complications in her body# Now I 
am to bring her to a specialist in Calcutta for 
thorough check-up and treatment® There are none to 
look after her# I am not well also, facing trouble 
in heart. So there would be a bit late to return it 
to Delhi# I shall try my best to return before the 
24th August, i.e. Secretariate meeting.

I know that there would be some inconvenien 
cies due to my absence, particularly in publication 
of TUR. But what can I do? I am helpless. Under 
such condition of my wife, I am not being able to 
return to Delhi earlier. My wife is only earning 
member of my family of six heads .

Hope, you will please appreciate my diffi
culties.

With comradely greetings,

( Gobin Karar }



A brief Noce on BIFR and. our approach on 'Sick' industries

The BIER was set up "for the timely detection of industrial 
sickness and speedy determination of preventive and remedial 
measures".

A recent study on Industrial sickness reveals as followss

■Causes of Sickness

M i smanagement (Siphoning away of funds, purchase of sub
standard or defective equipment, fraud on the banks/ 
institutions, failure to do a market survey, bad financial 
planning, failure to move with ths time, updating of 
technology, diversion of working capital, internal 
dissentions - sharing of black money etc.)

—s policies; (delays in power connection, payment 
of subsidies, power problems, sudden changes in import
export policies, changes in customs and excise duties, 
failure to provide infrastructural facilities in backward 
areas etc.)

3* L^rproWems; (Labour unrest plays a role, but this is 
not a major cause and a consequence of industrial sickness) 
Time and Cost over runs: (major cause in newer units, thus 
sick from inception)
44 Central Public sector Units and 55 state Public sector 
Units before BIFR, as of Karcb’94 are given in the aituC~ at Patna session. 1Information DocumintsJ On receipt of the reports from our 
State TUCs, an updated picture, including that of private 
sector could be prevented.
Some experiences/observatibnson the functioning of BIER;

1} C’here is no way of speeding up the process unless we 
change our legal system and tamper with the independence 
of judiciary.

-u.) many viability schemes are like keeping the patient in. coma 
clinically alive over an indefinite period.

in) Diversion of working capital for other purposes to be 
prevented by banks reacting immediately.

iv) Welfare of the industries affected (not merely the revenue) to 
be borne m mind, when changes are made in policies (exports- 
imports; or duties (customs or excise).

contd.... 2



2 -

Powers of the BIER are purely persuavive, not mandatory so 
far as Governments, banks/institutions are concerned.

v_u) Automatic consent/acceptance to be made, when reliefs/ 
concessions/assistances are sought from Banks and state 
Government?/if they are within RBI guidelines and policy 
package of state Governments.

vn) m respect of sick PSUs, Government should discharge its 
responsibilities as a PROMOTER, give reliefs on taxes/duties 
besides marketing support, failing which no scheme could 
survive.

viii)All dues of workmen (terminal benefits) to be deposited along 
with applications for closure; workers should be entitled to 
draw that, without prejudice to their rights for continuity 
of service.
BIER should have power to black list fradulent promoters and 
cause to initiate appropriate legal proceedings.
NRF should more sharply focus on rehabilitation rather than 
funding voluntary separation. it should be a perpetual 
organisation, with a revolving fund and to function like a 
commercial body. it's scope and objectives should be defined 
primarilyf°nGern itsSlf with rehabilitation and renewal.

xi) m the case of insolvent and closed units the statutory dues 
of the workers should be paid by NRF and recover amounts from 
the assets of the insolvent and closed units.

xii) Re-training and rehabilitation should precede redundancy and 
(voluntary) retirement.

xiii)The floor level workers should be taken into confidence before 
decisions regarding the 'sick'/BIFR facing industries are 
taken by the leaders.

xiv) Our leaders/cadres at the plant levels should "know their 
industries well", collect necessary data from middle level 
management personnel who are willing and helpful; Evolve joint 
schemes and consistently follow up instead of leaving to 
1awyers.

xv) AITUC Centre has set up a 'cell' to study BIER cases, collect 
mfermation/data and offer guidances/suggestion. The experienc 
of our comrades dealing with the BIER cases/sick industries 
should be shared with the (available) members of the cell
periodically.



OUTLINE REPORT FOR THE WOEHL G COM aITpHE MLSfTEG OF * - ... -0- . .... — . • ... » .*-. *•■» 1 ' A -.1 --*-0 S A • A -«■ -M . I. . ' A* —U

THE ALL IOT A Thf Li WION CONGRESS (Delhi-Ju-y 25,'lp^

1 » The ‘eri td a..ter the P-tn© Session(March 11 to 15>1 94) h s been 
marked by Govt, using lead with ’ ts -.ew ec nomic po icies, in 
every sphere. The official level ‘ignature on the Dunkel Text, was

Iso confirmed in this period by ministerial-level signature on k pri 1 
15S despite strong protests voiced within Parliament, ©.nd outside on 
the streets.

inis has been a. period which has registered several positive events 
in the international scene. Freedom for'South Africa is the most out

standing event. Chains of the Left in former socialist countries are 
also noteworthy. They have torn asunder the claim that while socialism 
is dead, capitalism( euphemistically called the ’Free Market3) is the 
only alternative, and the foundation of democracy.

This period has seen spurt in prices at home,with inflation fig
ures hovering between 10.6 per cent to as high as 12 per cent. The rise 
in sugar prices and sugar imports has turned into a scam,and public 

pressure coupled with inter--bureaucratic and inter-ministerial 
dispute has compelled the Prime Minister to institute a probe.

Industrial establishments continue to be referred tp the TIFF. 

There are now over 53 awaiting their fate,at various stages,and 
with Government generally disowning all responsibilities for their 

revival.
The Trade Union Movement has engaged itself in general movement 

and struggle against steps to dismantle the public sector, and rush
• forward with privatisation in various ways and forms,— entry of privet 

sector and multinationals in hitherto prohibited sectors; tie-ups with 
MFCs and permission to them to acquire large slices of equity,which 

would in effect mean acquiring control over our industries; disinvest
ment; proliferation and extension of contract system ; etc. At the 

same txme, trade inions have offered concrete alternatives to revive 
and run closed or ’sick3 units,e.g. FTC mills,IISCO,a-d others.
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c/ovt h s snow- no . 1 '.i .; c-s.. et :o accept _ uc- uro-nos Is, t any’ tl;?e 

a. -.’ of ip- rtxte, snc-. in s-ce cases eve-. tr nar-tite store,

Dunkel Act, though ?t is not cle rly understood ■ ,s yet, hrs iven 

rj.se 1,0 str ng a.... prehension and hostility, It needs to be exottined in 

its es,- entials, and oppos' tio to it <as to be give a 'roper to . ,ue«

The period h-s thus been one of intense TU • activity.The AITUC h s 

sc-tivec. co pnay .;.ts hei htenod role m this i--tensific; tio of oc-ivi- 

ty. In sever- 1 c- ses, she A-'-TuC It s ol ,-ed an initiating.. role,

2, The first m-hor event in this period wos the APRIL 5 Rally, ailed 

by the Pl-.tform of Hass Organisations. Thera was little ime ... or an 
. . Hl? : S S
ise at, yet not clo tion excee ed 2} 1-khs. ATTBC -n- it jusW-.t- 

panisocions c-n .-Itt-i tne c e it f mo ollisig the largest number (core 

cnan 10 -er c nt), it wa.-. men t to be • Marc- to Parli me nt, But e. ery 

k"?' of ooctruction ws put, be 'ding sve-.-tu 1'y to a. clash with t e 

mi-ht of the police for nearly three h-.-urs. The police virtually 1 id 

se-.ge ana t- en c.^arged y-.th ?'e.;r .-s.. let his and --ere. ted sortie- of 

armed mounter police. The massive p rtici -at con, the m V ta c;,; and 

.-Lghtinr spirit of the entire mas., are si.ns ,of the mood of the 

m. saes, uhich s the music of a mass ..ovemsnt.

Tn-s mood as Iso displs ed while observin ■ April 15 a a - Black 

Hay’ f >r which the Platform <ad i .med-..••teip issued -■ call. This has 

been one of the most widespread observances on any issue of protest.

t, f'he same spirit prevailed this time on May Day, for which tne ; 'mo 

had issued a Manifesto,highlighting both national ??nd internatio ■-1 use 

issues»

The Platform of Mass Organisations,which met on April 10 and 11 

reviewed the earlier actions,and decided to continue the strugpie cor 

a halt and then a reversal of present policies. "The wrath of the wr: m 

has to be transformed into further mobilisation of the people and 

spread over every nook and corner of the country-— so the Platform 

declared. A Convention of delegates from all mass organisations was



convened for June 21 in Delhi. A Draft Declaration and an Action Prog

ramme was prepared,

6. Once again the response was greater than expected. Altogether 

7000 delegates attended the Convention, AITUC and its suster organisa

tions played a significant role both in preparing the Declaration and 

initiating it at the Convention. But it has to be noted that our num

erical presence was not upto the mark.Against an expected 1000, we 

mustered only 600.Several states failed to bring their quota of dele

gates. Several federations led by us a.lso fell short. This weakness 

in joint programmes should not be repeated if the AITUC is to register 

its impact.

<. The attempt of certain ultraleft elements to smuglie in their 

views, to hijack the Convention, and raise a clamour in the Open Con

vention itself, had to be resisted through the joint efforts of the 

■DCfJC, 01TU,liilS,UiT^ and other allied organisations. This means 

constant political and organisational vigilance, and also strict adh

erence to a code of conduct in joint conventions and meetings by all.

o. The adopted Declaration has to be popularised in al- languages , 

ad nr.parcoions hav-.- to be in ti.ted f -r .succea sf..Uy implene ti g

..he vo ra me of act on, -.o that the tempo of ag tat on and rcsUtmce 

te-di.y goes up -nd does not flag. AITUC unions h-ve to clay an 

nitoatig role in this.

9- The h■.ghUghts of the Programme of Action are :

(1) Sumort to the CPSTU’s call for July 14 stri e;

(ii) A week to be o-.■served from. August b to 9, by .each 

section on each specific day. August 7 is ermarked for the wor’Uj 

class and the TU’s, du> in which jointly nd u ite ly;. th-y should 

focus on issues effecting the: -. There should be t leant 1000 t Ulm 

processions,dramas, depending o local situation n th- t day;

(Ui) All Indi.- Rail Roko o- September 20. here, once ag in
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hondreos of .youth, students, rural end urban masses shou-.d. be m bi i - 

sea to souat on railway nines n at least a thous nd places.There 
have -een loc 1 ’rail, rokos’ so far. This -ould be t e fir t of ar 

all-India nature;

(iv) Country  wede torchlight (candlelight) procession.. on Sept- 

ember 27, and finally culmin-ting in •

- (v) One -?y cou • tryvd.de Ge.--.eral Strike on September 9.

The point to underline io that each p- ogramme is spy eat o- t 

all over the c -untry and not just concenirat- d at ation- 1 or st te 

canisals. They have th before a gross-oot chara' ter, a. sh uld -roti- 

lose n ,-t jU'.t laths,but -millions. This calls for closer coo . ■ ti -n 

and coordination wich other org- nis..tions.

secondly, it must be no: ed tint success of Sept 29 stride 

de'-.ends on she t .m ;o created b. the earlier actions.

Thar- ly, they can succeed only if we are able to carry the 

message to the mass of working people, and not just to the activists 

And finally, this should not be confused with the call of 

the Left parties for a Civil Disobedience Movement from August 16 to 

September, and the preparations for that by holding meetings,enroll! 

volunteers etc. The two programmes have been planned,such that,they 

do not clash, but rather supplement each other.

But admittedly, this will keep all activists of mass organi

sations and parties, extremely preoccupied throughout ihe months of 

August-September. Let us hope, we can rise to the occasion.

10. We have referred to the July 14 strike of the central public 

sector undertakings. This was decided in a two-day extended mec a. 

of the CP STU held on- May 26 and 27. It was preceded by a meeting 

the AITUC unions on May 25. The INTUC had already given a call for 

strike on Jul$ 14, on some long-pending demands. The CPSTU deci-os 

synchronise its call ,and to the demands put forward by the if TIC, 

added the ones■re:privatisation, revival plan, discrimination etc.

The meeting also decided to hold ’Dharna before the PM:s house

tryvd.de
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at New Delhi demanding Govt’s active participation in revival of sick 

PSUs and protection of public sector undertakings on June 22, 1Q94-, 

However police refused permission. Even permission to meet the
P.M. in a small deputation was refused, Workers collected,and after a 

few speeches marched some distance. They were stopped and dispersed. 
Note has to be taken that the MTUC’s participation in this programme 

even from Delhi and neighbouring areas, was dismal. We repeat, these 
failures should not recur.

The In.'.JC withdrew from the strike on July 7. ATTUC,HMS and CITU 
leaders,who were in touch with Bangalore and Hyderabad Joint Com-s 

met the Labour Minister on July 8,- nd after going through the minutes 

O’ discussion wich IcTUC—which contained nothing new,declared that 
the ..-trike will take pi ce.

Co. siueri ’g cast there uac so e confusion due to the INrUC’s 
last cinute wxthdrs. al, the striae wa - satisfactory.

11. Duri- g th s per od, the struggle a win: t privatisation,espec-ally 

in Power, Telecom,Financial, Road Transport,and essential PSUsQike 

Jeryiliser, Chemical, Steel, IISCO) was ate sped -p. Tn e-ch sector, 

there we.-e struggles on the specific issues i-.volved. We have to dr. w 

the wesson the t in all sr-ch struggles, the general and the specific 

have vO be combined ; the agitational approach has to be combined 
with -..he constructive alternative(wherever nossible); and the workers’ 

struggle nas co - e combined with the -eop'te’s . un-o-t and movement.

i^ere may be several points of criticism nd co trover y ab -ut 
the Unori Jute Mill atrvg le, for i-stance. But thre - lessons can 

,e dia.wn,viz, chat -he desperation of wor-ers if rroperly channeled 

c--n le-a to organised militancy and not trustre lior and estuct ve 

..a. rc.-.-.y ; th t there can be disillusion w th ong-est.-blished u ions 
ii they do not act properly in tive an. show r wry out ; and three, 

mat pass support cm be mobilised, -nd can su- tni- a movement.

! ' • fibrGCaPP-. (banks nd insurance) t; ke he palm in .he
matter of fighting priv t sa .ion. Thoy had gone on strike e rl:.er 
too.
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But • n unh. e ful b - had o be "emin ed a: yin by ... massive strike 

on April 8,which involved 1.5 million em -loyees(o(6ficers included). 

J gain on May 11,the day Parliament passed the Bunking Bill,the ^TBEA 
+ BEET -i- A1BOA went on a protest strike. Militant actions are being 

combined with a petition to SxxiixEiHni addressed to the Presi ' ent, not 

to gave his assent. The unions have warned of further joint action' in 

case encry of foreign banks is allowed apace, the spate of closure of 
branches is not halted,and disinvestment starts.!THEA has called upon 

employees not to go in for shares.

noteworthy is the fact that there is realisation about c ’briinr-- 
ting actions by all organisations, and that on wage talks,employeme 

; nd officers- organisations are respectively sharing the table-.' or? 

should also be taken that the Bank Management has slamed on th? no u- 

tiating table, its own ’Management Demands-'. Is that going to 1-- tie 

corning pattern, initiated by finance capital,in the first place '

In insurance,the campaign against the Malhotra Committee is loin 

carried both within Parliament(thru* Petition.),-nd Outside Pirllrrt 
(through mass action). What is necessary in the financial sector n 

to work up more customer sunwort,and not confine Me movement to exp- 

loyees alone. More pamphlets,seminars,meetings addressed to ife people 
is the need. Also, we have to prove by our own attitude and work 

culture that public sector services are in no way inferior to the 

service glamour in the private sector.This applies to all service 
sector establishments.

13. The Power^Sector is in the eye of the storm.Here,privatisation 

means for all practical purposes,opening the vital infrastructure to 

the -iNCs. A ood -eal f 1 ter-.ture -as been reduced b.c export in 

the xe’d.A good many semin-rs(very .road-based) have held re 

Bombay,Calcutta,Luckcow,Triv ndrum etc.A num -er o rallies, rtf- 
ex-ib? tio s( th-,s by the CITU) have been or ;ani- ed» Both AllEE an- MT 

h; ve joined cm wit- Pow r Engineers,Officers,- nd veteran expo us 
in opposing the mo- e.
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Nowhere hove so an- concessions, guarantees,cou ter-gu r?-tt?s 

nd even -overengn gu rsntees been held forth by Govt. as -.ere, i 

cne name o enc>cin fore.-gn C” pit el, Nowhere has so .-any extr.- - 

economic pressure cor ed as here. Even ■rbitvati--n p ocee. i. ■,are 

llowed in U.S.courts ior disputes th t may occur within Indian j 

diction.

The carifi rates will .0 u o several dimes, 'd grip on trit wit al 

•neustry oil- slowly pans nto their -ends. After . e -erat. on, 

mi... ion will do ta£ge e.., f s co distribution, in certain are s of c n- 

centratcd industrial -nd urb n Load, "Vc b'en 'jailed in.

■EhRON’ has become the symbol of tins new no icy.Ano the u ions 

nav e concenc : acnd on fi .asin - ENRON.The MSJ/.B Workers5Feder tion .’as 

sue cede Ct n nio bi 11 i n. o n t n s is us all o t r e v n o ■. s pa r i e t / c? 

/jp and panchayac members ano. even businessmen end fishermen’s ore ni- 

ati n in the locality he e it is to cone up.-p ore or th-n'heg also 

oj. Court c se s a .011. with ph.-sicil re.- ist nee locally.

This stru-,,le ms to be bun It up a so in A.P. ,T mi’nado , Oris a ■ 

U.P.and M.P. wh-.re . trail r pro..ecto are co templet d.

1 • unions are also fighting a battle against priva ti=

sation. We have a strong All India Federation.Besides, there is an 

all India coordination committee. There was a joint dharna on ipvil 

L> There have been strikes in Kerala,Narnataka, Goa,Tamilnadu,etc.

In A.P. a good agreement has been signed.There is a proposal to hold 

a Transport Convention of all neighbouring countries in Delhi.hrt/ o3 

there was a South Asian Conference at Dhaka on April 5,6. We hrv-. to 

gear up our Federation working, and take initiative in all such ■/. "t-rs

15» The A.IRF observed a ‘.Save jjsj-lways Week® from May 1 to

was against the steady privatisation of the railway system,bit by .:w > 

The weakness remains that they ,■ re not part of nationwide actions, 

though they are always involved in nationwide decisions.

16. In the.Telecom Rector too, the struggle continues against oho 

Atrey Committee Report, and the entry of MI.Cs in this sensitive rector.



Unfortunately, our CITU-influenced friends in the organisation ha 

chosen this moment to divide the Union. We hope that dialogue at 

top level will aelp in sotting this right in the coming days,with 

which the arrogant demand of the MNCs to claim more than 51 per 

equity cannot be fought beck.

17. A number of industries(mainly PSUs,but also some from the hr 

sector,are before the tlji'R. We are giving a special nite on it. 

attention has to be drawn specially to the battle fought on the i 

ded handing over of the giant II,SCO to the Mukond Tron. On this i 
there has been a joint front with IUTUC,CITU,A1TUC,HoS and IMS un 

There wa: also - joint strike,jatha an. rally ago nst this backdo 

sell-off. A common position has been token that the u rm are y 

able to a joint sector alo g with S/IL. This requires to bo bigor 

pursued. it appears th..t th- stiff resistance of t e workers ‘as 

off lukrnd for the time being.But the Minister appears to hao 
interest.

10, The struggle for imp-ernestation of the tripartite agreement 

TC revival is on. In 'his too,we have a. bro- d front from INTUC t 

the rest. This 'reek we had - conference in Bonbay.lt w-s a follow 

o the May 5 Convention in Delhi. A si ilrr effort is now o abou 

ute Indu try, whose market and erport prospects are bright, out 

i ouotry has been brought to r crisis point by the er twh le owns 

: . Since on;;, our e pho is las been on the uno -ganired r- d i. 

c- ctor. The task of first priority is to organise t em. In the ec 

sense, they hold out urosheets for emloy ent gene-atioo. I most 

this has not been t- kea up seriously b all state TUCs and Dis tri 

Councils. The A1TUC c nnot g-ow, the working class c nnot et . oo 
d-ted as a class, u-less this is done, -oth in ru -al .nd urb n 

It c nn ■ t he done without mat rial help from the organise- sect ' 

Thes- ire s-lf-evident truths. We ry-. to identify the secti ns 

we c n aporoach at once,- nd got i to the camp ign.

Bonbay.lt


9.

Cornecced wian t. is .is the question f co tract labour, and ; Iso 
minimum wages and their revision and implementation. A short nite on 
this issue will be presented before the Working Committee.

20 . Tne ATruC Centre proposes to pay special attention to the orc/deo 
01 wording women and child labour. We have set up a 'Department for b i? 
purpose. bo begin with, we pre proposing to hold a 'Working Women’s 
Convention- confined to the Delhi,Haryana and Punjab region. With th?? 
experience, we will think of spreading out.

21 . Looming to the importance of Delhi,as the national capital region, 
and also as a fast-growing industrial region, the ATTIC Centre has 
revived the "DELHI CAPITALREGION TU COORDINATION COMMITTEE”. It will 
include leading comrades from Delhi,Faridabad,Gurgaon,Noida, Gaziabad 
areas and meet regularly.

2^2. A .ITU C--H L UnITf : Progress has been registered in Maharashtra.
"'c a joins meeting held recently, we have decided to form coordination 
committees in Gujarat,Rajasthan,Chandigarh,Haryana and Assam, as tne 
second step forward. We are also on a mutual consultation wave-lo gth 
at the Centre.But the process is inevitably longer than some expect.

Tne struggle for ?U unity also requires not exclusive relations 
with Hits, but also talk and dialogue with others,—CITU,UTUC,TUCC in 
cne main, as other Led-flag organisations. Naturally, our resolution 
will be tne basis for such a dialogue.But we cannot shut out other- 
proposals, if they are made. The AITUC as a consistent fighter for Tt 
unification, can also publish a pamphlet giving its proposals Elude 
from the Bangalore session till tod-y.

P* A matter of utmost concern is the .result of ver fication,heli 
on b- e koi membership figures. The AITUC has called for c ncebli g 
t is v- ri ication.( Cony t letter is being circulated). But it is 
eccss ry to impress upon all cour o that our attitude to of .ice 

records, registers, files, account books, nd to org.. nis-tional matters 
■A general, is very casual nd sli shod, how - s it that m. ny u ion- 

________________________________________________________
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f iled to produce t-eir records before the verification officer ? 

Tow is it that many unions still do not affiliate themselves to a e 

ArrUC, in the name of ’unity nd in de• endenca5 ? Whom do ye fool by 

these methods ?

Together,the Red Flag unions ■— MTUC, CITU ; nTT SU '!UC have a a- ch 

Iaeger ..emi-orship than ei -her the AMS or 'tie INTUC. ;nhen nd hoc To ■ c 

drive home rhis oi t ? We await the decision of govt. nd the la; cl 

im lie t-on3^x a^y, bout cancelling the present verification. l’A 

is the gu runtee thab our next performance will b-■ better ?

24. Thp^ JTUTUC ; We are trri.g to moke thio info a mo yry

fast-moving, and real y coord' note ng centre.This is two-rcy try fic. 

Ar new err Annt is fast esolving into a co le chive cemm.uhici: no ' 

re .ularly nd often, ..nd in w-ich individual resp-nsi-Hitias are ylo 

cork'-d out. But this h s meant -n increase in exnen iture. A budget

ill be resented to y u, Lieb gives -he picture. The MAC Centre -on 

i lcill ts responsibilityes,only if the AITUC Levy decided at Patna 

is sincerely paid up. The response so far is encouraging. But the 

trickle has to swell into a flood.

15. TUR : We have made this into a 16-nage labour journal(from on : - r 

gazette). Before October, we will also bring out a Hindi edition. nt 

only if, 1000 subscribers are enrolled for Hindi( and a similar number 

for English). We request all WC members,all STU Os to help in this 

process. It must be made compulsory for all G.C.members,and all no:one 

- ith a membership above 100. To make it really useful, reports .root 

come promptly( thru3 FAX if necessary),and from all states. Tbs 

ponsibility lies as much with the unions and states, as with the Aon'ty

26. Our added responsibility at the centre, means setting up a 

■■Research and Documentation Centre3’ for which responsibilities - ' 

funds have been assigned ; refor ing and building up our internahi co;. 1 

connections with important trade unions abroad; an Education denrrr.ie..



for imparting trade union education to cadres based on a syllabus, 

and also utilising Workers’Education Board and the National Labour 

institute, to be undertaken and so on. For each of these,proper L; 
and/or cells have to be set up,Some have already been constituted. 

But some, as for instance, looking after ATTUC publications have 
constant

be undertaken. Our/effort will be to see that Hindi states get csz 

circular,letter , report, journal etc. in Kindi, while the rest go 
them in English. But we ask for patience and cooperation from you.

25. We feel that in the coming days a closer- coordination has to 

be achieved with our parliamentarians. For this we ore proposin'; 

meeting with them,and so e mbers of our Secretariat. As you w 11

we have dr fted -me dmenus to the TU(Amendment)Bill, 199; , aod u to 

to out forth our -u; .estions on issues affeoti.g i lustrieo and

26. It the end,I will remi-d comrades that the AITUC will bn -r 

its 75‘ h Arouiver-a r Ye r on Al- st October 1 94. This is of

re t signifiesnc-- to us. The Maha ashtra Saifa TUC has set w- 0 

Com ittae for its proper celebration in Boobay. We oromse : h- t 

General Council' of the 1.CTUC meet- on October 29 on 30 , nd th 

October pl,becomes a cereo’on al r lly,where TU veterans and ot wr 

dead-ng centres ore also i-vited.



Meeting of the Working Committee of AiTuC

3. No.

Diary of

Date

the important Trade Union Struggles/Campaigns.

^orm and issues involved in struggle

1. 22-2-1994 Govt, of India Navigation Employees Union 
(Goa) held a mammoth rally in Panjim to 
oppose “privatisation” of Ferry services in 
Goa. A memorandum was submitted to the

- Chief Minister seeking his intervention.

o— 0 28-2-94 The Newspaper Employees of Delhi- both 
Journalists and Non-Journalists resorted to 
days Token strike which was a total success. 
The striking workers were demanding immediate
appointment of new Hage Board.

3. -3-94 A National Convention of the Unions of Ac ad 
Transport Workers affiliated to AiTuC/CtTu 
and HMS was held at Calcutta against

* * privatisation of Road Transport industryt
4. 5-4-94 On the call of the National Platform of 

Mass Organisations, March to Parliament was 
organised on 5-4-94 to protest against Nn? 
and Dunkel proposals. it was a manifiqient 
Demonstration in which Lakhs of Workers,
Kisans, Students, Youth, Women etc. 
participated facing bravely Police brutali
ties and asserting their right to peacefall’

- March to Parliament.

5. 4-4-94 ®n the call of All India Co-ordination 
Committee of Road Transport Workers 
(AlTuC, CiTu, HMD) more than 5000 Road 
Transport workers from 16 States staged a day
long DHARNA at jantar. Mantar, New Deihi to 
protest against privatisation of Road 
Transport and in support of their other demands. 
The demonstrating workers were addressed by 
Coni. H.V.Anantha oubba Rao, Convenor of the 
Co-ordination Committee, Com. M.S.Krishnan, 
A.b.Bardhan, B.D.joshi (AiTjC) , Chaturanan 
Mishra, Jalaludin Ansari, Gaya Singh,

- Geeta Mukerjee, all Members of Parliament
6. 6-4-94 The First South Asian Regional Road Trans

port Workers Convention was held in Dhakd 
on 5/6-4-94. The Convention was attended 
by representatives of &oad Transport Workers 
of Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Nepal, 
Vietnam an^ THI Transport. The Convention

- adopted a Charter of Amands,

7. 8-4-94 More than Million workers belonging to
Banking industry and Financial Sector 
organised a total An India Strike against 
Govt.’s policy of privatisation and Branch 
closures. The strike was first of its kind 
in India covering entie Financial Sector 
employees.

. ..2. . . ..
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8. 15-7-94 On the call of the National Platform of 
Mass Organisations, 15—4—94 was observed 
as Black-Day all over the Country to 
protest against GATT Accord. Bandhs,Rallies, 
demonstrations, Opposition Halk-outs and 
Dha rna s ma rke d the Black Day ,

9. 21-4-94 All India Palledar Workers Federation 
started Iharna on 21—4—93 to press their 
demand for uniform application of settlement 
dated 12-7-93 irrespective of unions

* affiliations. The Dharna is still continuing.

lo. 1-5-94 May Gay was observed with fervour all over the 
Country, workers expressing their determination 
to right N&P. in Capital, a Joint May Day 
Rally was held by AiluC, AlCCTu, HMS, uTuC, 
Ul uC (lS) and TuCC, Bank Employees etc.

Sor the first time in History May Day 
was observed in Doda { J & K State) by AjIuC

- Union.

11. 5-5-94 A well attended Convention of Textile Mill 
Workers was held on 5—5—94. It was jointlv 
organised by AlTUC, ClTu, H.M.S. and B.M.S. 
The Convention called upon Textile Workers 
to prepare for country-wide industrial action

- in the month of September,1994.

12. 11-5-94 The Bankmens agitation against privatisation 
touche_d new heights as AlBE^, AibcA and Bi^p, 
brought entire Banking Industry to stand-stil1

- on 11-5-94.

13. 11-5-94 K.T.C. Workers in Goa organised a massive
- morcha in support of their demands.

14 28-4-94. Following Strike Action by ApSRT Employ Ms 
Union, an agreement was reached between the 
management and the union regarding revision 
of Pay Scales etc.

15. -5-94 Ktc workers held a massive DhAR^A pn pOnda, 
Goa. Thousands of workers of different 
industrial workers supported K.T.C, Workers 
sitting on Dharna and their demand to safe
guard K.i.C. from being liquidated by corrupt

- ma na ge me nt.
16. g-6-94. Karnataka State Road Tr3nsport Corporation 

staff and workers Federation organised Relay 
Hunger Strike from 1st June 94 to pressurise 
management to settle workers demands.

On 8.6.94, ApTuC leader Com.H.V.Anantha 
Subba Rao started indefinite Hunger Strike for 
the same cause.

...3..... .
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17. 2Q-4-94 
To ' 

15-5-94.
Leaders of Kerala State Trans'pOrt Workers went 
on indefinite Fast from 20-4-94 to 15-5-94 
against Kerala ^ovt.’s Policy to Freeze their 
DA, Increments, Curtailment of Leave, Holiday 
etc. Since Indefinite Fast did not force the 
Govt, to change the stand ‘workers started 
Indefinite Strike from 16-5-94. inTjC Union 
initially joined the strike but later withdraw 
but their members continued to be on strike.
Strike was banned under ESmA. on 24-5-94 th-re 
was General Strike in Kerala on the wall of dh 
sponsoring Committee. The strike ended.on 
22nd June in a glorious victory.

18.

19.

10-5-94 More than a lakh cashew workers in Kerala wor-- 
on path of agitation against failure of prccm 
meat assured by the Government. On 10.5.94 
there was total Bandh in ^-.ilon District in 
support of cashew workers.

-5-94 Textile workers in Kerala including BMS and 
INTjC Went on days token strike in support 
of their long pending demands. The strike 
was great success

20. 30.4.94.

21. 5-6-94

22. 21.6.94

23. 12-6-94.

14. 22-6-94
Delhi

The head-load workers observed a State-wide 
strike in Kerala demanding enrolment of Hear- 
load Workers in Welfare Schemes.
Thousands of Power work-rs, Govt, employees. 
Bank and Insurance Employees poured into 
Sringartal (Ratna Giri Disk.) demanding throw
out Enron, save Public Sector, SEb, Save 
Maharashtra and Save India.
More than 7000 delegates participated in the 
National Convention of National Platform of 
Mass Organisations held in Talkatora indoor 
Stadium at Delhi. On behalf of AiTjC the 
Convention was addressed by General Secretary 
Com. A.b.Bardhan. Com. B • D.Joshi was in thw 
presidium. The Convention adopted a declaration 
and detailed programme of action culminatinc in 
General Strike on 29.9.94.
A State Level Convention was held in Orissa on 
12.6.94 ^gainst NEP of the Central Government 
and anti-people policies of the state Govern
ment. The Convention gave a call for Mass 
Actions.

Hundreds of leaders and other representatives 
of P.s.industries staged a day long Dharna.at 
They wanted to March to Prime Minister's 
residence but were prevented from doing so and 
were arrested along with two members of 
Parliament. Later they held a meeting and 
condemned the attitude of P.M.O in not 
arranging a meeting withe P.M. and resolve 
to make strike on 14-7-94 a success
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25. -7-94. An unique Convention of.the representatives 
of Power Engineers, and Electricity Employee 
was held at Delhi, Tj^ Convention in a de
claration opposed the current policy of 
inviting foreign investors on terms which 
would be ruinous to the Power Sector. The 
Convention decided to organised Protest Day 
on 25-8-94.

26. 3-7-94..

27. 14-7-94

28. 15-7-94

29. -7-94

30. 3-7-94.

Ten Central Trade Unions in Bihar (AlTjC/ 
ClTu, INTuCz BMS, AlCCTUz ^3, UTjC, UTjC-Lsz 
TuCC organised a Convention on 3-7-94 at 
Patna to fight growing sickness and closures 
in industries and against victimisation. Th. 
Convention decided to observe "Protest Da- 
on 28-7-94.
Strike by Public Sect orWorkers on 14-7-94 
was a grand success throughout the Country. 
Organisations in most Public Sector under
takings also joined the strike which added 
to the success of the strike.
Karnataka Rajya Anganv;afi Workers staged 
Dharna from 15th to 17th July. On the last 
day they held Demonstrations throughout the 
Ctate. The agitation was called off as some 
demands were conceded.
Employees ‘of QkW were on strike for 20' days 
from 14-4-94 for Wage Revision.

Employees of Wipro, Tumkur, are on 
continuous strike against vicrimisation of 
their Office-Bearers.
“State units of the five Central Wrade Unions 
(AjTuC, INTu^z BMSz CiTU, HMD) in Haryana 
held a Convention on 3-7-94 and decided, to 
organise Joint Barnas, on 20-7-94 and Strike 
on 18th and 19th August, 1994.



signed a number' of agreements in the field of Power in India* 
These agreements will change the entire Power Policy* Earlier 

it was reported that the GOvt. agree 1 to give soveriegn 

guarantee for 16 percent return on capital invested* The

Govt* also seems to have agreed that the Multi-national 

Companies will be allowed to have captive coal mines which 

would mean that they can sell surplus Coal in the market* 
• 

This will also deprive B.H.E.L. and other Companies produc

ing equipment to be deprived of orders and the capacity to 

remain unutilised* The B.H.E.L* the Pride of Cur Industry is 

competitive both regarding quality and the price* But the 

Multinationals will dump their equipment on the Country. 

The entry of MNCd into this vital sector, the grant of a 

whole package of concessions and facilities to the M*N*Cs. 

which would in affect bankrup the SEBs, severely dis

organise the Power Sector in the Country, ouilt through 

heavy public investments? nullify all social obligations 

undertaken hitherto for supplying cheap and subsidised power 

to agriculture, to small scale industries to weaker sections 

of the people, and to remote areas of the country, 

considerably raise the Power Tariff and put it out of reach 

for the vast majority of our people*

Already the first such project to be sanctioned 

is the Enron Project in Ratnigiri district of Maharashtra* 

There w^s a massive demonstration at the project site on

Sth Junej94 by Trade unions, Service Associations and others* 
The Working Committee of the A.l.T.u,C. protests 

against the inroads of the Multi-national Companies in the key 
sector of our economy such as Power Sector* The power to be 
supplied by these companies will cost much mor© than being 

supplied by the State Electricity Boards.
The Working Committee of the AjrjC urges on the 

Govt* not to open up the Power Sector to the Multi-nationals.
The Power Sector should remain in Public Sector as Power is 
required both for Industrial development and Agriculture 
apart from domestic purposes.

Th© Working Committee urges on the Govt, to cancel 
licences given to the MNCS for Power Projects.



.^age Negotiations in Public Lector

The Wage Revision is due in the Public Sector 

Industries from 1—1—92 and in Coal etc. due frctn 1—7—1991. 

The last agreements were signed for four years. The ^.P.E. 

has issued guidelines that the agreements should be for five 

years and already 2 1/2 to 3 years have elapsed and yet

even <negotiations have not commenced.

Further the D.P.E. issued guidelines that there 

will be no budgetary support and the additional burden 

should be met from within i.e. on the basis of internal 

resources. The D.p#E. has further clarified in the circular 

issued in January 1994 that the labour costb of the product 

should not increase due to revision of wages.

A circular of D.P.E. dated 17th Jan. 94 clarifies 

that the cost per unit refers to physical unit and no to a 
unit in financial terms. The circular claries that the 

A 
managements of P.S.E*s have been delegated full autonomy 

to conclude the long term wage settlements with the workers 

Unions in accordance with the parameters spelt out in the 

D.P.E.. Office Memorandum of 12th -\uril, 1993 .

The D.p.E. which has put restrictions on wage 

negotiations with the workers* union has recommended steep 

hike for executives and non- unionised supervisors. The 

existing salary of G-8 is 8250-200-9250 and the proposed 

scale is 11500-400-13500. ^or the Supervisors S-4 the 

existing scale is 2250-3200 an d the proposed scale is 

3375-5735.

The amendments in scheduled Xm to Companies Act 

provides for Rs. 6 Lakhs per annum or ^3.50,000 per month 

including the dearness and other allowances calculated on the 

basis effective capital of the Gompany. Apart from this there 

are innumerable perks which are more for N.R.i^
The cost effectiveness and the paying capacity 

are no bar for these categories.. The Govt, owes an 

explanation for this discrimination.

The working Committee of the A.I. T.J.C. urges



qM the managements of the Public Sector enterprises 

to immediately commence negotiations and finalise the 

wage agreements.
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National Environment Council.

^he forking ^ammittee deplores the attitude 
of the Ministry of Environment in excluding workers

organisations from National Environment Council. It is 

important unfortunate and totally devoid of any rationale 

or justification that the Trade Union movement representing 

tens of million working men and women and their families 

who bear the brunt of all manner of environmental hazards

should be excluded from the *Council. Mineral wealth is hidden 

in the forest and valleys and their exploitation does raise 
* ♦

question of environment and ecology. The development of 

economy and the problem of employment are linked up. The
Trade Unions are in a better position to help in’finding out 

a proper balanced solution.

involvement of workers organisations in national 

effort to tackle the problem of growing environmental and 

ecological degradation, resulting in particular from pollutant 

industrial activity is indispensable.

The Working Committee of the a.i.T.u.C. urges on 

the Minister of State for Environment and E©rests. Govt, of 

India to include the representatives of the National Trade

Union Centres in the National Environment Council.



On Floods

Heavy rains and floods have caused havoc in a -eHassber* 
number of States leading to more than five hundred loss of 
lives, thousands of houses collapsed and property worth 
crores of rupees has been lost*

The hav^c has caused damage/ in six States which is 

unprecedented.

The Wording Committee mourns the death of those who 

have died due to recent floods.

The Working Committee urges on the Central Govt, and 
the respective States to immediately provide relief to the 

victims. The Govt. should pay compensation to the kin of the 

dead^ supply material for the construction of houses lost or 

damaged and also necessary seeds and other inputs to the 

peasants.

The Govt, should also work out long term plan for 

construction of projects so as avoid the havoc played by 

floods.

The forking CQmmt-ttee expresses its heart **felt sympathy 

for those who have suffered due to this calamity.



Pension Scheme

introduction of Pension Scheme for the 

P*F. Subscribers has been pending for too long.

The Working committee urges on the Govt, 

that all workers should be covered under the P.^.Act.

The ^ovt. should continue to contribute 1 1/16 per cent 

of the pay of the workers towards Pension ^'und.

The Pension Schenk should be worked out in 

consultation with the Trade Unions . The earlier scheme * 

is very defective.

The actuary has calculated interest in khw 

pastxand at 6 per cent though it was 8 percent in the 

past and 12 percent now. Rs. 5000 Crore was the balance 

in the family Pension Scheme about three years back which 

has substantially increased. The -^'rade Unions further 

demanded IS indexisation of Pension.

Further Pension ^cheme for the Coal and Steel 

Industries should be worked out on the basis of 

contribution by both the management and workers as per 

the 1989 agreement. Similar Pension Scheme should be 

worked out for all Public Sector Undertakings.



On Bonus Ceiling.

Large number of workers are deprived of Bonus 

because of the ceiling fixed about 25 years back.

The Trade Unions have been demanding that the ceiling of 

Rs.1600/- for calculation be enhanced to Rs.3500/- and 

the ceiling on wages be/removed so that all the employees 

are entitled to Bonus. The Covt. has adopted a policy of 

ipg f°r the Railway and P & T employees but not for the 

Industrial workers.

The forking committee of the A.I.T.u.c. urges that 

the Bonus Act should be amended forthwith removing the ceiling



System of a»

The Govt, agreed to introduce the slab system 

of harness Allowance from 1-1-1992 but the same has not 

been finalised so far. The Labour Minister in a meeting 

with the representatives of rrade Unions and the officials 

of the D.P.E. held on 9th May assured that the same will 

be finalised within two months but nothing is heard so far

The working Committee urges on the Govt. -^o 

finalise the Slab-System of D.a. in consultation with 

the 'trade Unions without any further delay.



Industrial Sickness

Large number of industries i.e. above 4 lakhs 

are sick out of which quite a number are viable* These 

include Public Sector undertakings a$ well. Most of the 

industries are closed because of mis-management, failure to 

modernise in time and other factors but not due to industrial 

relations*
Already lakhs of-.workers are thrown out of jobs 

adding to the army of the unemployed, in the private sector 

the factories are closed without giving even legal dues such 

as gratuity or p.-^. and £*S*i* contributions* 

fhe employers are demanding exit policy and there 

is pressure.from the Multi-nationals and the I.M*^* and 

World Bank-to introduce exit Policy i.e. right to hire and 

fire. The Govt, of India has declared that it is going 

slow in the matter which indicates that it is going to 

introduce the exit policy.

As it is tile cases are fererred to B.I. F*^* which 

after dragging for some time either decides to hand over to 

the big business or orders for liquidation.

The cases of Central and State Sector industries 

in losses are also referred to B.I.^.R. so that once an 

industry is declared sick no law applies to them and their 

efforts are to privatise them.

The Govt, as owners are Public Sector have the 

responsibility to provide budgetary support for modernisa

tion. But it has adopted the ideological position of

privatisation.
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The Trade unions urged that Tripartite Committees 

be constituted to work out plans for revival and modernisa

tion but only formal meetings were held with no result.

'or the N.T.C.Mills an agreement was reached but the Govt, 

has not yet approved it.

The National Renewal Fund is being used for 

voluntary retirement and not for retraining and redeployment 

as was envisaged.

The forking Committee of the A.I.T.u.C. urges on
4 

the Govt, to work out revival and modernisation schemes

in the Public Sector and State Sector in co-operation with 

the Trade Unions.

The forking Committee further urges on the ^ovt. 

to take speedy steps to see that the industries that are 

viable in the Private Sector are revived without further 

delay. The National Renewal Fund should be used for 

xvtln retraining and redeployment

The Govt. of India because of its I.M.F,# world 

Bank dictated economic policies has failed to take necessary 

steps for revival of sick industries.

The Working Glass has gone into industrial 

actions during the last two years but with no response from 

the Government.

The Working Committee fully endorses the call 
given by the Mass Platform for Actions in September 

including the call for General Strike in September, 1994.

The Working Commitee urges on the Govt, to take 

steps on war footing for revival of sick industries in the 

Central, ^tate and Private Sectors.
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On I.IqS.C.q.

The Central x’rade Unions have opposed th© 

privatisation of l.l.S.C.o. a basic industry. The Govt® 

had planned to hand over l.l.S.C.o. to Mukund ^teels much 

below the market value of assets and also without guarantee 

oof any big investment as required for modernisation.

The Central Trade Unions held a convention and 

worked out an alternate Plan. The Trade Unions offered to 

place Rs. 150 Crores of their Pension ^und for the revival 

of I.l.S.C.o. and wanted that a revival pian should be worked 

out by SAIL and the Trade Unions, it was decided in a 

Meeting at the Labour Ministry but the Govt, didn't give 

clearance to the management of Sail to work out a revival 

Plan and no meeting with the Trade Unions was held.

in the meanwhile the I.I.S.G.O, case has beea 

referred to BIFR which shows ha that the ^ovt. is not interested 

in revival. It should be realised that Govt, cannot shurck the 

responsibility for modernisation by budgetary support.

The Working Committee of the ^.l.T.u.C* urges on 

the Covt. to authorise the SAil Management to work out a Plan 

for revival and modernisation of I.l.S.C.o. in consultation 

with the Trade unions.

The Trade Union movement is strongly opposed to 

privatisation of basic industry like I.I.S.C.o< urges 

on the Govt, to modernise it and assures the cooperation 

of the working class.
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WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING# July#23 & 24# 1994.

CONDOLENCE RESOLUTIONS

This meeting of the Working Committee of AITUC deeply 
mourns the demise of Coms. C.Rajeswar Rao# veteran communist 
and peasant leader and ex-General secretary, C.P.I.; N«E. 
Balaram# Rajya Sabha Member and veteran Communist and Trade 
Union leader; Renu Chakravarty# Ex-M.P.# former west Bengal 
Minister# veteran Communist and Woman leader; s.K.Sanyal# 
Ex-secretary of AITUC and renowned leader of mine workers; 
Ghanshayam Sinha# Ex-President of UP AITUC; Kunju# a fighting 
load workers’ union leader# who was tortured and murdered in 
police custody# and Shibui al Bardhan of Calcutta# an 
intellectual# grass-root Trade union leader.

This meeting also expresses profound shock and grief 
at the tragic death in car accident of Com.R.K.Garg# Member 
of the General Council of aITUC and a leading Supreme Court 
Advocate# and Com. pratul Lahiri# Member of National Council 
of C.p.I. intellectual and Executive Director of the people’s 
Publishing House, New Delhi.

Working Committee also condoles the passing away of 
Coms. K. A.Karaleeyar, N.K. Ramankutty# and Mohd. Basheer a 
well known literary figure of Kerala State.

The working Committee of aITUC conveys its heart felt
condolences to the bereaved families.



ON DEMANDS OF PUBLIC SECTOR WORKERS

The Working Committee of the aITUC congratulates the 
public sector workers and officers for their participation 
in the strike on 14th July at the call of the CPSTU inspite 
of the withdrawal by the INTUC at the last moment.

The demands were - wage negotiations, slab system of 
D.A., amendment of the Bonus Act, pension scheme, lowering 
of Income Tax exemption limit and revival of sick industries.

The wage negotiations in public sector have not 
commenced inspite of the fact that 272 to 3 years have elapsed 
since the expiry of the duration of the last agreement.

The D.p.E. has, instead of withdrawing the anti-labour 
guidelines issued last year, further clarified that unit 
cost of the product should not increase due to wage-rise.

The D.P.E. has recommended hike in the salaries of 
directors, executives and non-unionised supervisors without 
any conditions but has put conditions on wage negotiations 
for the workers.

The Working Committee of the aITUC urges on the 
Government to take expeditious steps to finalise the wage 
negotiations, introduce slab system of D.A., amend the Bonus 
Act, introduce pension scheme, raise the exemption limit of 
income Tax and work out plans for revival and modernisation 
of sick public sector units.



ON I.I.S.C.O.

The Central Trade Unions have opposed the privatisation 
of I.l.s.C.o. a basic industry. The Government had planned 
to hand over IisCO to Mukund steels much below the market 
value of assets and also without guarantee of any substantial 
investment required for modernisation.

The Central Trade unions held a Convention and worked 
out an alternate plan. The Trade unions offered to co
operate for the revival of lisco and wanted that a rev?ya? 
plan should be worked out by SAIL and the Trade unions. 
This was decided in a meeting at the Labour Ministry but the 
Government failed to give clearance to the management of 
SAIL to work out a aevival Plan and no meeting with the Trade 
Unions has been held.

xn the meanwhile the IISCO case been referred to Bl PR 
which shows that the Government is not interested in its 
revival. The Government must realise that it cannot shirk 
the responsibility for modernisation by making available 
necessary funds# including continued budgetary support.

The Working Committee of the AITUC urges on the Govt, 
to authorise the SAIL Management to work out a Plan for 
revival and modernisation of IISCO in cooperation with the 
Trade unions.

The Trade union movement is strongly opposed to 
privatisation of basic industrial enterprise like lisco and 
urges on the Government to modernise it with assured 
cooperation of the working class.



ON TEXTILE INDUSTRY

The Working Committee of aITUC expresses serious concern 
at the continuing incidence of sickness, closures and partial 
closures in the organised sector of the Textile industry* both 
in private as well as nationalised segments. The extent of 
this man-made sickness can be gauged from the fact that as on 
October 31* 1994, 255 Textile units were registered with the 
BIFH. On all available evidence this number has by now swelled 
further, resulting in colossal loss of jobs* estimated around 
a quarter million, with overt as well as covert collusion with 
the Government the tycoons dominating the private sector of 
the industry have by now managed to effect large-scale transfer 
of weaving operations to power—looms which are being allowed 
to proliferate at the cost of lakhs of workers thrown out of 
organised sector and forced to work on powerlooms under inhuman 
conditions. The Government has been turning a deaf ear to 
unanimous demand of Trade unions* backed by the recommendations 
of the Abid Hussain Committee, to apply appropriate regulatory 
measures to prevent colossal loss of Government revenues 
besides exploitation of labour in the powerloom sector*a major 
chunk of which has already been grabbed by big capital 
operating under ‘Benami’ transactions.

The Government has been avoiding discussion on the 
causes actually underlying sickness in the private industry 
despite repeated demand by all the Trade union Centres to 
convene full-scale meeting of the Tripartite industrial 
Committee on Textile Industry to decide on remedial measures 
which have acquired extreme urgency.

What is most reprehensible, the Government has so far 
failed to implement the 9th April, unanimous agreement on 
complete revival and rehabilitation of the NTC ax arrived at 
in the special Tripartite Committee, based on a comprehensive 
techno-economic study unanimously approved by Spedial 
bipartite sub-Committee on NTC set up under the chairmanship

contds 2
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of the Union Textile Minister himself. in fact it 
continues to blatantly violate all the conditions of the 
agreement including those banning closures and retrench
ment, and explicitly favouring complete revival, 
rehabilitation and modernisation of NIC units with the 
involvement of workers* representation at all levels of 
the management. NTC units on the contrary are being 
starved of their usual requirements of budget allocations, 
including working capital, thus depriving them of capacity - 
utilization and rendering tens of thousand workers idle, 
leading to their concealed retrenchment.

While castigating the Government of India for its 
blatant failure to observe the terms of the agreement on 

.NTC, and demanding immediate implementation of the 
agreement, the Working Committee congratulates the Joint 
Action Committee of Textile workers, comprising unions 
with diverse affiliations, for its united stand and 
agitation to enforce implementation of agreement besides 
compelling the Government to carry out a thorough review 
of its ill-conceived 1984 Textile Policy to rid it of 
its anti-people and anti-working class orientation.



RESOLUTION Supporting the struggle of —
K. s. R, T. C, Wo rke r s * strike

The Working Committee of the AITUC in its meeting held 
on 23-24, July’94 noted with grave concern the anti-labour 
and undemocratic approach of the Government of Karnataka in 
K.S.R.T.C. by refusing to honour the memorandum of understanding 
between the chairman and Managing Director of the Corporation 
with the only recognised trade union; namely KSRTC STAFF & 
WORKERS’ FEDERATION, on the Charter of Demands. indiscriminate 
transfer of the union functionaries cadres and leaders, and 
disruption of the regular functioning of the union, by 
victimising, suspensions and dismissals of union functionaries 
and cadres; imposition of very heavy fines on even a day’s 
absence despite prior intimation; withdrawal of the check-off 
system and cancellation of all facilities earlier agreed as 
per the last settlement; introduction of Rota system, which 
has been considered undesirable as per the House Committee 
appointed by the Karnataka Legislature, besides invokation of 
provisions of ESMA to deal with the Karnataka transport 
workers struggle, are some of the draconian measures adopted 
by the state Government.

While strongly condemning the unreasonable and anti-trade 
union approach of the Karnataka state Government, this meeting 
urges upon it to implement the provisions of MOUt stop all 
victimisation measures and come to a negotiated settlement 
in this vital service sector.



ON RETRENCHMENT IN PUBLIC SECTOR

The prime Minister and the Finance Minister have time 

and again assured that there will be no retrenchment in 

Public sector and the workers* interests will be protected. 

The Government made budgetary provision for the National 

Renewal Fund which in the main is being used for Voluntary 

Retirement which means concealed retrenchment of the posts.

And now Shri Ram Lakh an Singh Yadav has announced that 

if the workers do not accept voluntary retirement they 

will be retrenched.

The working class stoutly opposes the exit policy for 

which the MNCs the world Bank and i.m.f. have teen 

persistingly bringing pressures. The Trade unions agreed 

for retraining and redeployment but the National Renewal 

Fund is not being utilized for this purpose.

The working Committee of the AITUC condemns the policy 

of retrenchment envisaged by the Minister for Chemicals 

and Fertilizers and calls upon the Trade unions to stoutly 

resist the same.



INDUSTRIAL SICKNESS ----

Large number of industries numbering above 4 lakhs are 
sick, out of which quite a number are actually viable, 
These include public sector undertakings as well. Most of 
the industries are closed or rendered sick because of mis
management, failure to modernise in time and other factors 
but not due to any default.

Already lakhs of workers are thrown out of jobs adding 
to the army of the unemployed, in the private sector 
factories are being closed without giving even legal dues 
such as Gratuity or P.F, and s. s. I, contributions.

The employers are clamouring for exit policy and there 
is pressure from the Multi-nationals and the I.M.F. and 
world Bank to introduce this Policy which ensures employers* 
right to hire and fire. rhe Government of India has declared 
that it is going slow in the matter which indicates that 
introduction of exit policy is only a matter of time.

As it is, the cases are referred to S. I.F. R. which 
after dragging on its proceedings for some time either 
aecides to hand over either to the big business or orders 
liquidation of the concerned unit.

The cases of Central and state sector industries 
running in losses are also referred to B. I.F.r. so that 
once an industry is declared sick no law applies to them 
and their privatisation becomes an easy way out.

The Government as owners of Public sector have the 
responsibility to provide budgetary support for modernisation. 
But it has adopted the ideological position of privatisation.

The Trade unions urged that Tripartite Industrial Commit
tees be fully involved in plans for revival and modernisation 
but only formal meeting of these Committees have been held 
with no result. With regard to the NTC Mills an agreement 
was reached but the Government has not yet implemented it.
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The National Renewal Fund is being used for payment 
towards voluntary retirement and not for retraining and re
deployment as was envisaged under the special Tripartite 
decision.

The forking Committee of the AITUC urges on the Govt, 
to work out revival and modernisation schemes in the 
Central and state public sector industries and enterprises 
in co-operation with the Trade Unions,

The Working Committea further urges on the Government 
to take speedy steps to see that the industries that can 
be made viable in the private sector are revived without 
further delay. The National Renewal Fund should he used 
for retraining and redployment of workers.

The Government of India, because of its IMF,. World 
Bank dictated economic policies has? failed to take 
necessary steps for revival of sick industries.

The Working class has gone into industrial actions 
during the last two years but without a positive response 
from the Government.

The Working Committee fully endorses the call given by 
the platform of Mass Organisations for Action in August’94 
and a call for General Strike on 29th September? 1994.

The Working Committee urges on the Government to take 
steps on war footing for revival of sick industries in the 
Central, state and private sectors.



ON BLOODS

Heavy rains and floods have caused havoc in a number of 
States leading to loss of hundreds of lives* Thousands of 
houses have collapsed and property worth crores of rupees 
has been lost.

The havoc has caused damage in some states which is 
unprecedented.

The Working Committee mourns the death of those who have 
died due to recent floods.

The Working Committee urges on the Central Government and 
the respective states to immediately provide relief to the 
victims. The Government should pay compensation to the kin 
of the deceased, supply material for the construction of 
houses lost or damaged and also seeds and other inputs in 
sufficient quantity to the peasants/cultivators.

The Government should also work out long term plan for 
construction of projects so as to present the havoc 
frequently played by floods.

The Working Committee expresses its heart-felt sympathy 
for those who have suffered due to this calamity.

The Working Committee appeals to the working class in the 
affected states to cooperate in relief and rehabilitation worl 
and donate liberally towards the relief fund.



RESOLUTION ON TELECOM SECTOR

This meeting of Working Committee of the aITUC held OK 

on 23/24th July# 1994# notes with deep concern the far reaching 

changes made by the Government in Telecom Policy recently on 

the eve of the prime Minister’s departure to USA. The new 

Telecom Policy will open this sector to MNCs and foreign 

capital. It is an attempt to sell this vital sector to 

MNCs and private capital to enable them to make ultimated 

profits. It will result in the world giants in this 

Industry gobbling up entire Telecom sector in India.

The Telecom sector is an important part of the infra

structure and very vital to security needs of the country. 

The decision to throw open Basic services of this sector 

to MNCs and private sector will undermine the security 

needs of the country.

The Working Committee of the AITUC strongly opposes 

the decision of the Government to throw open Basic services 

in Telecom sector to MNCs and private sector. It congratulates 

the Telecom employees who have resolutely been opposing 

privatisation of Telecom sector. The Working Committee 

welcomes the decision of the Telecom employees to go on 

indefinite strike from 17.8.94 as a mark of protest against 

the New Telecom policy and assures them of their full support 

and solidarity.



national environment council

The Working Committee deplores the attitude of the Ministry 
of Environment in excluding workers’ organisations from National 
Environment Council, it is unfortunate and totally devoid of 
any rationale or justification that the Trade union movement 
representing tens of million working men and women and their 
families who bear the brunt of all manner of environmental 
hazards should be excluded from the Council. Mineral wealth 
is hidden in the forest and valleys and their exploitation 
does raise question of environment and ecology in a big way. 
The development of economy and the problem of employment are 
linked up with it. Trade unions are in a better position to 
help in finding out a proper balanced solution.

involvement of workers’ organisations in national effort to 
tackle the problem of growing environmental and ecological 
degradation, resulting in particular from pollutant industrial 
activity, is indispensable.

The working Committee of the AITUC urges on the Minister of 
State for Environment and Forests, Government of India to 
include the representatives of the National Trade Union Centres 
in the National Environment Council.



RESOLUTION ON THE PO/.ER POLICY

The American Delegation led by Mrs. O’Leary signed a 
number of agreements in the field of Power in India. These 
agreements will change the entire Power policy. Earlier it was 
reported that the Government agreed to give soveriegn guarantee 
for 16 percent return on capital invested. The Government also 
seems to have agreed that the Multi-national Companies will ba 
allowed to have captive coal mines which would mean that they 
can sell surplus Coal in open market. This will also deprive 
BHEL and other Companies producing equipment of orders leading 
to substantial under civilization of capacity. BHEL# the pride 
of our industry, is competitive both in respect of quality as 
well as the price. But the Multinationals will dump their 
equipment on the country. The entry of MNCs into this vital 
sector, the grant of a whole package of concessions and 
facilities to the MNCs 'which would in affect bankrupt the SEBs, 
will severely disorganise the power Sactor in the country, built 
through heavy public investments. It would nullify all social 
obligations undertaken hitherto for supplying inexpensive and 
subsidised power to agriculture, to small scale industries, to 
weaker sections of the people, and to remote regions or areas 
of the country. It would considerably raise the Power Tariff 
and put it out of reach for the vast majority of our people.

Already the first such project to be sanctioned is the 
Enron project in Ratnagiri District of Maharashtra. There was 
a massive demonstration at the project site on 5th June’94 
by Trade unions, service Associations and others. Sanction of 
Power projects to some other MNCs and private sector giants 
is also on the cards.

The Working Committee of the AITUC protests against the 
inroads of the multi-national Companies in the key sector of 
our economy such as the Power sector. Power supplied by these 
companies will cost much more than is being supplied by the 
State Electricity Boards.

The Working Committee of the AITUC urges on the Government 
not to open up the power sector to the Multi-nationals. The 
Power sector should remain in public sector as power is required 
both for industrial development and agriculture apart from 
domestic purposes.

The Working Committee urges on the Government to cancel 
licences given to the MNCs for ^ower projects



f+3
RESOLUTION AGAINST PRIVATISATION OF LIC & GIC>^——

The Malhotra Committee Report has recommended 
privatisation of Life Insurance Corporation and the IMF, 
while the World Bank has been pressing for opening up of 
the insurance . * service sector* to multinationals.

The L.I.C. is not at all a sick unit and has paid an 
Annual divident of B.117.6 crores on the Government 
Capital of Rs. 5 crore. Even in the developed countries 
there are protective measures for the insurance sector. 
Similar is the case of G.I.C.

The so called concept of market economy only aims at 
profits at the expense of country's most urgent social 
security needs.

In India large sections of population have no Insurance 
Cover because they have no money to buy insurance policy. 
The question of extending insurance cover to the whole 
population should therefore receive top priority in our 
country.

The Private Companies will not invest in rural and small 
industry or business. Their sole aim will be to go in big 
business for profit hunting, no regulatory authority can 
create and maintain “level playing field” as the experience 
elsewhere indicates. They will prefer to pay fine for non- 
fulfilment of condxtions laid down by the Government in such 
matters instead of entering fields not capable of yielding 
high profits.

The funds available with Government for social services 
like supply of water, electricity, public transport will be 
reduced when there is a financial crunch

The Working Committee of AITUC is opposed to any move for 
privatisation of the insurance business on the basis of the
Malhotra Committee Report

The working Committee urges on the Government not to 
implement the Malhotra Committee Report.

The Committee further suggests that an independant regula
tory authority should be established for a strict supervision 
of LIC & GIC activities as demanded by the LIC Employees1 
Organisations.



RESOLUTION ON TELECOM SECTOR

This forking Committee meeting of the AITUC held on 
23rd/24th July, 1994, notes with deep concern the far 
reaching changes made by the Government in Telecom Policy 
recently on the eve of the prime Minister’s departure to 
USA. The new Telecom policy will open this sector to 
MNCs and foreign capital. It is an attempt to sell this 
vital sector to MNCs and private capital to enable them 
to make unlimited profits. It will result in the world 
giants in this Industry to gobble-up entire Telecom 
sector in India.

The Telecom sector is an important part of the infra
structure and very vital to security needs of the country. 
The decision to throw open Basic services of this sector 
to MNCs and private sector will undermine the security 
needs of the country.

The working Committee of the AITUC strongly opposes 
the decision of the Government to throw open Basic services 
in Telecom sector to MNCs and private sector. It 
congratulates the Telecom employees who have resolutely 
been opposing privatisation of Telecom sector. The working 
Committee welcomes the decision of the Telecom employees to 
go on indefinite strike from 17.8.94 as a protest against 
the New Telecom Policy and assures them of their full 
support and solidarity.



2
ON THS Pda^R POLICY

rhe American Delegation led by Mrs. O’Leary signed a 
number of agreements in the field of power in India. Tnese 
agreements will change the entire power Policy. Earlier 
it was reported that the Government agreed to give soveriegn 
guarantee for 16 percent return on capital invested, The 
Government also seems to have agreed that the Multi-national 
Companies will ba allowed to have captive coal mines which 
would mean that they can sell surplus Coal in open market. 
This will also deprive Bildt and other Companies producing 
equipment of orders leading to substantial under civilisation 
of capacity, s.H*&*L. , the pride of our industry, is 
competitive both in respect of quality as well ds. the price* 
But the Multinationals will dump their equipment on the 
country, The entry of Mhds into this vital sector* the 
grant of a whole package of concessions and facilities to 
the hmgs which would in af.ect bankrupt the SEBs will 
severely disorganise the power .actor in the country, built 
through heavy public investments. it would nullify all 
social obligations undertaken hitherto for supplying 
imxpenelv© and subsidised power to agriculture, to small 
scale industries, to weaker sections of the people, and to 
remote regions or areas of the country. It would considerably 
raise the power Tariff and put it out of roach for the vast 
majority of our people*

Already the first such project to be sanctioned is the 
knxon Project in Ratnagiri District of Maharashtra. There 
was a massive demonstration at the project site on Sth June‘94 
by Trade unions, service associations and others. A Power 
project has also been sanctioned to r. b. Move.

The working Committee of the A1TUG protests against the 
inroads of the multi-national Cos^panies in the key sector of 

economy such as ■ Power supplied by these
companies will cost much more than is being supplied by the 
state electricity boards.

The working Gemlttee of the AITUG urges on the Govt. not 
to open up the power factor to the Multi-nationals. The power 
aeator should remain in F.s. as power is required both for 
industrial Development and agriculture apart from domestic 
purposes.

The working Committee urges on the Govt, to cancel licences 
given to the MNGs for power projects.
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NOTES ON BRIE’ OBSERVATION
AT THE AITUC WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING 

HELD ON 23-24 JULY ’94 IN NEW DELHI

1 - The reports presented here by the General Secretary and
three Secreta^i^s' tr^iicate-that this time the Secretariat 
made better prepSr^ioh for this W< 'king Committee meeting. 
Cde Bardhan presented a very good report. The Secretariat 
especially the G.S. deserves our appreciation and sincere 
thanks.

2. Such report, if prepared and sent out to the
participants at least before two weeks in advance the 
discussion could have been more concrete and of better 
quality. Same could be done in respect of draft Resolutions 
which will contribute towards better quality and 
preciseness.

3. REGARDING VERIFICATION OF MEMBERSHIP
Ofcourse non-production of records and non-appearance 

before the Verification Officer is important omission no
doubt but the principal reason is our inability to 
include the Khet Mazdoor Union membership within the AITUC. 
This long pending (old) dispute - whether or not the 
Agriculture Workers Organisation should be affiliated with 
the AITUC -needs to be resolved at appropriate level and 
through mutual discussion and agreement of the two 
organisations - AITUC - B.K.M.U. The BMS and the UTUC 
(L.S.) got their membership so high was due to inclusion of 
the agriculture workers within their membership.

4. UNITY - AITUC - HMS
Available internal reports about H.M.S. leadership 

activities indicates a negative position.
ICFTU’s financial support is another factor standing 

in the way of such merger/unity with the AITUC.
Why the AITUC should not approach the other National 

Trade Union Centres including the UTUC (LS), UTUC (RSP), 
I.UCC (Forward Block) for such Unity? Once such process or 
serious public discussion starts, it is bound have general 
impact on the entire trade union movement.



5- Rg£ UNuRGAN I SeD WORKERS

There are two Categories:
(i) Non-unionised
(ii) Informal Sectors

£

Wit-h, , , , regard to calculation of unionised figure oneshouid be careful about the inflated membership 
claimed by all the National Trade 
Central Verification Authority.

identify 
domestic

Regarding I sformal sector:
who are these informal

work, contract 
identif ication

workers section,

figures
Union Centres before the

we should discuss and
sectors:

self-employedand sub-contract etc.
Rural workers, 

Peoples, family
we should start this 

We should
After preliminary

work
take

with specific 
thattarget and concrete Plan.

Teachers m India are not treated as workmen and 
not counted within the Trade Unions.^ae technician and manac'^ri a i ,,x._Dositinn i „ +u -uan«R„r a j staff who occupy essential

Production process in trie

note
as

What
such 

about

bring^ not

WITH REGARD TO UNIONISATION:

fal1 °f Tr«d« “"1°" 
the pioneer in t t J devel°Ped countries who Britain G™^!^ °”^n - France.
U.S.A. , „hy? countries,
5°" ‘ not tnterested to be memberUnion and do not want to be involved in ?he 
movement? xn T'ne

*******

were 
Great

young workers 
of the Trade 

Trade Union

Ode Bardhan in his report did not deal 
very important problems - suciw Employment under employment - we have no figure at our Hi i we not try to find out the situation af3 
industries where AITUC unions work? le8S+

with several 
unemployment,

Shall 
in the

expansion the emPloyment potential and
expansion of employment opportunities?
development°Verby alleviation in the context of

further

Rural



Why shall not the AITUC 
demanding their clear position terms?

press upon the Government 
in those respect in oonoroto

Poverty alleviation (’Garibi - Hatao’)

What concrete Plan the Government has put forwardri?
What is our alternatives? rorwar^?

Specifopportunities? Where? How many

Eei IMPACT OF NEW TECHNOLOGY AND STRCUTURAL ADJUSTMENTS?

position can’t^ringSabout^r?^^ that simply negative 
alternative? ® Ut solution. But then what is the

i.e. the demand of:

equitable 
technology

distribute on of the benefits of new 
between the Labour and Capital?

What 
earning?

about:- Reduction of Working hours without loss of

More annual leave with Pay

= S31 °f E°Clal S—health

HOW many Trade Unions are rai<d™
Possibly - none or verv few (and in diff' ® demands?

- iew (and m different manner).

I consider5 'T"” tO -
organisational sphere, w 'though these
Such as; should be taken up

comes
which 

within
very seriously.

To set up and organise:

(a) Working Youth Federation (AITUC) 
affiliated with the AITUC

(b) Working Women Federation (AITUC) 
affiliated with the AITUC

most important Potentials for tie
Trade



acHve involvement, will bring about the required militancy in the Trade Unions (which is oflate lagging very 
much) and offer suitable cadres which is one of the most 
important prerequisites and our shortcomings.

the 
and

. ., .Leb be nobed that setting up these two Federations 
within the AITUC, will not be any way rival to 
respective sectoral National Federations such N.F.I.W.
A.I.Y.F. Rather these will be complimentaryrto each others.

Cde Bardhan’s report did not deal with the question of 
the current trend and situation in the Collective Bargaining 
Si +are eing ^^bed by the respective Industrial 
Federation. As a matter of fact such reports, should have 
been prepared and presented by the leaders of the respective 
ndustrial Federations. If done;such reports would have made 

the secretariat reports comprehensive
In this respect we should also study 

in the Industrialised developed countries 
do we compare our situation ? What are 
guidelines?

what is happening 
in the west. How 
the lessons and

finance
The 

short of 
Treasurer

financial, situation of the AITUC falls very much 
the requirement. The budget placed by the 
is very minimum which I fully support

There is 
our activities 
reports.

a great need and possibilities of expanding 
including those already suggested in the

It is very 
money at the 
explore new and

difficult to fulfill those without adequate 
disposal of the AITUC. We must therefore 

stable sources of augmentation of finance.
c i-aIn?feaS3 affiliation fee, establishment of Permanent 
Solidarity Fund Contribution, Special Levy on occasions 
AITUC°sUct>t ra?T'g th® a"d souroe= of augmentation of aiiUG s Central Finance.

*******
The Booklet on 35th Session of the 

recently by the AITUC Secretariat contains 
omissions and commissions. It should possible.

AITUC published 
full of mistakes , 
be corrected if

( Debkumar Ganguli )
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A. I, T. U. C.

Ma y'94

ESTIMATED RECEIPTS & EXPENDITURE

Receipts (Expected) Expenditure

Affiliation I. P.M, P.A.
Fee 116000.00

Rent 3500.00 42000.00TUR
Wages

/ bf o-tro . /, Ao ose .s~c>

Subscript ion 20000.00 8350.00 100200.00

Interest
Conveyance (Regular) 1300.00 15600.00
Addl. Conveyance 2000.00 24000.00

Special Levy Telephone 2000.00 24000.00
(as per call 
given by the Stationary 2000.00 24000.00
Patna Session) 600000.00 Newspaper & Periodicals 1000.00 12000.00

Electricity & Water 
Charges 4000.00 48000.00

TUR Printing
Xi) aeO •

£000.00

J000.00

12000.00

000.00

10200". 00

Postage (including TUR)

Refreshments "85 ©TOO
/2-erc-o ■ ts~D

Miscellaneous 1500.00 18000.00

Total 2^500^00 354000.00

II.

Special Programmes and 
Ca mpa igns 200000.00

Publications 50000.00

250000.00

III.

Documentation Centre/ 
Electronic TW and
Computer 7000.00 84000.00

Staff Car 4000.00 48000.00

132000.00

Total 736006^00 I+II+III Total 73^000^00



Annexure - I

A.I.T.U.C

May • 94

PRESENT AVERAGE EXPENDITURE

Per month Per annum

— Re nt 3500.00 42000.00
M Wa ge s 6350.00 76200.00

MM Conveyance
Allowance (Regular) 700.00 8400.00

MM Addl. Conveyance 
Charges 2000.00 24000.00

•M Telephone 2000.00 24000.00
•M Stationary 2000.00 24000.00

— Newspaper & 
Periodicals 600.00 7200.00

Electricity & 
Water Charges 4000.00 48000.00

•M TUR Printing 1000.00 12000.00
M Postage (incl. TUR) 2000.00 24000.00
MM Refreshments 750.00 9000.00

— Miscellaneous 1000.00 12000.00

Sub Total 27400.00 232880.00

Special Programme & 
Compaigns 200000.00

Publications 50000.00

Total Rs. 578000.00



Annexure II

A._ I. T^U^C

May’ 94

DETAILS OF PRESENT MONTHLY WAGES BEING PAID

Com. Prashar Rs.1200.00

Com. Manna Rs.1050.00

Com. S.K. Mishra Rs. 900.00

Com. G.L. Kohli fc. 850.00

Com. Sharda Rs. 600.00

Com. Santosh Rs. 550.00

Com. Rakesh Rs. 900.00

Sweepers Rs. 500.00

Total Rs.6550.00

CONVEYANCE ALLOWANCE (REGULAR)

Com. B.D. Joshi Rs. 500.00

Com. Santosh Rs. 100.00

Com. G.L. Kohli Rs. 100.00

Com. Rakesh Rs. 200 ,00

Ite. 700.00



ANNEXURE - III

A. I. T. U. C, 

May’94

I. As at present we have fixed Deposits of Rs.21.50 lacs, 

the break-up is -

Building Fund - Rs.8.50 lacs

Regular Fund

with United Bank 8.00 lacs

with S.B.I. 1.50 lacs

with SAIL 5.50 lacs

- The F.D. of Rs.1.50 lacs with S.B.I. Karol Bagh, has 

since matured. Further instructions for its renewal 

or encashment are to be sent to the Bank on receipt 

of endoresement signatures of Com. Sandal, who is 

at present in Hospital in Nagpur.

- All the FDs are cumulative, i.e. interest is not 

transferred to our running or saving fund accounts.

- The FD of Rs.5.50 lacs with SAIL is to mature in 

1996 and the other FDs are to mature in 1995 and 

1996.

II. We have three running accounts -

Current (-) (Overdraw of lb.20000.00)

Saving Fund Rs.1.50 lacs

Building Fund 
S/F Rs.0.28 lacs

III. Affiliation Fee - In normal time (other.than Session 

Year) We receive affiliation fee approx, of fc.1.16 lacs 

in a year, (base year 1992).

- TUR Subscription is approximately Rs.20,000/- per year 
with about 800 subscribers.

Special Contribution varies from year to year depending 
on the call given by the AITUC.



Phone*6690379 L v
P.O.Mashlla, ' ]
Di at -. Howrah-71 130 2
Dated* 5*7*94.

Comrade A.P. Brrdkm, General 
All India Trade Union Congress 
24, Canning Lano , 
New DelhiHoooi.

Secretary 
♦

He* Some Proposals and suggestions before the 
ersufnr Secretariats and V© iking Committee

______
Do nr comrndo,

hereby submit the following proposals and suggeeti 
ons bofom you for discussions in the ensuing SrcrntsTletr md 
working Coaunittec mootings*

^*l-2?-<2wjo«ition lor T.U» leaders md erdros *

th
,Q

t a>

-•S

4}

On

4; / '
, KLO x

A Tsimxef Central Education Tcr>w with 3/5 Secret a* 
rlate members to be constituted In order to maintain 
continuity of educational activities at all levels, 
jmre must be a Convenor of the Team.
Similarly all State Cormnitteos will constitute such 
smaller Team with one comrades as Tncharge of Educe* 
tion with whom Central TOan -XU keep contact and 
will make programme at state level.
Central Education Team will make syllabuses within 
throe months on the following subjects*

world working class movement fi)Histoiy 
nr Tnolon working el rtw movement and of ATTpc upto 
independence, ill) Po t indonenr’en^ c?

©nd rois ©f Trade wicne and s Its.i^‘ 
STh, disaster in some socialist ct.untiie^ and changes 
In global situation md its Impact on the working 
elnsf Retrograde and nnti*wrking class policy of 
central n©vt«* surrender to IMF, W, rury effvctin« 
national Interest vi) Tasks of the working class and 
coxl c£ Patna AITUC Session viiy • mass struggles and 
organisational unity of Trade Unions vli) Dry"to dry 
organisational functionings, of Trade Unions at diffe
rent Levels.
Concrete plan and programme for conducting one Centre 
4In the beginning) 7/ln days* school md state or

Schools will have to be finally .adopted 
within the month of October in a meeting of State 
SecretM<»s ( this meeting may be hold one dev’before 
the ensuing General Council mooting ot Fombnyj. The 
entire decisions may be placed before the G.C.meotins 
seriously. 
Trade Unic?! Unity«

Session’s call for buildinr •’^r union <n on^ 
factory and industry", "one national Centro" have rou
sed the woikinA class but with doubts. They want to 
tost our sincerity on this issue and wo rro to show 1*;

2>Now we are to adopt positive approach towards W'F’s 
Co-ordination Committor or CTTn»„ Confndemtion.Vith* 
out any pro-condition, we are to take initiative to 
continue dialogues with them along with'concrete pro* 
posal.s-, knowing fully all complications. We are to 
negotiate with other Central Trade Unions also.



( 2 )

3) ATTUC-HMS relations end united activities are to be deve
loped at the central and state levels, Mahnrastro state 
has recently taken some r concrete stops, Vhat are the 
drfficultlos In other states to co—ordinate activities of 
both the Unions? Tn each state, 1TTUC is to toko initiativ 
ve to negotiate with HMS for starting united activities, 
'Hie issue ©f ATTUC-UMS merger is to bo discussed in con
crete ways and moans at central level,

4) ATTUU wilt have to propose to meet with CT'*U on the ques
tion of their proposal ’’Confederation”. Ue can neither 
reject nor ignore their proposal of Confederation. ^his 
attitude will not help build unity. After hearing from 
them in the meeting, we may avail some points or positive 
approach and may proceed In future far. t©wards unity,

5) I do not know how TMTUC will com© to us to build one 
national centre, when we are fighting directly against the 
anti-working class and anti-poo plc retrograde policy of 
the COng^T) Covt. Thi-S ideological question sould also be 
clinched. This does not mean that TNTUC will not be avail
able in united struggles on any particular issue or events 
Rather, situation iff rapidly developing in such, direction 
as to got TNTOC more and more in united struggles in near 
future. But question of organisational unitv with TMTUU 
can not arise.

6} Rot "one unt<m tn one factory ©r one Industry”, why shall 
we not create some examples and initiatives in some niaens 
or factor-1 os, e»g.

— Pipposal *xor1 and ’against’ one Union to be jcspjrs.vr 
approved by ’ballot*.

* After declaration ©f result# which union will fun
ction ? This to be decided by ’ballot’s Either any 
of the ©Id UnionCname) or now Union to bo constitu- 
ted-.

— Botore all these, ATTUC Union will have t© talk to 
other functioning Unions, to place the AT^UC’s po
licy on Unity before the mass of the workers in 
meetings, baithek® etc.

- After formulation of gar nr; 1 opinion of the workers 
in favour of unity, efforts to be made to form a 
Joint Committee with tho leadership ©f other Unions 
for conducting the*ballot * affairs and for build^n’ 
one Union.

Apart from so many proposals, wo are to proceed with some 
concrete proposals at ’’grass-root” level also*. Tn this 
way, we would bo able to create confidence of tho workers 
and our sincerity for building unity will also be tested.

Mere, when we shell discuss,

Wlt|i greetings,

( Gobin Karar }, Secretary, 
Copy toI ATTUD
Com. B«D*Joshi, Uy, Gori. Secretary, 
requesting to multiply?- and to circulate 
it among the Secretariat members.
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President : M.S.KRISHNAN
Gen. decy. : A. B. BARDHAN
Dy.Gen.secy.; B.D.JOSHI . 26th July, 1994,

PRESS RELEASE

AITUC Working Committee issues call for major 
protest actions including an industrial strike 

throughout the country. 

Norking Committee of All-Indi a Trade union Congr©^^> 1 
concluding its two-day Session in New Delhi on 23/24 th 
July, 1994, took some important decisions with regard to the 
role the working class of the .country must play in leading 
the struggle of the mass of the toiling people of the country 
against highly damaging ..consequences of the Government's 
New Economic Policy which has assumed added menacing 
proportions with the signing of the GATT agreement. 
Apprising itself, of reports from various State units it has 
issued a call to all ,its affiliates and friendly organisations 
of workers to launch major mass actions beginning from the 
3rd of August, 1994, culminating in a countrywide industrial 
strike on the 29th September, 1994, . in response to the 
decisions.of the National Platform of mass organisations.

After discussing various aspects of the present 
economic and social conditions in the country, the Working 
Committee adopted a number of resolutions intended to serve 
as guidelines for action to tis affiliates operating in some 
vital industrial, and financial "sectors of the national economy. 
Some of the more important resolutions are summarised below;

1. On industrial Sickness: Expressing grave concern at the 
incidence' of industrial sickness both in private and 
public' sector, resulting in loss of several lakh jobs, 
the resolution demands of the Government to forthwith 
take steps on a war footing to revive and rehabilitate 
all sick units, abandoning its policy of surrender to. wSlW 
the imp - W. B. prescription on "industrial .restructuring'1 ■ F 
with the so-called, exit policy as its essential component.. .

2. Support to Telecom Workers' indefinite strike;The Working 
Committee firmly opposed the far reaching changes being 
made in-the Government's present Telecom policy aimed at 
virtually handing it over to the private sector and MNCs, 
with grave consequences for -all alround interests of the 
country,' above all,, for its security needs. Full support 
has been extended to the proposed Indefinite strike of 
Telecom workers from 17.8.94 againat -New Government policies.

contd...... 2



3* Jbl4H-^g£bo r giorkers; Firmly opposing the
for w^ge 9

the B?s the . Working Committee .“ S ro t ?? workers for their successful
to^take ex2d7t-On 14‘Z‘94, Xt strongl y urged the Govt.introduce tO finalise wage negotiations,
introducino1?-^3^3^ 2f D-A-' amend the Bonus Act besides 
fo^ ? 5 °n Scheme, raising the exemption limit
or l.i. purposes, and working out a well conceived and 

and 'rehabilitation wx sick puoiic SfcCcor units. ■ “ ■ ’
4 . Against Privatisation of Insurance sector & for

Firm opposition hasof LIC and otp agaanst thf Government move at privatisation 
of Malhotra resolution flays the recommendationshiX i favouring privatisation of this
Indi -^1 a ^n^,- rinan^lal sector. Observing, that in 
the rc3ol!tknCl”d°n3 of population have no insurance cover, 

d“ma™sthat steps be taken to extend 
instead nf ° Wh°la P°Pulation as a priority taskSto? Privatising the high-profit-yielding Insurance

5 • t inatio nal s a
Taking serious, note of the series of agreements in +-ba dXgaSSXdT'v th3 ^^^nt Sith the^riSan 
aeiegation led by Mrs. O’Leary, embodying in th~m 
intStrtresold13 conditlons against our Ltional 
novib^t on. pouer has damarelad of the
Government not to open the ____ 
nationals, ana- cancel licenses given to the 
Projects.

vital Power sector to multi—
MNCs for Power

NTC

series ofclosurX^31^ g^ave concern at the unabated closures ©f units m tne Textile industry tb^ demanded immediate imni em^ni-ar inn -c +.-ry1'.the -----  reached tet^en ™ of the bipartite agreementh aoncerned ministries and National Trade
of N?C u£S revival and rehabilitation

forking Commi:

repression^a^S1^ Committee condemned brutal Govi
Workers andeXdS^o StatS Road Transport Corporate 

, an expended rull support to the workers' strike.
earlier the Working Committee condoled

leading Trade Union le -

(B.D,JOSHI)
DY. GENERAL SECRETARY.



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

WORKING COMMITTEE MEETING at NEW DELHI 
on 23-24 JULY, 1994

SPECIAL FUND DRIVE

Considering the diverse role the AITUC Centre is 
required to play to fulfil the tasks set by Patna 
Congress, strengthening of financial position has 
become imperative. The position of AITUC finances, 
specially of working capital to meet routine 
expenditure, is not healthy. Besides this the 
secretariat has decided to undertake developmental 
activities like building up of Documentation Centre 
etc. The computer has been installed and the FAX is 
awaiting completion of licencing formalities. These 
two important instruments have been made available by 
our Bangalore Centre. A Fiat Diesel Car has been 
denoted by the Committee set up to felicitate Com. 
A.B. Bardhan at Nagpur. Com. Rama Rao has sent special 
contribution of Rs. 1,00,000/- f rom Crompt on Greaves 
Employees, Bombay. The beginning is encouraging but 
this has to be kept up.

The Secretariat has formulated the AITUC Centre
budget in which fe.2 lacs have been earmarked for 
special programmes and campaigns. fc 50,000/•• for 
publication of T.U. Literature and fc.l lac for 
operating the Data Bank. The Budget incorporating the 
estimated receipts and expenditure for the year 
beginning May, 1994, as approved by the Secretariat is 
enclosed (marked as Annexure-I) for perusal of the
members of the Working Committee.

...2/..
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The estimated expenditure for the year adds upto 
Rs.8.00 lacs against 4 to 5 lacs spent in each year for 
the past two years. The increased expenditure is to be 
largely met by Special Contribution by way of Special 
levy as decided by the Patna Session. The other 
source of income is the affiliation fee which is 
expected to fetch an amount of about: Rs. 1.20 lacs 
(being the lean year after the session) and equal 
amount is expected as interest on the deposits. Thus 
much depends upon the Special Contributions as per 
call given by the Patna Session.

An urgent circular was sent to all State 
Committees, Office-bearers and members of Working 
Committee and General Council on 10th may, 1994. So 
far the response received to the Special Fund Drive 
has been given in Annexure-II.

The time limit given for this drive is October 
end, 1994. Affiliated unions, State Camn1ttees and 
Members of the Working Committee and General Council 
are required to pay special attention and ensure 
sending the levy to AITUC Centre. As per decision of 
the Secretariat, the names of the contributors are 
being published in each issue of T.U.R.



A. I. T. U. C. ANNEUXRE-I

May'94

ESTIMATED RECEIPTS & EXPENDITURE
RECEIPTS (Expected) EXPENDITURE P.M.. P.A.
Affiliation Fee 116000.00 I. Rent 3500.00 42000.00
TUR Subscription 20000.00 Wages 10000.00120000.00
Interest 120000.00 Conveyance (Regu 1ar)' 1300.00 15600.00
Special Levy 
(As per call 
given by the 
Patna Session)

525600.00 Addl.Conveyance
Tel ephone 
Stationary

2000.00
2000.00
2000.00

24000.00
24000.00
24000.00

Newspaper & 
Periodicals 1000.00 12000.00
Electricity & Water 
Charges 4000.00 48000.00
TUR Printing 2000.00 24000.00
Postage 
(Including TUR) 3000.00 36000.00
Refreshments 7000.00 12000.00
Miscellaneous 1500.00 18000.00

TOTAL I I 300.00 399600.00

II. Special Programmes
& Campaigns

Publications

200000.00

50000.00

250000.00

III. Documentation Centre 7000.00 84000.00 
Electronic TW and 
Computer

Staff Car 4000.00 48000.00

132000.00

TOTAL 781600.00 I+II+III
___________

TOTAL 781600.00
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SPECIAL FUND RECEIVED UPTO 21st JULY 1

Maharashtra Greaves Cotton & Allied Companies 1,00 
Employees Union, Bombay

,000.00

Com. A.B. Bardhan Reception Committee 10
Nagpur ,000.00

M.S.E.B. Workers Federation (Sangli
Circle) 5 ,001.00
M.S.E.B. Workers Federation 400 KV & 
EHVT Zones 501.00

Karnataka Engineering & General Workers Union
Bangalore 3 ,000.00
Hindustan Aeronautic Daily Wages
Workers Union, Bangalore 5 ,000.00

Tamil Nadu Madurai Central Market Loading & 
Unloadin Porters Workers Union 30.00
The T.U.C.S. Workers Union, Madras 500.00
Tiruchy Dist. Municipal & Panchayat 
Workers Union 250.00
Tirchy Dist. Motor Workers Union 56.00
Tirunelveli Semippu Kidangu Sumai 
Thakkum Thozhilal ar Sangam 84.00
K.R.E.C. Society Workers Union, 
Thanjavour 100.00
Town Panchayat Workers, Denkani Gultai 24.00
Coimbatore Cement Workers Union 846.00
Tuticorn Harbour Workers Union 400.00

Gujarat I.P.C.L. Employees Union, baroda 3 ,598.00
Gujarat Engg. & General Kamdar Union 
Baroda 14. ,320.00

Punjab Punjab Govt. Transport Workers Union
Jalandhar 5 ,000.00

Madhya Pradesh Samyukt Khadan Mazdoor Sangh, Rajhara 2 ,000.00

TOTAL 1,50 ,710.00



25 June 1994

Dear Com. M.S.K «
The AITUC secretariat which met 

on 24.6.94 * heard from Com. Mahadevan 
the latest report of your health .

We have been told you are on 
the road to recovery .we are pleased 
to hear that.

We in the secretariat wish you
a more speedy recovery • 

with greetings *
/ C- yours fraternail y»

Com. M.S.Krishnan 
president >AITUC 
Bangalore



Cable : "AITUCONG'
Fax : 91-11-3755419

arfwu
INDIA
24, CAN

Telephone : H q
OO/ OZU

ADE UNION CONGRESS
ING LANE, NEW DELHI-110001

President : M. S. KRISHNAN 
General Secretary : A. B. BARDHAN 
Dy. Genera!Secretary : B. D. JOSHI

13th June, 1994,

Dear Com, Gaya Singh,

We were expecting you to be with us 
in the secretariat meeting on 3,6.94, about which you must 
have had prior intimation. However, you could not, for 
reasons entirely known to you join us in this meeting. 
The secretariat felt unhappy at your absence since you 
are one of its senior members# shouldering important 
assignments and responsibilities. The secretariat was 
keen to discuss some of the developments connected with 
these, but was deprived of the opportunity to do so due 
to your unexpected absence.

1 am now taking the opportunity to 
remind you that you along with some other comrades are 
expected to participate in important meeting jointly 
convened by Central Trade unions on 16.6.94 to discuss 
matters pertaining to IISCO. Kindly also be informed 
that the Secretariat has decided to hold its next meeting 
on the 24th ^une, at 10.00 a.m., to discuss various 
important issues# including those arising out of decisions 
of the 21st June National Convention of ^latform of Mass 
organisations, which I am sure you would be attending along 
with as amny delegates as possible from sectors of the 
industry being looked after by you.

With comradely regards,

secretary, AIPUC, 
14rA# Ferosesha Road, 
New Delhi-110Q01.



Phone-.XhOlK 6690379
DURGA KAMALA KUTHIR

P.O. & VILL. MASHILA 
VIA: ANDUL-MOURI 
DIST. HOWRAH.

Pin : 711302

Ref. No..........................
To I
Comrade A.B.Bardhan, Gen, Secretary*
All India Trsade Union Congress, 
24 Canning Lane, New Delhi-1 *

D e ar C omr ad e ,
I am in receipt of your letter duly intimating I 

me to attend the meeting ©f Secretariate to be held I 
©n 9.5.94. But I have been writing you all the time I 
that I am badly involved with so many asignments up-l 
t© May. I intimated you that Howrah District Confe
rence (l am the Secretary) will be held on 10th and I 
11th May. BPTUC Conference will be held ©n 31st May 
te 2nd June,’94 in which you have been also invited. 
So* you wEll easilly realise that it is impossible 
for me t© leave for Delhi before 1st week of June.

I tried to contact you over phone at AITUC Cffic 
and at Ajoy Bhavan also, but I xfffailed, I had talk 
with Com* B.D.Joshi. He told me that you are all 
aware at the Centre about my position ano advised me 
t© come to Delhi in June next and I would sta^ at 
AITUC office for 24 hours and would work as you weal 
decide.

So, I am being unable t© attend the Secretariat 
meetings to be held before 1st weetc ©x June.

Hope, you would forgive m© •

With greetings.



SHRIKRISHNA
New Delhi, 
29th April, 1994

Comrade A.B. sardhan,
General Secretary,
AH India Trade Union Congress, 
24, Canning Lane# 
New Delhi.

Dear Comrade,

I have to bring to your notice that the following names 
of the members of the AiTUC Working Committee which were proposed 
by Com. B.D. Joshi in the list of Working Committee and were 
approved by the General Council of AITUC in its meeting at Patna 
on the eve of the 35th Session on 15th March, 1994, do not figure 
in the list of members of working Committee published on page 11 
of the Trade Union Record of 29th April, 1994s-

1. Corn. Chaturanan Mishra,, ex-officio^iembers
2. “ Ranen 3en. ex-ofificio Members

3. " shrikrishna

Kindly look into this and have the above names publishe
in the next issue of T.U.R.

With greetings.

C/- Com. B.D. Joshi, 
Deputy General Secretary, 
AITUC, New Delhi.

Yours fraternally, 

(Shrikrishna)



Members of the forking Committee of AITUC (patna Cbnf^r^ga^ 
11-15 March, 1994.)

Com. Y. Vijay Kumar, 
6-3-1111/19, Nishath Bagh, 
Be gumpet, 
Hyderabad - 500016.
Andhra pradesh.

10. Com. Anirudh Singh,
Bokaro Ispat Kamgar Union, 
823-IIl/D Bokaro Steel City, 
District Dhanbad—827001, 
Bihar.

Com. K.Srinivas Rao, 
Satyanarayana Reddy Bhavan, 
Himayatnagar,
Hyde ra bad-5000 29,
Andhra Pradesh.

11. Com. Y.D.Sharma,
1685, Bhagirath Palace, 
Delhi-110006.

Com. G. Ramchander,
H. NO . 21- 5— 3 83, Puranapul>
Hyderabad-500002.
Andhra Pradesh.

12. Com. M.M. Gope, 
7-D, D.D.A. Flat, 
Nirman Vihar, 
Del hi-110092 .

Com. R.P. Ranga Rao, 
26, Paigha Colony, 
Sardar Patel Road, 
Secunderabad-500003, 
Andhra Pradesh.

13. Com. N.N. Manna, 
0-7, D.D.A. Flats, 
Bhimnagari, 
New Delhi—110016.

Com. M.Komaraiah, 
Singareni Collieries, 
Workers’ union, 
Kothagudem Collieries 
Pin; 507101
Andhra Pradesh.

Com. Chakradhar Pd.Singh, 
E/44, Electricity Board 
Patna-800023. Colony,
Bihar.

Com. Ramendra Kumar, 
United Coal Workers’ Union, 
P.O.Bhurkunda—825301, 
District Hazaribagh, 
Bihar.

14. Com. R.L. Dogra, 
Fay Lodge, 
Shimla - 171001, 
Himachal Pradesh.

15. Com. Darshan Singh, 
Haryana state Committee of

AITUC,
Sector-1 - IK-109 NIT, 
Faridabad nit (121001). 
Haryana.

16. Com. Raghubir Singh, 
CPI Office, 
Bhagat Singh Smriti Bhavan, 
Asand Road Bus Adda, 
Panipat, 
HARYANA.

Com. Gajnaffar Nawab, 
Kedar Bhavan, 
Amarnath Road,
Patna-800001. < Bihar)-,

17. Com. Christopher Fonseca, 
2nd Floor, 
Velhos Building, 
Panj im, 
Goa. 0832/42436.

Com. P.K.Ganguly, 
Kedar Bhavan, 
(near Janshakti Daily), 
Amarnath Road, 
Patna - 800001.
Bihar.

18. Com. Raj Kumar Singh, 
34, Tapovan Society, 
N i z ampu ra Ro ad, 
Vadodara-390002 
Guj arat.
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Com. C.Divakaran, 
Kerala State Committee 

of aITUC,
Sugathan Memorial Building, 
Sugathan Road, Vazuthacaud, 
Thiruvananthapuram—695014.
KERALA .

29. Com. G.V. Chitnis,
120, Shivaji Nagar,
N.M.Joshi Road,
Bombay-400013,
MAHARASHTRA. 022/3094921(R) 

4131608 (off.)

20. Com. C.A. Kurian, 
Devikulam Estate workers' 

Union, AITUC, 
Munnar-685612.
District Iduki, 
Ke rala.

zi. Com. Vijayan Kunnissery, 
9/420-1 Pranamom Puthur, 
District Palghat 
Kerala (67 8011).

22. Com. K.P.Rajendran/ 
Kuttankulangara, 
P.O. Poo nkunnam, 
Thrissur - 680002, 
Kerala.

30; Oom. M.M.Deshkar,

38, The Mall,
Kamptee Cantonment, 
District Nagpur, 
Maharashtra. 0712/524O87/O)

• 688501 ( Re s. )

31. Dr. Bhalchandra Kango, 
N-7, G-3/19, CIDCO Colony, 
New Aurang abad-431003 
Maharashtra.

32. Gom. S.K. Sanyal, 
Bornala, 
Nagpur-440013, 
Maharashtra.

23. Com. M.C.Narsimhan,
27, 6th Cross, 4th Main, 
Malle swaram.
Bangalore-560003,
Karnataka. 0812/345684(R)

24. Com. H.V.Anantha Subba Rao, 
No.37, 16th Main M.C.Layout, 
Bangalore-560040.
Karnataka. 0812/354363(r)

25. Com. V.R.Ananda Tirtha,
CPI Office, 
9/3, Ashoka Road, 
Davangere-577002, 
Karnataka. 0812/3703(r)

26. Com. Krishna Modi,
At & P.O.Pathakhera, 
District Betul-460449, 
Madhya Pradesh.

33.
Com. Ram Ratnakar, 
Advocate,
224, Choupati Karanja. 
At & P.O. Ahmednagar, 
Pincode» 414001, 
Maharashtra.

34. Com. D.K.Ponda, 
At & p.o. Aska, 
District Ganjam, 
Oris sa.

35. Com. D.C.Mohanty, 
Gopa Bandhu Niwas, 
Badambadi, 
Cuttack-753012, 
Orissa. 0671/612105

36. Com. Madan Lal Didi, 
House No.338, sector 21-A 
Chandigar - 160023.

( 0172/20893).

27. Com. D.K. Rao, 
Samyukta Khadan Mazdoor 
P.O. Nandini Mines, Sangh, 
District Durg-491228, 
Madhya Pradesh.

37. Com. Bant Singh Brar, 
H.No.3136, Sector-41-D, 
Chandigarh.

38. Vacant.
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39. Com. K.Viswanathan,
■Paj asthan State Committee 

Of AITUC,
Swami Kumaranand Smarak 

Bhavan,
Behind Shalimar Cinema, 
Jaipur - 302001.
Rajasthan. 0141/45636.

40. Com. S.C.Krishnap,
49, Guruvappachetty Street, 
Chintadripet, 
Madras - 600002.
Tamilnadu. 044/56 60 20.

41. Com. A.M. Gopu, 
P-25, Premnagar, 
South Boag Road, 
Thyagarayanagar, 
Madras-600017.
Tamilnadu. 044/ 44 25 04.

47. Com. Nemai Routh, 
Benachity, 
Durgapur-713213, 
District Burdwan, 
vie st Bengal.

48. Com. Nandadulal Srimani, 
Ellias Road, 
Agarpara, 
Calcutta-700058 
/lest Bengal.

49. Com. B.N. Tewary, 
Colliery Mazdoor Sabha, 
G.T. Road, 
Prabhat Hotel, 
P.O. Asansol, Dt.Burdwan, 
/lest Bengal.

50. Com. Kamalapathi Roy, 
3/1B, Panditia Road, 
Cal cutta-700029, 
Nest Bengal.

42. Com. S.S.Thiagarajan, 
73, Main Road, 
Ettayapuram-627902 
Tamilnadu.

FROM INDU STR IAL FEDE RAT IONS.

43. Com. M. Manj ini, 
Pondicherry state (AITUC), 

Committee,
July-30-Thiyagigal Nilayam 
Maraimalai Adigal Salai, 
Opp. Swadeshi Cotton Mills, 
Pondicherry-605005.

44. Com. Basudev Pandey, 
Uttar Pradesh Trade union

Council,
7, Bisheshwarnath Road, 

Lucknow,
Uttar Pradesh.

45. Com. Sukhbir Singh Tyagi,
235 Sadiq Nagar, 
Ghaziabad, 
Uttar Pradesh.

46. Com. Sadruddin Rana, 
Uttar Pradesh Bijli

Karmachari Sangh, 
OBRA 231001, 
District Mirzapur, 
Uttar Pradesh.

51. Com. R.K.Ganguli, 
"Pitruchhaya Beyond", 
(near Coalpara) , 
Katol Road, Giltikhadam, 
Nagpur - 440013.
Maharashtra.

52. Cora* Deb Kumar Ganguli, 
2, School Lane, 
New Delhi-110001.

53. Com. T.M. Aboo, 
General secretary, Port,Dock 

and Nater Front workers
Federation of India 

P.O. Bazar, 
Kochi - 682002, 
Ker al a.

54. Com. Sunil sen.
Colliery Mazdoor Sabha,
G.T. Road,(Nest), 
Upper Chelliadanga, 
Opp.to the Asansol

Municipal Market, 
P.O. Upper Chelliadanga, 
Dist. Burdwan. 0341/4249



of the Working Committ-e of AjTnC 
(2 3£t a^r^th— ■—

Diary of che important Irada Union -Struggles/Campaigns.

No. _ Date — .. J.2™. 23A.As.s2e_2...An/2AY2JAA£L st r ug gl e

I. 22-2-1994 Govt. of India Navigation Employees Union 
(Goa) held a mammoth rally in Panjim to 
oppose "privatisati on11 of E'erry services in 
Goa. A memorandum was submitted to the

- Chief Minister seeding his intervention.

2. 28-2—94 J-he Newspaper Employees of Delhi- both 
Journalists and Non—Journalists resorted bo 
days Token strike which was a total success 
ihe striking workers were demanding imsali:

- appointment of new Wage Board.

3. -3-94 A National Convention of the Unions of Roa'q 
Transport Workers affiliated to Aif^.g

, and HNS was held at Calcutta against
- privatisation of Road Transport industry.

4. 5-4-94 On the call of the National Platform of 
Mass Organisations, March to Parliament was 
organised on 5-4-94 to protest against Nr 
and Dunkel proposals. it was a manificient 

■ emonstration in which Lakhs of Workers, 
Kisans, Students, Youth, Women etc. 
participated facing’ bravely Police brutali
ties and asserting their right to peacefully

- March to Parliament.

5. 4-4-94 ®n the call of All India Co-ordination 
Committee of Road Transport Workers 
(AlTuC, ClTu, HMS) more than 5000 Road 
Transport workers from 16 States staged a da 
long DHARNzk at jantar Mantar, New De£hi to 
protest against privatisation of Road 
Transport and in support of their other de In 
The demonstrating workers were addressed by 
Com. H.V.Anantha Jubba Rao,Convenor of ths 
Co-ordination Committee, Com. M.S.Krishnan, 
A.b.Bardhan, B.D.joshi (AlTuC),Chaturanan 
Mishra, Jalaludin Ansari, Gaya Singh,

- Geeta Mukerjee, all Members of parliament
6. 6-4-94 The First South Asian Regional Road Trans

port Workers Convention was held in Dhaka 
on 5/6-4-94. The Convention was attended 
by representatives' of '&oad Transport Work,rs 
of Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Nepal, 
Vietnam and, THI Transport. The Convention

- adopted a Charter of Demands.
7. 8-4-94 More than Willion workers belonging to

Banking industry and Financial Sector 
organised a total An India Strike against 
Govt.'s policy of privatisation and Branch 
closures. The strike was first of its kind 
in India covering untie Financial Sector 
employees.

. . .2... ..

* '
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8. 15-7-94

9. 21-4-94

10. 1-5-94

11. 5-5-94

12. 11-5-94

13. 11-5-94

14 28-4-94.

On the call of the National Platform of 
Mass Organisations, 15-4-94 was observed 
as Black-Day all over the Country to 
protest against GATT Accord. Baridhs,Rallies, 
demonstrations, Opposition «alk-outs and 
Dharnas marked the Black D3y,
All India Palledar Workers federation 
started Dharna on 21-4-93 to press their 
demand for‘uniform application of settlement 
dated 12-7-93 irrespective of unions 
affiliations. The Dharna is still continuing.
May Say was observed with fervour all over the 
Country, workers expressing their determination 
to fight NfP. in Capital, a joint May Day 
Rally was held by AiTuC, AlCCTu, HMS, uTjC, 
UfuC (LS) and TuGC, Bank Employees etc.

For the first time in History May Day 
was observed in Doda { j & K State) by AjTjC 
Union.

well attended Convention of Textile Mill 
Workers was held on 5-5-94. It was jointly 
organised by AHuC, ClTu, H.M.S. and B.h.S. 
The Convention called upon Textile Workers 
to prepare for country-wide Industrial action 
in the month of September,1994.
The Bankmens agitation against privatisation 
touche_d new heights as AibeA, AibqA and 
brought 'entire Banking Industry to stand-still 
on 11-5-94.

K.T.C. Workers in Goa organised a massive 
morcha in support of their demands.

15. -5-94

16. 8-6-94.

Following Strike Action by ApSRT Employees 
Union, an agreement was reached between the 
management and the Union regarding revision 
of Pay Scales etc.
I<TC workers held a massive Dh^R^A in Pon da, 
Goa. Thousands of workers of different 
industrial workers supported K.T.C, Workers' 
sitting on Dharna and their demand to safe- 
guard K.l.C. from being liquidated by corrupt 
manage me nt.
Karnataka State Road Transport Corporation 
staff and workers Federation organised Relay 
Hunger Strike from 1st June 94 to pressurise 
management to settle workers demands.

On 8.6.94, AjTtjC leader Com.H.V.Anantha 
Subba Rao started indefinite Hunger Strike to. 
the same cause.

.. .3......
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17. 20-4-94 
To " 

15-5-94

Leaders of Kerala State ‘Transport Workers went 
on indefinite ^'ast from 20-4-94 to 15-5-94 
against Kerala Govt.’s Policy to Freeze their
D.A., increments, Curtailment of Leave, Holiday
etc. Since Indefinite Fast did not force the 
Govt, to change the stand "workers started 
Indefinite Strike from 16-5-94. inTuC union 
initially joined the strike but later withdraw 
but their members continued to be on "strike. 
Strike was banned under LSmA. On 24-5-94 there 
was General Strike in Kerala on the *all of k;at' 
Sponsoring Committee. The strike ended on 
22nd June in a glorious victory.

18. 10-5-94 More than a lakh cashew workers in Kerala 
on path of agitation against failure of proc as - 
ment assured by the Government. On 10.5.94 
there was total Bandh in A_.il on District in 
support of cashew workers.

Textile workers in Kerala including BMS and 
IN'TiP went on days token strike in supporn 
of their long pending demands. The strike 
was great success

30.4.94 The head-load workers observed a state-w
strike in Kerala demanding enrolment of Heao- 
load Mockers in Welfare Schemes.

5—6—94 Thousands of Power work rs, GOvt. employee
Bank and Insurance Employees poured into 
Sringartal (Ratna Giri Dist.) demanding throw
out Snron, Save Public Sector, SEB, Save 
Maharashtra and Save India.

21.6.94 More than 7000 delegates participated in the
National Convention of National Platform of 
Mass Organisations held in Talkatora indoor 
Stadium at Delhi. On behalf of AituC the 
Convention was addressed by General Secretary, 
Com. A.b.Bardhan. Com. B. D.Joshi was in the 
presidium. The Convention adopted a declaration 
and detailed programme of action culminating in 
General Strike on 29.9.94.

12-6-94 A State Level Convention was held in Orissa on
12.6.94 ^gainst NLP of the Central Government 
and anti-people policies of the state Govern
ment. The Conv^ntron gave a call for Mass 
Actions.

22-6-94 Hundreds of leaders and other representativ
of P. S. industries staged a day long 4iarn w '■ 

Delhi.They wanted to March to Prime Minister's
residence but were prevented from doing so and 
were arrested along with two members of 
Parliament. Later they held a meeting and 
condemned the attitude of P.M.O in not 
arranging a meeting withe P.M. and resolve 
to make strike on 14-7-94 a success

.. . .4. ..
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25. _7-94.

26. 3-7-94.

27. 14t7-94

28. 15^7-94

29. -7-94

30. 3-7-94.

An unique Convention of the representatives 
of Power Engineers,^and Electricity Employees 
was held at Delhi. The Convention in a de
claration opposed'th: current policy of 
inviting foreign investors on terms which 
would be ruinous to the Power Sector. The 
Convention.decided to oroanised Protest Day 
on 25-8-94.
Ten Central Traje unions in Bihar (AlTuC,’ 
ClTU, INTuC, BMS, AjCCTtj, HMs, UTuC, uTjC-Ls , 
TuCC organised a Convention on 3-7-94 at 
Patna to fight growing sickness and closures 
in Industries and 'against victimisation. Ths Convention decided to observe “Protest Dav ;1 
on 28-7-94.
Strike by Public Sect or. ;Workers on 14-7-94 
was a grand success throughout the Country. 
Organisations in most Public Sector under- ' 
takings also joined the strike which added, 
to the success of the strike.
Karnataka Rajya Anganwadi Workers staged 
Dharna from 15th to 17th July. On the last 
day they held Demonstrations throughout the 
State. The agitation was called off as some 
demands were conceded.
Employees of QkW were on strike for 20 days 
from 14-4-94 for Wage Revision.

Employees of Wipro, Tunikar, are on 
continuous strike against vicrimisation of 
their Office-Bearers.
“State units of the five Central Srade Unions 
(AlTuC, iN'Tu^, BMa, CjTU, HM^) in Haryana 
held a Convention on 3-7-94 and decided to 
organise joint Barnas on 20-7-94 and Strike 
on 18th and 19th August, 1994.



NOTE ON THE UNORGANISED FOR AITUC 
WORKING COMMITTEE JULY 1994.

After the Patna Session of the AITUC there has been a sharp shift in focus from 
an over emphasis on the organised sector to the informal sector. There are valid 
and material reasons for this shift. In fact in the circumstances explained below it 
may be said that it has become an organisational necessity.

The Trade Unions movement in general and the AITUC in particular will have to 
address itself to the following two questions.

First, as to what exactly is their primary support base derived from actual 
membership and secondly, whether by the nature and course of their struggles and 
activities a secondary support base has emerged among wage earners which view 
the trade union movement as representatives not just of their membrs but also of 
the entire working class by virtue of having obtained also for them, real and tangible 

benefits.
The answers to these two questions will have a vital Rearing in understanding 

our limitations and the course of our future actions.
The question of delineating the boundaries of the active constituency over which 

the Trade Unions have both a formal and material influence has always been 
problematic. In 1980 the Central Trade Unions had claimed a membership of 13 
million which on verification, a formal process by which the Govt, determines actual 
membership, turned out to be only 6.2 million. The claimed membership in the 1989 
verification was 26 million of which 4 million were the newly included, category of 
agricultural workers. Preliminary reports suggest that the actual figure may be in 
the vicinity of 18 million, a mere 5% of the labour force.

To fully understand the implications of these numbers and how they impinge on 
various sectors of the labour force it is necessary to understand the composition 
of the labour force and the nature of its segmentation.

Accoding to the 1991 census figures, the total labour force of the country was 
around 317 million. Of these 51% or 163.9 million were wage earners, the others 
being cultivators, self employed and unemployed.

It would be useful to restrict ourselves to a scrutiny of wage earnes who constitute 
only half the labour force. This segment can be broadly divided into the following 

groups:-
i) Organised sector;
ii) Unorganised sector (non-agricultural);
iii) Unorganised sector (agricultural).



The organised sector concerns those who are in the regular salaried employment 
and the Economic Survey of India 1990/91 has estimated their number to be 26 
million or 8.2% of the labour force and their break up is as follws:

State Government employees 7.0 million
Central Govt, employees 
(incuding defence personnel) 
State & Central Govt.
Public Sector
Private Sector -
Total

5.5 million

6.0 million
7.5 million
26.0 million

The degree of unionisation of the Central and State Govt, employees and those 
in the public sector enterprises is 90% plus. If we take out the defence and police 
personnel of about 2.5 million a 90% degree of unionisation would mean that 14 
million empoyees in this segment are unionised. In the organised sector, that is 
regular salaried employment both Govt, and private, the overall degree of 
unionisation is 60% or 15.5 million. This means only 1.5 million or 20% of the private 
sector within the organised sector is unionsed.

UNORGANISED NON-AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
The 1991 census gives the total number in the unorganised non- agricultural 

sector to be 56.6 million of these 45.5 million are working in small non agricultural 
establishments and industries while 11.2 million are household industry workers.

The total claimed membership of the Central Trade Union organisations (CTUO’s 
) for the organised sector and the unorganised non-agricultural sector is 20 million. 
Even if we assume this claimed membership to be absolutely correct, the number 
of workers who are unionised in the unorganised non- agricultural sector would be 
4.5 million, ie 20 m minus 15.5 m from the organised sector.

Thus out of a total of 56.6 million wage earnes in the unorganised non-agricultural 
sector only 4.5 million are unionised, i.e. a degree of unionisation of only about 8%.

UNORGANISED AGRICULTURAL SECTOR
Agricultural workers numbering 81.3 million constitute 25% of the entire 

labour-force and little over 50% of the wage earners; in the country. The CTUO’s 
have claimed a total membership in this sector of 4.3 million. It is widely known that 
the discrepancy factor between claimed and actual membership is particularly high 
in this sector, but even accepting the CTUO figures only yields a degree of 
unionisation of 5% for this sector.
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For our purposes this sector is best left alone as membership figures are 
extremely difficult to verify and their inclusion would only distort the actual position. 
The number of wage earnes for our reckoning without agricultural workers, would 
be 161.4 minus 81.3 million i.e. 80.1 million. The following table is very revealing.

Sector Wage Unionised Degree of % of % of
earners Unioni- Wage CTUO’s

Govt./Public 
Sect, employees 
excl. defence

sation earners memb
ership

and police 16M 
Private Sector

14.5M 90% 20% 70%

employees
(org. sector) 7.5M 
Unorganised non-agri.

1.5 M 20% 9% 7%

sector 56.6M 4.5M 8% 70% 22%
Total_______ 80.1 M 20.5

It can be seen that the Govt./public sector employees constitute 70% of the 
membership of central trade unions even though they account for only 20% of the 
non-agricultural working class. On the other hand the unorganised working class 
even though it accounts for 70% of the non-agricultural wage earners finds only a 
20 share of membership in the C.T.U.O.’s. In this extremely skewed composition 
of the CTUO membership lies the answer to the ease with which the Government 
went ahead with its structural adjustment programme.

Admittedly, like inother parts of the world the benefits accruing from the Trade 
Union movement wfe not confined to its membership alone but had a positive 
cascade effect on other wage earners as well. However, in the Indian context this 
beneficial effect percolated only to the organised sector. Though the degree of 
unionisation in the organised private sector is only 20%, their wages and conditions 
of service improved tremendously and became comparable though not as good as 
their Govt./public sector counterparts.

The unorganised non-agricultural sector unfortunately witnessed no such 
positive effect. Their approximately 20% share in the membership of CTUO’s could 
only ensure that a small percentage of them got the officially declared minimum 
wages and some amount of job security and very little else. Since 90% of this very
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large sector were not unionised even the wholly inadequate minimum wages 
remained unimplemented and job security was out of the question. To the workers 
in this sector the struggle against delays in wage negotiations, Dearness Allowance 
or against retrenchement in the organised sector had no immediate relevance to 
them. As they saw it, a de facto exit policy was always in force, aggravated in the 
last decade with large scale sickness in small units and consequent job losses 
without any form of compensation. There was little motivation in joining countrywide 
industrial actions and losing a day’s wage from their meagre earings or risking 
their jobs in what they saw as concerns essentiallyof workers in the organised 
sector. There was a deep sense of allienation from the Trade Union movement. In 
a sense, a caste division on the basis of huge differences in emoluments, perks 
and security of service had already emerged over the 1st three decades. Right on 
top were the Govt./public sector workers drawing average wages and perks 
converted in money terms at upwards of Rs. 3500/- per month, closely followed by 
the Private Sector workers. The unorganised non-agricultural workers occupied a 
poor third place with average monthly wages of Rs. 700/- to Rs. 800/- with the 
unorganised agricultural workers worse still at Rs. 500/- p.m. only. The unemployed 
numbering an impressive 36 million were naturally outside the system.

The organised sector constituting only 15% of the working class was getting 
upwards of Rs. 3500 p.m., the unorganised non- agricultural workers of 34% of the 
working class got average wages of Rs. 700/- p.m. While the agricutural workers 
accounting for over 51% of the wage earners got only Rs. 500/- p.m. With this sort 
of income distribution, working class unity was impossible to achieve and the NEP 
strategists understand it very well. If corrective strategies are not immediately 
adopted, the trade union movement runs the risk of being marginalised. It must be 
understood that selling a great vision has its practical aspects too. The informal 
sector, the agricultural workers, the unemployed must experience gains from the 
Trade Union movement to ensure their empathy and participation.

Ironically the infrastructure for real growth in the unorganised sector has existed 
for sometime now. Small and tiny unions that form the bulk of the affiliates of 
CTUO’s though only 20% in membership terms, are spread out through the length 
and breadth of this country. Many of them have functioning offices but unfortunately 
lack the vision, expertise and financial resources to grow on their own. All it takes 
to break free is a radical change in attitudes and a concerted redeployment of 
trained manpower and financial resources already available with the CTUO’s but 
tied up in the organised sector.
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Statewide Industrial unions or federations have to be immediately set up in every 
branch of activity in the unorganised sector, whether it be construction workers or 
handloom workers or Rickshow pullers. These Statewide Indsutrial unions must 
first fight for better minimum wages but should also take a host of other issues which 
improve the general qualify of life. Issues which require the active interventionof 
the State and have a more generalised impact. As working people they have a right 
to cheap accessible modern health care, atleast modest education for their children 
and pure drinking water. These must not be construed as “free lumches” but 
minimum necessary investments.

The question of Minimum Wages has been the main point for struggle in the 
informal sector. The factors to be taken into account while determining minimum 
wages was first emumerated by the 15th Indian Labour Conference in 1957. In 
attempting to quantify minimum wages the following five norms were to guide all 
wages fining authorities.

i) A standard working class family should be taken to consist of 3 consump
tion units for one earner. Earning of women, children and adolescents 
should be disregarded.

ii) Clothing requirement should be estimated at per capita consumption of 
18 yards per annum or 72 yards p.a. for a family.

iii) Minimum calorie requirement should be calculated on the basis of a net 
intake of 2700 calories as recommended by Dr. Akroyd for an average 
Indian adult of moderate activity.

iv) In respect of housing, norms should be the minimum rent charged by 
Govt, in any area for houses provided under subsidised industrial hous
ing scheme for low income groups.

v) Fuel lighting and other miscellaneous items of expenditure should con- 
stitue 20% of the total minimum wage.

This five component wage basket when converted to money terms required Rs. 
130/- p.m. at the 1960 price level.,

In other words when the C.R^. 1960 = 100 stood at 100 points the minimum 
wages to ensure the five component minimum wage basket was Rs. 130 p.m. The 
Consumer price index 1960 = 100 now stands at 1200 points with slight variation 
from state to state. This would yield a minimum wage of Rs. 130X12 = Rs. 1560 
p.m.

The five component concept was established and agreed way back in 1957 and 
remained the guidling principle till the Supreme Court judgementofb1992 in the 
Raptokas Brett and Company ltd. case. (1992 ILJ Vol I-340)
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The Supreme Court observed that in addition to the five components an 
additional factor should also be taken into consideration while fixing mimimum 
wages, namely : “Children’s eduction, medical requirement, minimum recreation 
including festival/ceremonies and provisions for old age, marriage etc. should 
further contribute 25% of the total min. wages.”

In other words the minimum wage at 1200 points 1960 = 100 would now stand 
at Rs. 130X12 = Rs. 1560 + 390 = Rs. 1950.

In the face of this minimum wage requirement most states pay minimum wages 
far below this figure. The lowest being West Bengal with Rs. 750 p.m. and Delhi 
being the highest at Rs. 1382 for unskilled workers.

The AITUC will have to launch a country wide agitation on the following.
3.Slogans
i) Adequate Minimum wage and struggle to attain it.
ii)A. Minimum degree of social security in the unorganised and informal sector.
iii) T.U. organistion as the only guarantee for achieving the two above and 

ensuring their implementation.
Adequate minimum wages at 1000 points of 1960 base would yield the following. 

Rs. 130x 1000 = Rs. 1300
25% (6th component) Rs. 325

Rs. 1625 p.m. for installed
Full neutralisation above 1000 points would give Rs. 1.63 paisa per point 

increase. These are actually^bck bottom minimum wages as understood way back 
in the 50’s only marginally improved in 1992.

Those that rule have responsibilities towards those who in their own less exalted 
ways have created wealth for this nation. This generalised social agenda can be 
put to telling effect in the unorganised sector when taken up with routine econmic 
demands. Given the special characteristics of the unorganised sector there is no 
other route. These steps may not reverse the New Economic Policy but they will 
certainly ensure the awakening of a massive dormant force which will be a trusted 
contingent of the Trade Union movement in the difficult years ahead.

(T.A. FRANCIS)
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